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FOREWORD

'HEALTHY SEXUALITY, AN EMERGING CONCEPT

SIMS (Sex Information and Education Council of the .

U. S.) was formed as a voluntary health organization in May of
1964, and the public first heard of it in January, 1965. It has
operated (and will continue to do so), on a modest scale, to
fulfill its functions as an informational and educational .

resource, with a staff that has grown.from one professional and
one clerical worker to five professionals and twelve clerical
workers.

SIECUS! greatest asset is its Board of Directors, a
remarkable group of man and women from eveny category of disci-
plines, whose convictions, ranging widely between "right" and
"left" de not interfere with achieving consensus. Rotating
three year terms bring each year to the Board new minds and
personalities, and the interaction at Board Meetings is an,
exhilarating study in clash and accommodation. Mutual respect
and mutual desire cambine to move SIECUS forward.

In what direction? In the direction of generating, in the
general and professional public, the kinds of waves of thought
and action that may best serve to validate the Purpoie so clearly
stated and restated by SIECUS. This Purpose bears periodic re-
reading, for each sentence carries several meanings that are sub-
tle and far-reaching.

In fact, this present book is an attempt, a beginning, at
identifying some of the many new meanings that SIECUS is even now
still only dimly sensing, of the term "sexuality." krom the
beginning SLECUS was determined to.emphasize that, because the
word "sex" had become so rigidly identified with the genital act,
new terminology was needed. Dictionary definitions of the :term
"sexuality" were incomplete, unsatisfactory, but continued use
of it by SIECUS as now reflected back by the communications media
has begun to add new dimensions to it.

Does sexuality exist as an abstraction? Probably not.
Like-the air waves produced by a tree falling on a desert island
that cannot be called sound unless some auditory apparatus ie
present to register them, sexuality exists only in relation to
an individual. So at this stage, perhaps the best, the only

!),Proaer..qte.....W.M.SXORS*016....04.4.,,......1.........W111~11111/~11.11.00.100*00C.N.
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definition we can give for sexuality is, "You at whatever age
you are as boy or girl, man or woman--with all of your though.ts,

'> feelings and actions as boy or girl, man or woman."

And what is healthy sexuality? And how do you achieve it,
in yourselfl.or in others for whom you have responsibility? This
is what SIECUS now calls upon educatorsato join in exploring.
This book is a first step in such an exploration, one which is
not likely for some time, if ever, to yield neatly packaged
answt's that will satisfy everyone and be'universally applicable.
But members of the SIECUS Board can and do now testify to one
thing: the person who embarks on this expforation on behalf Of
the young people for whom all education is designed, will slowly
but surely find eipansion of his own understanding and acceptance
of the multiplicity of patterns in human sexuality. He will also
quite surely find new dimensions being added to his own life--
for., as a young man at a boys prep school and a Roman Catholic
Chaplain at a large university both phrased it quite indepen-
dently of each other, "Society is struggling to.learn haw to be
human and sexual."

New York,
June, 1967,

,
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Mary S. Calderone, M.D.
Executive Director, srkals
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'NEW PERSPECTIVES IN SEX EDUCATION*

by

Philip R. Lee, M.D.
Assistant Secretary for Health and Scientific Affairs
U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

Those of us who are intimately concerned with the prob-
lems of sex education--with the development of a healthy, serene
and intelligent attitude toward sex--are likely to see discoitr-
agements on every side.

We cannot avoid running into the brick wills of tradition,
taboos, prejudices and downright misinformation.

But let us treat ourselves to a brid: lodk back--and it
'wasn't so very long ago--to the time when the new baby was
brought by the stork, when a pregnant woman was 'lin the family
way,ft and when a child's natural and healthy curiosity about his
own body was naughty or sinful.

This can give us only confidence that ths strides we have
already made--and they are by no means negligiblewill b*
equalled and more than equalled by the strides we are going to
make in the future.

We are in a new climate, one in which we view sex as a
part of the total health of the individual and the community.

Total healtn, by my definition, represents the achieve.-
ment of an individual's highest potential in every aspect of his
life: physical, intellectual, gexual, social, emotional,
economic--both in relation to himswif and in relation to others.

The totally healthy man or woman, as Dr. Calderone hak
said, parries maleness or femaleness as a joy rather than a bur-
deni and as an enhancement of all of his or her relationships.
.This individual does not allow his sense of self to be marred by
sexual guilt, shame--or pride.

Presented before Sex Inforiation and Education Council of the
U. S. (SIECUS), Shoreham Hotel, Washington, Do C., November 30,
1966.
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This is the ideal; this is what we are after.

The Federal Government is staking considerable sums of
money, and countless hours of hard work by many talented people,
on the proposition that this is not only an important goal, but

one which can be attained.

We are most grateful for the interest of dedicated people

like yourselves. You are pioneers in providing leadership in the
fields of sex education and guidance, and we need as much of this
kind of leadership as we can get our hands on.

Your leadership is vital in many fields:

1. The assessment of available knowledge about human
sexuality aad the gaps that exist in research;

nel;

2. The training of health, welfare and education person-

3. The development and dissemination of information;

4. The creation of a climate of understanding in an area
so sorely beset by the damaging elements of silence and confusion.

We propose a pool of all these resources. We propose a
partnership that will include the States and local communities,
private groups such as yours, and all who share the belief that
we can strip the mystery and nonsense from sex and make it what
it is: an important, natural, healthy--and delightful--part of
life.

Scientific research has turned human society upside down,
in one of' the tremendous sociological upheavals of history.

We have splendid new vistas for a new order.of We

have revolutionary knowledge in countless fields, includint,
genetics, reproduction, contraception, tile /Unctions of sex and

the prolongation of human life.

'Our new technology has revolutionized our coMmunity life.
Our cities have grown huge. Our population is not only,booming
in numbers but moving about every which way in astonishing
fashion. We work at jobs unheard of a century ago or even a
decade ago.

And most basically, there has been a tremendous change in
the traditional roles of men and women.

-
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We must face.the fact that new knowledge, new situations
and a vast new, set of demands on human individuals have brought

.> about a volcanic upheaval in human needs and values.

This all means that we must seek new paths in the educa-
tion and counseling of young people who, as adults, will soon
join us in the struggle for emotional survival in the atormy
seas of late 20th Century life.

All of the scientific evidence we have supports what we
ourselves, as parents ourselves, have known for a long time:
that many parents are not talented in the field of sex education
for their own children.

The task just doesn't come naturally. Many, many a
parent will confess that he becomes tongue-tied when he is called
upon to field such questions as Where did you and Nommy get am,
Dad?" or even "Why does Mammy have to go to thiChespittl to get k

the baby?"

We are limited by our own anxietie*, clhibitions andmis-
information.

We know as parents, and we know as doctors, educators and
sociologists, that parents need help in the guidance of their
children toward positive, healthy sexuality, This help must come
from the experts --people like yourselves- -who know that sex is
not odd or shameful but a touchstone that can make magic in our
lives.

Recognizing all this is one thing; doing sometiling about
it is another.

I am happy to be able to report to you that the Departmeat
of Health, Education, and Welfare--like yourselvesis not just
talking, but doing.

We are developing an active program in sex education and
:elated areas, and are already able to provide practical assist-
ance at the grass-roots level. .For,example the Office of Educa-

.

tion, in a recent policy statement, announced that it is prepared
to lend a hand to communities and schools which wish to develop
family life and sex education programs.

,
That Office will encourage and support these projects, for

pre-schocl to college and adult levels, in localities which want
them and ask for them.

It will encourage and support training for teachers and
health personnel, and it will.encourage and support research in

ix
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all aspects of family life and sex education. There is a real
rieed, of course, for specific instruction materialsr-and we are
confident that more and more of this will come Out of research
in curriculum development and in teaching techniques.

Hr. Wilbur Cohen, Under 3ecretary. of .the Department has
this optimistic views

....

iT tir g

Wis ars becoming increasingly aware of the ne6d
for SIM education Ain the schools. ihere.is a small but

.hopeful awakening in soma public arid private, schoola to
the responsibiliW of formal education for.helPing
young people understand their own sexual development.

Vs haV4 a long way to go in this respeCikit-,
_

-Allere are encouraging signs.that Victorianjnhibitions
,:are giving way to open, direct and constructive4ublit^
Aatitudes.

'Secretary Gardner enunciated the ofxlcial Department,'policy at the beginning of this year. It calls not only for
programs of basic and applied resedich in faraly planning and
:population, but for the support of training projects'and facili-
ties for the dissemination of -family planning'inforzation and .

services.

In this respect; certainly the Secretary made one thing
,crystal clear: t hat each individual has the, inviolable right to
,participate, or not to participate, in each -and any of these
programs as he or she wishes. The right of privacy and.of,
personal conscience remains, now and always, with the indlvidual.

It is readily apparent that attitudes, needs and_interests
vary substantially from one locality to another. The,Department
recognizes this, and thus does not intend to adopt only one
uniform, centrally-devised series .of programs.

Rather, it leaves the initiative up to.tl ?. local conununi-
ties and agencies, standing ready to provide a variety. -cif con-
sultative services upon request.

We need manpower in this field; the area is new to Govern-
ment, and available staff is scanty at the moment. Give Us time,
and we hope to have more and more skilled people ready to help.

Research in sex education is coming along at a-reassuring
pace. We are taking advantage of the allied work that is already
in progress, such as the studies on reproduction supported by the
National Institute of Child Health and.Human Development.



We expect many .gains, for example, from research in the
areas of illegitimacy, child and maternal health, family plan-
ning, poverty, behavior disturbances and the malfunctions of
families. Such investigations are now going on in the Welfare
Administration, the Social Security Administration and the
National Institute of Mental Health.

However, we do not- intend to limit ourselves to this form
of scholarly hitch-hiking. We know 'that niuch more research on
human sexuality is needed in the biological, social and behav-
ioral sciences. More is being done, and mien more will be done
in the future.

S.

'

A wealth of vital information is already coming out of
studies in sociology and psychology. For example, we know that
cultural diversity is a significant factor in the approach to

sex education. We find all varieties of-Attitudes on the differ-
ent social and economic levels, in the diffrent sthnic and
religious groups, and certainly in the sexes themselves. Men
.have a male outlook on sex behavior, sex information, -and the
roles of men and women. Women have the female view, w hich is
not the same thing at all.

Sex information must be tailored so that it makes sense
to each-ipecific group. We need information shapedto fit the
needs of pre-adolescents, of teenagers, of adults, with P rtant
differences in each case.

. There is no one time or place in which Sexuality is
learned-'-or mislearned. Human beings learn about sex-in a myriad
of _ways, beginning at. birth. It can be learned in:the .Schbol.

Toom,,in a church group, from a social welfare counselor, froin a
father or mother, from a book-:-or, obal 'Most likely, 'in the
informal social contacts of children and youths.

,

them.
Children learn--well or.poorly--whether. 'or not we teach

.Thus any approach to sane and sensible education about
sex muit cover a lot of territory. It has a potentially important
place in s6hools, from kindergarten to adult classes, and we need
to find and train more classroom teachers in this area. More
than that, we need skilled people who can convey the message
through the church, the community, the family service agency and
many other channels .

The child's attitude toward sex--and the attitude of the
adult he will become--can be shaped or warped by his social and
economic station in life.

xi
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Poverty, deprivation and isolation offer a multitude of
ihreats to the development of his total health.

The Department Df Healthl*Education and Welfarej recOg-
Yawl that the chances for development of "healthy sexuality" are
likely to diminish in the absence of ecqnomic security, physical

-and 'mental health and the advantages of education.

Thus the effort to provide saund counsel on sex is tied
_in with the activities of this Department and the many other'
agencies which seek the betterment of the social, physical and
economic environments in which human beings live.

-

Mile Department is committed to the proposition thit ser-
vices. of the highest possible quality--in the fields of physical
and mental health, social welfare and education--must be .deliv-
ered as effectively'and as rapidly as possible to thosewho*nded

e recognize that programs in-sex education cannot guaran--
l'tee healthy sexuality for all, but we are convinced that they can
make an important contribution in the overall concept of human
Welfare. Whatever we do in this field can't miss helping----at

least a little--in the healthy development of human beings.

We must set up watchdogs for our programs, constantlY
_Alert for the deficiencies that are bound to appear as well as
for the clues that will show us we are on the right track.

_

A -Experimental work must be subject to constant reevalua-
tion. We may use the classrooM approach with lectures, meetings,

-audio-visual aids and discussion--or we may adopt a less rigid
-conceptAnder which the teacher.will 'play it'by ear, so to speak,
according to the individual needs of the youngsters she knows's°

_ well.

We will have to experiment, as well, in the training o
the needed personnel. Patterns muit be established for the

! =involvement of experts in many professions--medical ar d. para-
medical, educational, sociological, religious.

We must decide what specific kinds of subject matter are
most effective, and in this respect the handbook of readings
which SIECUS hopes to develop at this conference should be most
helpfUl.

We must keep tab on what is being done in sex education
in the various parts of the country. Before we can assess the
total needs, we must know what programs already exist.



e may be in for acme pleasant surprises here. I suspeai
tpat there are many knowledgeable people who are quietly, going

Vabout the business ot sound and sensible sex education in the

j-'5' colleges, universities, churches and schoolsexcellent people
who may be able to help us more than we can help them.

In summary, let me review the following poi.nts:

I. The work of sex education and guidance must, be done

in many diverse sectors of society, with appropriately varied
approaches, and using the skills of specialists in many differ-
ent fields.

2. Sex education--and related programs for the promotion
of total health--are increasingly necessary in these times of
rapid social change, shifting values, and expanding knowledge.

3. The Department of Health, Education,. and Welfare is,
ready, willing and able to support specific programs in research,
training and action, upon the request of local agencies and

.groups.

4. The Federal Government, in cooperation with non-
Government groups like SIECUS, recognizes the importance of
basic and applied research, the development of personnel, exper±

mentation, and evaluation of a variety of methods and materials.

3. The Government fully recognizes the rights of indi-
viduals to participate or not to participate it will offer sex_
education to those who wish it, but will. never violate the- pri-. .

. $

vacy of those who do not.

On behalf. Of the Secretary and the liepartment of,Health-;

Education; and Welfare, I wish you well in your courageous and ,

promisitig enterprise.
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INTRODUCTION

This book, the first of.its kind, is intended to-.:1-ass an
initial thrust to break through a major bottleneck in the:-whole
-area popularly, if erroneously, labelled "sex education,"
namely the short supply of personnel to implt-ment it. ,The
decade-of the sixties has seen an enormoui'cóncern'that thiii
subject be incorporated in the education of.the, young. ;But pro..
grains everywhere--in schools,, churches,, professional collSges-a
have been .intieded because, however willing Parents, school boards,
church-groups, and faculties were to install- them-, -there -went not
enough people to entrust them to. Few colleges of -education pre-
paring teachers for elementary and secondary iSchools made provi-
sion for training teachers at() deal with this sensitive.area and'.
summer institutes to prepare seasoned teathers were_-handicapped

. by laCk of precedents to guidethem. Even medical 'and theologi:-
cal schools, have lacked personnel for teaching about huMan
sexuality.

It is hoped that -with a text now available for the prepa-
,ration of teachers, it will become more feasible than it has been
in the.past to include in this preparation training for teaching
in the area of human sexuality in all its diversity and ramifica-\
tions, whether this teaching occurs in a specialized course or,
ramifies throughout the whole curriculum. The fact that this
book is aimed primarily in the diriction of young men and women
Jav colleges prepazing to teach in elemental secondary_

--acrrittorirTh no sens-Einirirte-sth-arYcicois are the only agents of,
sex eduâation; it is a responsibility of a much wider gamut of
-community agencies. But one has to begin somewhefe and the prep-
aration of-teachers in the schoolsappears a good starting point.

This book makes a distinction between the knowledge which
: ,the teacher--whatever his setting may be--seeks to transmit to

-'

.1
The term "social hygiene" originally referred to "all matter's
which relate.to the health or welfare of so.ciety in general" but
came in time to refer primarily to the "sex centered problems of
social healthy' (M. A. Bigelow, Sex Educaiion and Sex Ethics,"
Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, Macmillan, 14, 19341
p. 10). The emphasis on problems related to .sex gave, an essen-
tially, pathological .orientation to .the:subjecit with stress on
the venereal diseases and prostitution.- K better-term than "sex
education,' for today ts orientation would be "education in the'
nature of human sexuality and the relations between the sexes."
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his students and the knowledge he himself needs in order to do

q lit. The "rawft. knowledge which he seeks to transmit may vary from

situation to situation. Some schools may want morel, some less.

Helen Manley's paper exemplifies the contents of one system's-.

program. SIECUS makes no specific recommendations with respect
to the-contents of courses; it offers no "bible.11 The:gamut Amy
vary from conservative schools which want to present only a bare
minimum amount of--strictly factual--information, limited perhaps
to the simple facts of reproductiona limitation Wbich SIECUS
does not recommend--to schools which want no holds barred, which
want the widest ramifications of sexuality.eiplored by'itudents,
including the relevance of research findings for current mores--
.an extension which SIECUS would recommend, witii cizati,o,-for only

special situ.tions under extraordinary leadership.2 Betweon
these extremes there is room for a considerable amciunt of choice.

But wbatever is selected for presentation'to students, the
knowledge which the teacher himself needs in order to transmit it
at whatever level, the "pedagogical" knowledge, to use an olcla
.fashioned term, is another story and it is this background or
pedigogical knowledge which the present book emphasizes.

Here SIEtUS does take a position. It strongly recommends
that wtatever the personal bias any teacher may hive ulth respect
to the nature of human sexuality or with respect to current
trends in sexual mores, he be well versed in the research cur-
rently available on the several aspects of the subject. Ignor-

ance or distortion or rejection of serious research has no place
in the training of teachers. This book does not pretend to offer
all the current research relevant for teachers of se:c education;
but it includes at least a minimum.

KnOwledge itself, of course, is not enough. SIECUS,
strongly recommends that only persons who are themselves.at ease
with the subject of human sexuality be asked to.deal with it, for

. only they are likely to succeed in reaching students. No amount

of knowledge or information will create a good teacher if he is
uncomfortable talking about sexuality. There is no disgrace in
admitting a feeling of uneasiness with the subject. It is.a

feelinb shared by millions of people. In fact, it is precisely.
because so many do feel uncomfortable with, it that teachinO pre-

'sents special difficulties. No teacher should, therefore,, feel

mi
2
In one school in a state which until renently forbade courses
in sex education, a syllabus for a social science course propos-
ing to deal with changing sex roles today was questioned by the
principal. In such an ambience, any teacher would be walking .

on eggshells.

to.
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any hesitancy in requesting to be excused from undertaking this
particular assignment. And no,administrator should hesitate to
excuse him.

For, in a certain sense, the teacher, to paraphrase a cur-
rently popular cliche, is the curriculum. He is teaching him-
self, his attitudes, his comfortable ability to talk: withnut
embarrassment about any aspect of humean sexuality. The "cold"
facts about sexuality the student could easily pick up by him-
self; aad, in fact, ofterf does. But what he needs as much as
the facts, if not more, is a way of thinking and feeling about
them.

; .

Here, as elsewhere, honesty is the best policy. A
sanctimonious sex-is-sacred attitude on the part of the teacher
may well elicit coarse guffaws fiom the boys in.the back seats.
The back-alLey sex they knaw"is far from sacred. But traditional
sex-is-dirty attitude has proved no more successfUl in helping
students achieve the goal of healthy sexuality. Some of the
.darkest motives of mankind may Lanifest themselves in sexual
behavior; but so, too, are some of the most exalted motives
associated with it. Neither sweetness-and-light nor fire-and-

'4
brimstone reach most students'where they'are. As Mary Calderone
bas pointed out:

The very notion that sexual experience at the
physical level may well be an essential part of the
-evolution of the individual. .can be so terrifying
as to be almost impossible for.most 'people to contem-
plate. Yet contemplate it we must, in the same
rational objective manner that any scientific question

. is contemplated, for this is what our young are at
present asking of us. Authoritarianism based on
mythology has alienated them from us, as has over-
permissiveness, perhaps even more dangerously so.
What they want, I think, what they need is composure
about sex and sexual behaviOr--the kind of rational
composure that permifs and facilitates study leading
toward understanding of any new area in our lives. . .

They need to see us applying ihe same criteria of
scholarliness and validity of observation and
measurement to our study and understanding of human
sexuality that we do in other fields of study about
new and hitherto unknown.aspects of life and the
world.3

a'

1

3Mary S. Calderone, "Sex, Religion, and Mental Health," Journal
,of Religion,and Mental Health, 6, July 1967, p. 201.
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.Rationdl composure that de-fuses the emotional overtones of,the:
. subject is one of the major contributioni that the teacher cat:
make to his students.

The student needs practice in discussing the whole_ared,.
of huMan sexuality in an atmosphere that is not furtive,'guili-.
laden,,frivolous, pietistic, solemn, disparaging, or vUlgar:but.-
rather OPen candid, humdhe, serious (but-not rejecting.Of,the:
humorous'aspects of the subject)! In brief, he needs 'adUltAelp:
in integrating sexuality into'his total,personality.
_this sense that the teacher's attitudes and manner and'acceptance

,

of human sexuality constitute the heart of his teaching.'
,.

No teacher need be afraid to say "I dont kno*:", :1(iiiseyr
,it will be recalled, was motivated to undertake hii_ pioneering',
and epic researches by the chagrin he felt-as,a biologist wheaW
could not answer the simplest questions^of his students_ about
human sexual behavior. Uis massive studies reduced ,oUr ignor-
-ance'bUt by no means dispelled it, John Gagnon, Of,the inati7
-tute Kinsey founded, can still.remark on the*tent of, the
:Ignorance which remains. We continue to research and'ead to- our:,
-kmowledge; all of us have seen our own sex education 'extendedby:
:this work. But no one yet knows all the answers.

It is, obvious, therefore, that no program of seX,eduCation
:is going to be complete. It might not even be desirabletollave-
it.complete. All we *can do is pick and choose what Is-Most
relevant for uost people for the development of healthy sexuality..

'The contents of Ws text follow a simple logic, It
deals with some of the pedagogical peculiarities.whickcharaCter-,

'.ize teaching in the area of sex. If there were no suCh2pecUliarr.
A.ties in this area there would be no need for special preparation,
for teaching in it. It is clear why the teacher has to haVe a'
-good knowledge of the developMental asPects of sex.- He had to'
know the nature of the student he is facing, where he
develtipMent, what aspects of sexuality are relevant for him at
eaeh developmental stage. .The teacher _has to be_ prepared'for

--whatever level he may be dealing with. He has to Uhow the.normal
- expectations whether or not they are valid in any specific

. situation.
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One thread running through these papers is the warning
against the expectation that sex education is a panacea. Knowl-
edge, even scientific knowledge, is 110 guarantee of rational
behavior, as the classic case of cigarette mmoking clearly shows.
Amy claim that sex education will guarantee the eradication of
venereal diseases or out6of-wedlock births or any other social.
ill would clearly come under the rubric of.fraudulent claims.
We cannot even claim that sex education will guarantee healthy
sexuality in the students. All that can legitimately be claimed
is that sex education can make available the knowledge that'is
essential f.Jr the achievement of healthy sexuality in our society.
It can also serve as at least a partial counterweight to the
biased "sex education" young people receive from other sources.
As Clark Vincent has put it:

We cannot return to or recapture an "age of
innocence" regarding sex, if such an age ever existed.
Yet those who argue against providing.sex education
for,youth'would appear to believe that an age of .

innocence still exists, and therefore we still have a
choice between providing or not providing sex-educa-
.:tion. Such a choice no 12.922x:exists. Youth-is
literally inundated with information, ideas and atti-
tudes about sex via television, movies,.newspaperiv
paperback books, magazines and members, of their own
age group. In view of the quantity of ideas and
attitudes about sex readily available to youth, it is
.pointless to continue debating whether or not'youth
should receive sex education. They are: The crucial'

and reality question is: 'Are we satisfied'with' the
quality, the content, the aCcuracy and the value
orientations of the ideas ari attitudes about human
sexuality which youth is now daily if not hourly
reCeiving from current sources?'"

4Clark E. Vincent, "The Pregnant Single College Girl," Journal
of American College, Health Association, 15', May 1967, p. 49
(special issue).
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We cannot promise even to win against this competition. But:we

hive to try; we have to offer a better product.
1

. Although the public to which this book is primarily
addressed consists.of students preparing to teach in elementary
and secondary schools, the hope is that it can also be useful
for other ntudents as well and for anyone, in college or outside
of college, who has a genuine concern 'for helping us all. achieve,

-the goal of healthy sexuality.



TEACHING ABOUT SEX

4

-Since learning is learning, and since so manY feaders will

already have had thorough grounding in "educationalTsythology,"

it may seem anomalous to introduce this volume with a series of

chapters which deal, in effect, with the "pedagogy" of sex edu-

-cation. Why, it might be asked, does this.area requir'e gpecial

consideration? It does. An exciting assignment in English

literature, thr riot very likely to do so, may conceivably

arouse strong er.. ...onal response in some students; some may 'weep

at a touching death scene, or become indignant at injustice

vividly portrayed. But nc course in.the school curriculum can

have the tmmediate impact on students at the age of puberty Or

beyond which is possible in a course dealing with human sexuality.

Both experienced and inexperienced teachers recognize the special

and characteristic silence that falls upod a class when class

discussion turns in this direction. If the teacher is fudging or

evading or hiding, the silence and tension continue; they may even

become sullen. But if the teacher is candid and honest, making

clear that he is trying to teach rather than, by implication,

rebuke, there will be such a liveliness and release of tension-

by active participation as even perhaps to require calls for order.

Kirkendall and Libby introduce Chapter 1 with a historical

review of the movement to introduce sex education into the school

curriculum and a survey of the current scene in a'wide variety of

schools,and communities. If it is viewed as a "long gbot," the

second chapter, may be seen as a "close-up." It is a practical,

down to earth sharing by an experienced teacher of what she has

learned in one specific city, St. Louis. It presents the "how"

and "'chat" of sex education, ineluding the topics from among

which material may be selected. She makes clear that what she

.found appropriate in her school for he .. students is not neces-

sarily wbat every teacher in every school will find appropriate

for all students.

lhapter 3 by Broderick then focuses our attention on the

students to whom the material is beamed. -The socio-sexual

development of human beings from,infancy to old age is reviewed

so that the sex educator will not make the All too common mistake

of ,talking to a 14-year-old boy ai thoUih he were a ten-year-old

ehild. Kinsey and his associates warned us of the anomaly of

S.
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teachers and other qex educators talking to adolescents as though

they were not already more active sexually than the:teacher, how-

,..%ever ignorant they Might be with respect to scientific infor-

. >21' elation. We are asked here to be as alert to developmental dif-
.ferences as, let us say, to IQ differences.

The material so far has dealt with essentially nbrmal

situations. But in almost every class that any teacher will
faCe, at'utatever developmental stage, there are sure to be some

members who need more than simple teaching. They need counseling

also. The chapter by Catherine Chilman warps the teacher not, to

confuse the two functions. He shoUld be-able to detect signs
that indicate counseling is called for; but he should not attempt

to miUpply it himself unless, in addition to teaching, ae has'

been adequately trained for it. This is not to say tnat indi-
vidual discussion and conversations are out; they may be

extremely useful. But not serious professional Counseling. Lam
so many of the Other contributors, she also warns us not to

demand more of sex education than it can honestly offer.
. -

,
Not all teachei-s in the field of sex education aie in

schools. Many of them work through other agencies as well as

through schools. Esther Middlewood describes their contribution

to the total picture. The same general "pedagogic" principles
operate in this area of education as in the schools; but they :

call for special modification when used in the community foi an

'Adult audience.

--.So much, then, for the what? to whom? and how? questions
4 _

.of the "pedagogy" of sex education.

8
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CHAPTER 1

TRENDS IN SEX EDUCgTION

by. pester A. Eirkendall and Roger W.°Libby

HISTORICAL SURVEY

"A trend is a trend is a trend," a: Gertrude Stein woUld

have said. But is it? We ai-e not so sure! Perhaps "a trend is

an opinion is simply sametbing someone is trying is only saie-

thing someone has quit trying." i

We will attempt in this chapter, nevertheless,:to identify

.trends in sex education and to comment upon them in a way which

will be helpful to those working with-or expecting to work with

sex education programs in the public schools. We will also

engage in some interpretations and summarizing observations.

In pursuit of this objective we have (a) reviewed the

writings of some of the leaders in sex education since the turn

of the century, (b) drawn from the experience of leaders and

schools as they have worked with sex education, and (c) garnered

ideas from a quqstionnaire on trends and directions in sex edu-

cation in the United States sent to leaders and persons through-

out the country who are involved in'tbis area of instruction.

Over 75 replies were received from persons in all parts of the
. -

country, and they have been most valuable in helping us in .

analyzing trends and in arriving at our conclusions.

-ORGANIZATIONAL BACKGROUND-

)

-The initial impetus for sex education from medical organ:-

izations gave it its characteristic stamp for many.years. It

-was in 1904 that Dt. Prince Albert Morrow bubmitted plans to the

New York county medical society for an organization "to limit

the spread of diseases which have their oridin in the Social

evil..." A year later tbe movement for sex education began with

the organization by Dr. Morrow of the American Society of

Sanitary and Moral Prophylaxis. In the organizational meeting,

Dr. Morrow said tbat "the object is to organize a social defense

against'a class of diseases which.are most injurious to the

highest interest of human society" (2, pp. 229-230).

9 4
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Not -The name of the official journal was-Social Diseasesi
-later changed to the Journal of Sanitary and Moral Prophylaxis.
Five years later, in 1910, the American Federation for Sex
Hygiene was organized.

In 1912, at a meeting of the International Congresis of
Hygiene in Vashinoton. D. C., a specialsommittee consistiitg of
three doctors, made a report on "Matter and Methods of 'Sex
_Education" which showed that the authors realized the limitations
of what had been developed up to that time. Shortly atter this,
in 1914, the American Society for Social and Moral Prophylaxii
and the American Federation tor Sex Hygiene, merged to form the
American Social Hygiene Association. The term "social .hygiene"
-Amplied a broader conception than "sanitary and moral
.yrophylaxis." In fact, "in its original usage social hygiend
:included a wide range of health and social matters relating to
the welfare of society in general" (3 p. 10).

.In the United States, however, the concept of social
- hygaene came to be' limited to "those phases of. social health
which in their essential nature are sexual" (3 p. 10) and
'ffsystematic sex education for both children and adults has from

. the first occupied an important place in the social hygiene
movemen1'(31 p. 10). The significance of this organizational
sponsorsbip of sex education lies in the fact that the earlier
emphases tended to be on the pathological aspects of sexuality
Tather than on its normal aspects.

TRENDS IN THE LITERATURE

It was not until 1916 that Sex Education, the first major
book concerned with sex education in the public schools was
published: The author was Nhuride Bigelow, Professor of Biology
-at Teachers College, Columbia University, This influential and
groundbreaking book 'was followed by -a.widely distributed and
important pamphlet, High Schools and-Sex Education-, published in

. 1922 and revised in 1939. Both editions were written by Benjamin
Gruenberg and printed by the U. S. Government Printing'Office.

, According to the flyleaf these editions were prepared under the
direction of the U. S. Public Health Service in collaboration
with the U. S. Bureau of Education. The Wklite House Conference
On Child Health and Protection held in 1930 produced a pamphlet
entitled Social Hygiene in Schools (1932). More recently several
general books, Sex Guidance in Family Life Education (1947) by
Frances Bruce Strain, Sex Education as Human Relations (1950) by
Lester A. Kirkendall, and Human Sex and Sex Education (1963) by
Warren R. Johnson have appeared. In examining these books the
significant finding has been the marked similarity of the bas5c

10
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ailamizof sex education in the ralisschools over the years
,as enunciated by the.leaders. They have insisted throughout upon~in= INYMINA~MM
at least three points:

1. Sex education must go beyond any one or two-limited
objectives (e.g. prevention o.f venereal diseases,
provision of reproductive information) to beicome
concerned with the.effectiire sexual functioning of
happy, socially well-adjusted persons.

2. Sex education thould reflect a positive, like-
enriching approach, rather than concentrating upon a
negative and repressive view.
Sex education is better when it is integrated into the
curriculum than it is if it is considered a separate
and distinct phase of instruction.

In spite of the limited objective suggested by Dr. Morrow
in 1905, in 1916 Dr. Bigelow defined sex education as including: t

7

all scientific, ethical, and Aligious instruction
and influences which . . . may help young people prepare
to solve for themselves the problem of sex. . . Young
people need instruction that relates not only to health
but also tO attitudes and morals as these three are influ-
enced by sexual instincts and relationships (21 pp. 1-2):

Gruenberg (1922) emphasized an approach which went far beyond the
biological:

. . sex education in the school means not only the
presenting of-facts, but also the interpretation of mean-
ings and applications, where they happen to fit in with
the subject matter of instruction in any or all of the
various school courses or subjects that deal with human
interests, human relations, human problems (7).

The White House Conference
Schools (1932)1 suggests that the
is the preservation of the family
ment of family life" (18, p. 3).

pamphlet, Social Hygiene in
"primary aim of social hygiene

and the improvement and enrich-

Kirkendall sought to reflect a similarly broad, inclusive
concern in the title he chose for his book, Sex Education-as
Human Relations.

Johnson says:

. . educators. . . are furthering the improvement of
human relations generally, including the various aspects
of sexual adjustment, whenever they predispose young -

11



people to fel more involveci in mankind than in their
feelings against people; to be more respectful of fellow
human beings than respectable; to be more loving than
lovely; to be capable of friendship and not just of
friendliness; to be more accepting of thempAlvei,
physically and mentally, than rejecting; to use language
with proper awareness of its potency, especially perhaps
for evil; and to be free of a .leeling of obligation to
prescribe how other people, including future mates and
-children, should live. All this kind uf thing-is, of
course, basic sex education . . . (10, p. 195).

Tbe positive, life-enriching point of view is implicit in
theie quotations. Clearly, efforts to attain this objective'will
have wide implications for educational practices and instruction.

Tbe integration emphasis was clearly implied from the
beginning. Bigelow (1916) discussed the aims of sex education
as the basis for the organization of instruction. In this dis-
cussion be notes the possibility of including sex education in
the biological sciences, in literature, and in general health
instruction. He opposed secial sex education lectures as they
took:sex too much out of context.

_

In High Schools and Sex Education (1922) Gruenberg dis-
cussed possible sex content to be incorporated 'in biology,
general science, physiology, physical education, home economics,
social studies, and English. He considered the special lecture
an "emergency device." In the 1939 edition the_same listing was%A

' Used but brought up-to-date and somewhat elaborated. The inte-
gration approach was also adopted by Kirkendall (1950).

One.must remember that these were the concepts of leaders.
In general their views were far from being followed or practiced
by either school authorities or the general public. Bigelow
(1916), for example, notes that "personal sex-hygiene" materials
are not included in biology textbooks "because educational and
public opinion do not stand for such radical lessons in books
for schools" (2, P. 99). What would be Bigelowls appraisal of
today's books?

Unquestionably, little sex education actually was taught
in the- Schools "in the 19204.-s, 1930's and even the 19401s. Also
there is little doubt that when it was, it was restricted largely
to reproduction education. Unquestionably also the element of
disaker insurance bulked large in what was done--insurance
against venereal infection, premarital pregnancy and illegitimacy.
The emphasis was strongly repressive and the tone, whil elevated

12
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in terms of hopes and future potentialities, was severely nega-
dye so far as.youth and the present were concerned.

I.

What changes have Occurred?

TRENDS IN SEX EDUCATION -

Over the years several trends have emerged. The element
of fear which historicallSr has permeated the whole question of
sex education for children is gradually disappearing. With it-

the inhibitions against open discussion of the concernsfof the
young people themselves have also gradually dihanneared. This
is directly related to a second trend, an extension of the
variety of approaches and techniques used by sex educators.
Third must be noted the increasing acceptance and implementation
of the broad, integrated approach reccmitended by the early
leaders in the field. A fourth trend is the movement away from
euphemisms and toward using the term flsex" in de-scribing the

school program. A. fifth trend is the introdiction of sex educa-
tion at increasingly earlier ages. And finally, and most hope-
fully of all, systematic programs for the preparation and on-
the -job training of teachers in this area, have begun to be
established.

In the following sectionsl each of these trende is more
fully developed aao documented.

DECREASING FEAR INCREASING OPENNESS

The atmosphere in which sex teaching can take place has
gradually become more open, more accepting, less fearful, and*

.less likely to produce opposition. Despite fears which without
doubt still exist, it is nevertheless hard to envision the exteat
and the depth of fears which apparently existed in matters of
sex at the turn of the century. This can be seen clearly in
books addressed to parents. One of the-best examples is a book
published in 1906, The Renewal of Life by Mhrgaret Morley.
Written for parents, the book literally bristles and crackles
with fear. Thus the writer says:

since there is very great danger in speaking in
public on this subject before children, no matter how
well the speaking may be done, it is undoubtedly better
not to approach it directly in the schools,--at least in

. grades below the high school In dealing with this
subject the teacher needs to as wise as the serpent
and as harmless as the dove, kOt..only for her own sake .

13



but for the sake of those she wishes to help. .

Nhny a life has been lamed and saddened because of the.

3 first terrible and ineradicable impressions it received
upon this all-important subject. Many a high-minded man
and woman have gone through life tormented by images of
the first unworthy thoughts. No matter how good the
aften:knowledge may be, it is almost impossible :to erase
fr^. -4.:1"1^t. of ....mflry +hAt ^1A

44rcit
4mpr"1.1140q1

(13, pp. 24-25).

Another writer, Felix Eirsar(1930) in a book addressed to
Catholic parents seems extremely frank and open, but suddenly
reverses his field. Tbe child must be very persistent if he
wants clear answers:

. parents and priests have produced no convincing
reason why parents should refuse to answer even the .

youngest child when he asks: "Where do babies come from?"
'An attempt on the part of the parents to ignore the ques- '

'Um may silence the child and drive, him elsewhere for
information or let him suspect that there is a mystery
that the parents do not wish to'discuss. . What harm
,could come from-frankly answering the question by saying:
"Baby comes from God. Aad God sent with him an angel,
wbo will stay with baby, day and night,, and watch over
bim to keep away danger." If the child Persists and
wishes further information, further information should
-be given -frankly (12, p. 189).

While Bigelow's book:on sex education in schools was
published just ten years following Morley's book, he was clearly
less fearful than either Morley or Kirsch. He was insistent on
the need to be honest and open about sex:

.

The policy of maintaining'mystery and secrecy concerning
sex has failed with adults even more sadly than children.
Health and morals have suffered incalculable injury . 0 .

Tbe wonder is that . the world has not developed more
sexual vice (2, p..15).

'But Bigelow vas still a product of his ttme, as is clear
in much of'his book. Fear is clearly evident in his comments
about macturbation:

Have children sleep on a hard mattress. Tbe old-time .

feather bed was dangerous . . . Do not leave children
to their own devices; they may naturally fall into
dangerous play. Privacy is often demanded by the moods
of adults, but is dangerous for children (2, p. 141).

14
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Frances Bruce Straih (1947) was still reacting to this
atmosphere of fear iihen she wrote:

Sex teaching"is still so uncertain an art, and holds so
many possibilities of danger, one hesitates to recommend
the addition.to it of a flavor of humor. Yet thht is
what I should like to do. A touch of whimsy herp and
there along the way does much to keep the whole tenor of
the work on an even keel, makes it human. And if now
and then something really funny happens or is said and
everybody laughs,. wtIl--laugh too, why not? .

is almost as hazardous to recommend a tinge of
fashion sentiment as it is to recommend a dash
(16, p. 266).

It

gefie. old- .

of humor

She also discussed with her reader-teachers certain
personal qualities about which they needed to be most .

circumspect--size, dress, manner, voice, speech- -all of which,
according to Mrs. 'Strain, bore significantly upon success in
this field.

Ftlix Kirsch reflects both fear and disgust, based on
religious teachings in his attitude.toward nocturnal emissions:4

At night, often during an impure dream, this fluid is
ejected from the body. There is in this emission nothing
to be alarmed about. It is perfectly natural; even the
saints had to suffer it (111 p. 200).

^

Ia order to cope with emissions, Kirsch advises:

. try to think of something else, forget about the
emission, say a Hail Mary, and turn over and go to sleep
(111 p. 200).

Mhsturbation has always been a subject which brings out
fears quickly and quite clearly (note Bigelow above). Fear and
distaste colored Gruenberg's (1922) comments on masturbation:

Many boys get into bad habits of handling their external
*sex organs. Every boy who has done so knows that it is
not the right thing to do and is ashamed of himself for
doing it (71 p. 51). .

notes:
Less fear is present in the 1939 edition, as Gruenberg

Within a generation we have learned pretty generally that
various methods and forms of sensual gratification al*
practically universal for boys and girls. . . In

15
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'
,

considering the subject of masturbation, it is necessary
to detach ourselves from earlier moralistic assumptions
and vague fears about sex (but3 The whae question
of masturbation must be handled by the qualified teacher
with delicacy, but also with a degree of assurance

(9, P. 67).

Um.molk gnome.? +1,4%.2.1.^4,1+ wharas A nreini4nenf sind
"salmi ww JA144.%. .141.0W 54446*....14 54l '004~

respected psychiatrist can write that masturbation has a positive

contribution to make to development in "any rational concept'of
;personality structure arid social relations.. Such a view is by no

, means mine alone but is shared by many of my professional col-

leagues who are most knowledgable and clinically experienced"'

(151. pp. 588-589).

None of the resPondents to- our questionnaire thought that

fears of sex and sex education had increased. For each respon=.

dent who said there had been no change, eight said the fears had t .

decreased. Maay reasons were suggested for this but the ones
most commonly mentioned were the frank and bpen treatment which

sex has been receiving in the mass media, and an increasing
awareness on tne part of parents, teachers, and professional

people of the need for sex education, especially for youth.

Some of che respondents made points which are-valuable in

defining the total situation more sharply. One respondent said
that he had dealt with situations in which he felt that fears
had grown over a period of time, other situations in which there
had been no change, and others where fears had decreased. Even.

$.
for this respondent the overall trend had been a decrease.

A decline in the fear that some mistake or misstep in sex
reducation might possibly occur, would seem to be back of some of
the changes in methodology and procedure which are now more

.common in sex education. For example the.respondents to our
questionnaire agreed that the sex education lecture (decried by
Bigelow), often given by a doctor who was brought in unannounced
from the outside,'was a thing of the past. When lecturers are

brought in now, they are brought in as an intepral part of the

teaching process, and as such they are likely to be subject to
questions by pupils and involved in discussions'of pertinent

issues.

Our respondents also agreed that the discussion on the
part.of the pupils is commonly invited rather than avoided, as

formerly. An illustration of this trend is seen inopen-ended
films which invite, rather than block discussion. Thus in the

film "Human Growth" the teacher is seen stepping toward thp
viewer at the close and after her class has been mising ques-

. tions about-various aspects of sex, growth, and development, to

16
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--suggest that the same Procedure can be tolloYed in the classroom

where the film has been viewed.

t
,'

Co-ed cIasses'are noir common and ordinarily Sought by both-

teachers and pupils, though some questionnaire 'respandentsIelt,

'that there were times when segregated classes Could provide -

better instructional situations. In any event we have moved far

beyond Bigelow (1916) wto wrote that thi410

. is no reason why the biological studies shoUld hot

be cOeducational tprough nature-litudy and.biologyAs-tET

as the development of frogs and birds andl'in s(general

way, of mammals (2, pp. 109-110).

The White House Conference report (1932)1 discussing

instruction of adolescents suggests however that separation

"stimulates sex consciousness and urges; whereas'free wholesome,

. social intercourse of the sexes tendkto miniMize tensions and:

subliiate these urges" (18, p. 29). Gruenberg 11939/is not

quite "so accepting on this point, but still, in:generali approves

of coeducational classes.

Another question which formerly was debated considerably

but which is now little debated is whether the teacher shoUld be'

of the same sex as the pupils. Bigelow fears:

. danger for some boys if they are frankly instructed'

by attractive young women who are only ten to fifteen

years older than their pupils. Hence, I urge great

caution if there must be any exceptions to the general
rule that teachers and pupils should be of the same sex

(2, p. 109).

Gruenberg (1939) feels that the decision on this issue will be

determined by the personality Of the individual:teacher.

Hesitancy' still exists, of course, to engage in discussion

of certain topics. Any discussion of sexual techniques in inter-

course is universally professed to be proscribed, as is instruc-

tion about ,contraceptive techniques and devices. These restric-

." tions have, to the knowledge of the writers, been breached in

individdal counseling and small group situations, and even in

the case of contraceptive teaching, in'high school formal class

iituations.

. It is tb i-. authors,'impression that there is less tendency

now to surrounethe teaching of sex with such an aura of sacred-

ness and sentimentality that it can scarcely be discussed. This

tendency seems to us to have been a reaction to a feeling tbat

open discussion was somehow fearful and threatening. We could

quote many highly sentimental statements from older books, but

will forego this temptation.

17'
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. , Some of the questionnaire respondents still foresaw the
llikelihood of considerable opposition to sex education. Two

sources of this potential opposition were suggestedfundamen-
talfst church groups and parents or other persons disillusioned
with the failure of sex education to meet their expectations in
channeling the sexual behavior of youth..

The way with which sex educators deal with tbe moral issue
is undoubtedly of great concern. Success or failure at this
point has tremendous implications for the success or failure of

sex education. The concern created by the:publicity which refers
to a usexual revolution" and "declining moral standards" ha:4
without question had considerable influence in bringing'some
parents to favor sex education. This support has at the same
time a certain element of precariousness about it. Several of.
our questionnaire respondents noted that awareness of the pre-.
Burned changei in sexual behavior among youth was bringing support'
and even generating pressure upon the schools to establish sex
education programs. But some of these resr.r.dents also suggested
.that whatAhese supporters were expecting was that the schools
would in some way be able to reverse the supposed behavioral
trend toward a greater sexual freedom--to put the lid beckon,
so to speak. What, then, happens if it becomes clear that sex
education is not actually accomplishing thin?

That the issue of morality is a central one is acknowl-
edged by practically everyone who has worked with sex education
programs for adolescents. As an illustration, The Natiiaal
Association of Independent Schools has given priority to the
inclusion of sex education in the instructional pfograms of the
schools making up the Association. In the summary report of a
two-day institute held in April, 1966, (19) one of the central
issueE; was that of "sex education and morality.

The trend of the discussions concerning morality in tbe
schools will undoubtedly parallel the debate going on in the
churches. Here the issue is between two widely divergent views.
There are those who wish to adhere strictly to the legalistic

, code in which a particular pattern of behavior, is regarded as
exemplifying morality. Others f6e1 that certain principles may
be adhered to, and that behavior may vary from one situation to
another while still remaining faithful to ihese basic principles.

Several school systems have already dialt with the moral
issue by adopting the latter point of view. These schools have
accepted the concept that the building of relationships which
have in them integrity, sincerity and outreach is a moral posi-
tion which they can support in good conscience. This approach
is acceptable to many religionists and yet at the same time does
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not involve the school in "religious instruction" or in support-

, :ing any particular creed or dogma.

The point of view to be taken with reference to premarital
intercourse is without doubt the most sensitive of all the.issues
with which teachers have to deal. Formerly they were fortified
by a well-nigh universally accepted taboo against any kind of
premarital sexual expression. Todayl'however, the teacher is
faced with a wide range of views concerning premarit4-inter-
course, and each within the context of a particular view of
morals held by the writer (i.e. the books listed under entry 20
in the references at the end of the chapter). Moreover, rather
than being commended, the teacher is now criticized, by 'some
educational leaders at least, when she indulges in advice-giving

. or engages in didactic moralism. On this issue and in the
- approach to moral instruction, the contemporary teacher is caught

in a paralyzing crossfire. [Sae Jessie Bernard's discussion of
the $64 Question, Chapter 9].

The future development of sex education programs would
seem inseparably bound with the success the schools have in
resolving the moral issue. This brings us to the question:
What'shall be the objectives of sex education?

INCREASING BREADTH OF OBJECTIVES

The objectives of sex education are being broadened and
instrution aimed at their achievement is being implemented.
Four objectives which are being emphasized as ail integral part
of modern sex education can be distinguished. One is a concern
With building an understanding of ;:hanging sex roles. [See

Chapter 11 by Nelson Foote..] This objective was mentioned by
.the questionnaire respondents as one of the important and primary
objectives which needed attention in the future. The whole
question of male-female interaction in the family, in the busi-
neths and professional world, at play, and in all of life gener-

1 ally, seems almost certain to require an increasingly greater
amount of attention in sex education.

A second objective is the spelling out in a concrete and'
comprehensible way of the place of sex in the individual's
personal and family life. The relationship of sex to love, the
place and significance of sex in marriage, and the sex education
of cfiildren are examples of the topics which will need to be
dealt with in relation to this objective.

The development of seif-understanding in relation to one's
sexual nature and needs is a third objective which is being
increasingly recognized as important. That this objective will



gdin increasing attention was the view of a number of our clues-

* 'tionnaire respondents". It is also an emphasis which is being
incorporated in many curricular outlines and Units.

This objective, if it can be fully realized, will
undoubtedly help greatly in the acceptanCe of instruction about
human sexuality. In the fullest sense what happens is exactly
what has just been suggested--"sex education" becomes "education
about human sexuality." This is sex in context.

We are only at the beginning so fai is this development
is concerned, but various leaders and various programs are
reflecting an awareness of the need and value of linking sexu-
aliti with .self-understanding.

k state-wide program in Kansas has sprung from the com
bined efforts of the University of Kansas Medical Center, the

t

State Department of Health and the State Department of Education.
Workshops have been developed to help school administrators and
teachers to incorporate sex instruction as an integral part of
all learning about human development. The conceptual context in
which instruction concerning.sexuality is embedded is that of
human growth and development.

Other programs may relate instruction concerning sexuality
to personality and emotional growth; others to the development of
an individual identity; others with a sociological approach to
cultural understanding and adjustment. But regardless of the

i

particular emphasis which may be chosen, the result' is an enmeshr
ing of sex in a context. The isolationthe setting apart of
sex from the rest of life--is thus lessened. ThiS has in the
past been one of the great deficiencies of and one of the serious
retarding forces to sex education. 1

The fourth objective--and this was mentioned With much
greater frequency than any of the other three by our question-
eaire respondents--is that of helping the pupil arrive at a .

) condition of insight and understanding which will enable him to
engage.in responsible decision-making. The phrase "responsible
decision-making" is much in vogue. Still in view of the extent
to which youth are expected to, and do, make their own decisions,
it seems quite properly so.

The realization of this objective, however, involves much
more'than simply some procedural variations or methodological
innovations. The very foundation of the learning-teaching pro-
cess'is involved. Sex educators in the past when they have dealt
with behavioral issues and moral questions, have undoubtedly
relied mainly on inveighing and persuasion. They have ordinarily

20
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-presented a conventional view limited in scope to that generally

regarded as acceptable in the community. This is, of course,

working toward the realization of the decision-making objective,
but With the intent to get the pupils to decide in the direction
toward which the teacher has been persuading.

But what happens when teaching is conducted in fall
realization that the pupil will make his own decision? How

does teaching proceed in the case of deciding for or against
cigarette smoking, or for-or against going into a certain oc6u-
pational field? A certain teaching procedure designed to facil-
itate problem-solving and decision-making becomes necessary.

The typical procedure in other decision-making areas iS
to (a) examine the facts established and tested through experi-
ence and research, (b) analyze and interpret these in light of

one's own experience and basic philosophy, and (c) to arrive ai

a decision derived through this process. The question is: Are

we at a point in our teaching about the various sensitive areas

of human relations--not just sex, but interkacial associations,
divorce, or cross-sex friendships for married persons--which will
permit us to utilize an approach to decision-making in which we
look at the various possibilities surraunding these issues

objectively?

Several writers, i.e., Reiss, Hudson and Broderick (14, 91
4), have been critical of.high school and university textbooks
and instruction because they seem inadequately grounded in the
logical processes of decision making. Thus Broderick writes:

As a survey of high-school texts will qUickly show, what
students get in the chapters on boy-girl re/ations is

-advice illustrated with case studies, advice illustrated
with caa-toons, even, occasionallyl'advice illustrated with
data from.some study. The problem with advice is that

it does not recognize or make use of the students'-

own experience and insights: These are often extensive.

Neither does advice-giving open the way to effective
communication between the teacher and the students (4,

p. 102).

-The likelihood that the objective of "responsible decision-
making" will continue to be sidetracked by direct advice-giving
is great, and its realization is one of the major challenges
before family life-sex educators.

Efforts to implement the "decision-making" objective have

led to a concern with teaching procedures which will provide
pupils with some experience in decision-making processes. Pupils



are being more and more encouraged to ask questions and to con-

.
tribute suggestions as to what they would like in the program.

,,-DIscusslonal interchange between pupils and between pupils and

teachers is being emphasized. The emphasis upon dialogue is

increasingly encouraged by the better and more experienced

teachers, particularly those working witb adolescents.

A particularly interesting illu*stration of the emphasis

on dialogue was provided by Elk Grove (California) High School,

in the spring of 1966. The students of this high school with the

help of their teachers planned a school conference With Om

theme: Who Ap I?" All classes were dismissed for the day,

speakers were broaght in and discussion leaders were trained to

lead forum groups. Six forum groups were organized, one of which

was on the family, another on personal values. Questions relat-

ing to family Adjustments, dating, sex education and preparation

for marriage were so predominant that these issues were clearly

central concerns of the pupils. A similar conference was held

in 1967. The entire conference in 1967 centered around family,
.

sex and dating concerns.

Interesting illustrations of the way in which openness in

pupil expression may change the direction or emphasis of programs

exist. In Montana* the State Department of Health working with

*the State Department of Education developed a program entitled

Education for Parenthood. In the beginning the program was just

'what the title implied, but the pressure of pupil*concern for

dating and sexual problems has continually pushed the program

more and more into this emphasis.

In Orono, Mhine, after a-series of incidents demonstrat-

ing the need for sex education, adult leaders representing
parents, school administrators, church and youth agency leaders,

and university people met and decided to plan a series of three

meetings for high.school youth on the theme, "Morality-1964."
Feeling the need gor the opinion-of the young people themselves

a meeting was called to check plans with representative youth

from the high school. At this meeting, to quote the adult report,

'
"the young people took a dim view of the innocuous and fuzzy

language in the proposed title and asked quite frankly what the

adults were trying to do (put over on them). They suggested a .

title for the project that they believed would have more drawing

power and Was, after all, 'what we are concerned about.' It

became known as The Three P's--Parking, Petting, and'Problems"

(20)%

Reproduction information and understanding still remain

among the objectives of sex education, but it is becoming only

one of'many, particularly for pupils past the period of early

childhood.
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INCREASING THE VARIETY CW APPROACHES

Sex education, in tte process of being extended, is
xesulting in many and varied instructional and organizational
arrangements. A strong emphasis now existi upon the development
of sex education programs to span the entire school period,
kindergarten through twelfth grade. A number of schools have
developed outlines and listings of topics and materials for such
programs, and according to statements made to the authors schools
are proceeding with their'efforts to see that this instruction
is implemented throughout the span of the public school system.

: Variations ari, common in the plans wtich are followed in
instructional programs. Most schools in which sex education is
a part of the elementary school program utilize incidental
instruction. Reproduction information may be one of the objec-
tives accomplished through the keeping of animal pets in the
classroom; knowledge of nutrition and male-female parental roles
may also be A consequence if the teacher chooses to make it so.
Discussion of the coming of new .babies into families, examina-
tion of concepts about babies and reproduction held by the chil-
dren, and the roles of human fathers and mothers may grow out of
the story hours. Joint use of toilet facilities may familiarize
boys and girls trith differences in anatomy and physiological
processes.

Discussions related to the biological and natural sciences
in the middle grades may go into these subjects and other aspects
for growth and development more deeply. Boys and girls may be
prepared for impending physical maturation in their health
classes through the use of films and discussion. In the upper
grades definite units designed to fulfill these needs may be
included. 'Times and ways may be provided for children to ask.
perplexing questions about themselves and the other sex.

At the high school level.formal units or informal discus-
sions relating to pertinent aspects of sex may be incorporated
in biology, general science, physiology, physical education, home
economics, social studies and English (as suggested by Gruenberg).
Counselors may deal with the personal sex problems of pupili.

Many high schools havr astituted family living courses'
for their pupils particularly ,t the junior :Auld senior level.

The Corvallis (Oregon) High School has an elective coeducational
semester-length family living course in the social studies
department which enrolls juniors and seniors. Various topics
related to dating, love, mate selection and marriage are
discussed with sexual questions freely raised and discussed.
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Particular concern is manifested for sex in interpersonal rela-

,tionshins.

The Hayward (California) Unified High School (now joined
by Castro Valley and San Lorenzo High Schools) has pioneered in
.a more elaborate family life program. Each student as he enters
fhp ninth grAde ilecomes the arivisee nf a hnme mom teaciler who
serves him as a counselor-advisor for his four full years. In

the twelfth grade a course, Sociology I (Family Living Instruc-
tion) is taught by this tdacher for all of his advisees. This
enables the teacher to base his family living instruction on an
intimate knowledge of his students gained from three years
service as their advisor. It also provides for a combination
vf group instruction and a personal adaptation derived from
personal counseling relationships with the pupils. In this
setting sex queztions and discussions are an integral part of
both the group instruction and individual counseling.

The Hayward program has now been expanded to include
adult (particularly parent) education in thettle areas.

An interesting aspect of the Hayward program is that it
is built upon a succession of concepts which should, in the
opinion of the curriculum builders, be developed grade by grade.
Now that this program is being extended from kindergarten through
the twelfth grade, a listing of concepts is being prepared to
encompass the full scope of the program. This concept-building
Approach provides an interesting contrast with programs utich are
based on a subject matter sequence. ['see Chapter 2 by Helen

Manley for one exami.'.e of the former approach:3

Anaheim, California is now working with a program which
was initiated, after a one-year pilot program, in the fall of

1964. The program, following the organizaiion of the school
district, encompasses orades 7-12. In order to find time for
this instruction, five weeks of the year's time for health and
physical education have been aflocated to the "family life and

sex education" program. These time segments are'so planned that

; each pupil is enrolled for five weeks in each grade, in a
sequence which proceeds as follows: 7th, self-understandinb;
8th, yhilosophy of life and values; 9th, morals-in dating and
remarital relations; 10th, human sexuality, engagementt mate
selection; llth, communication (dialogue and discussion
emphasized); and 12th, family, marriage roleg, child'care.

In both the Anaheim and the Hayward programs the teachers
have been initially selected for their interest in the program,
and their competence and confidence built and supported through
continuing in-service preparation.'
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Other interesting variations for providing instruction

!are found. We have, for example, the day-conference plan at Elk

,'Grove, California, just described. In Kansas City, Missourig

the health and physical education division has pioneered in sex

instruction over television. Team teaching has been used in a

number of schools to provide an, interdisoiplinary emphalis and/or
itp4JetwesMCIALCM444.0ca iravIrfase

Churches are moving into the sex education area with great

*rapidity also,: and seeminclly with less fear of community reper-

cussions than the schools. Several of our questionnaire respon-

dents noted this development, but also noted that the liberal

churches were unquestionably moving more rapidly.in this venture

than the more conservative church groups. A number of respon-

dents said, however, that in their opinion the churches were
outdistancing the schools in their willingness and success in

building programs, particularly those geared to the needs of

adolescents.

DECREASING USE OF EUPHEMISMS FOR "SEX EDUCATION"

One of the running debates has related to the term which

should be used to designate instruction about sex. The strong

antipathy toward sex and the heavy taboos surrounding the sub-

ject have carried over.to the term "sex education." This term

has in the past excited fears, stirred disapproval, and conno-

tated a narrow limited approach. The result has been a con-

tinuing search for some euphonious term which would at the same

time be clear enough to designate what was being taught. As

already noted, Dr. Bigelow used the term "social hygiene" educa-

tion--a term which grew rather naturally out'of the prevailing

concern for suppressing venereal (or "social") diseases. Later,

numer/us other terms were suggested to supplant this term and

each had its day and its adherents--"health and human relations

education," "education for personal-and social living," and

"personal and social guidance."

jUndoubtedly the term "family living" has proved to be'the

most common and acceptable term. This is the context within

which the sex education aspents of the pioneering San Diego pro-

gram have been contained. In this manner the instruction con-

cerning sex is naturally set in a family and.a oarsonal rela-

tionship context, which is as it should be. A n this context

it his appeared less stark and more sheltered f..0m*the view of

those who would criticize. Unfortunately, however, the term has

often served as an inclusive one which permitted those so dis-

posed (and there were many) to drop the sex education cOntent

altogether. Also family living encompassed so many facets that

the sex education aspect, which is an area of such importance io
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adolescents, was often very inadequately treated even when it was

iricluded. And finally there are many aspects of sexual under-
',.'standing.which need -Co be and properly are taught outside the

-' family life context. There is, furthermore, such a wide range
of possible definitions for family life education, as Force (6)
and others have noted, that any precision in definition is
extremely difficult.

" In spite of these circumstances many still felt strongly
that direct references to ..sex education imperil the entire
instructional program through making it more vulnerable to public
criticism. Yet the Superintendent of Schools in Anaheim,
California, Mr. Paul Cook, asked specifically for the term "sex
education" to be .added, so that this school program would be
known as "family life and sex education." His reasoning was that
the sex education phase is badly needed, and that it is time to
abandon Om subterfuge and evasiveness of the past for a. direct
statement about what is being taught. Yet he wanted the sex
education aspect put in a broader setting and so chose the family

life context. In a second outline obtainedefroM still another
school the program was entitled "health guidance and sex educa-
tion." The same kind of linkage has come to our attention from

other sources. There are apparently increasing numbers who feel
that the time has come to use the phrase "sex education" directly
as an open and honest effort to get this phase of instruction
adequately incorporated in the school curricnlum at various

points.

Similar reasoning led to the decision to form the-3.Sex-
Information and Education Council of the United States as>,a

-3--

separate and independent organization rather than try to attach
it as a division to some currently existing organization. The

response.to the program of this organization has been great
enough to suggest that public and professional opinion may now-
We ready for a r*ch more direct approach than heretofore.

,INTRODUCTIG, .... MATERIALS AT INCREASINGLY YOUNGER AGES

The emphasis on kindergarten through high school programs
suggests that educators are becoming arare of the need for get-
tina help to pupils earlier than has been the case in the past.
Youth themselves have always voiced the "too little and too late"

Oriticism. Thei r views are slipported by Broderick (4) who has

4600 eidensive research on the dating and heterosexual interests

and activities of children from ages ten to the middle teens.
Ease Chapter 3.3 He has demonstrated that'numbers of boys and
girls at even the earliest of these ages have cross-sex interests
and experiences beyond the expectations of most adults. He

comments:

F fts. -*N.? -
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. . The findings indicate that for many Children a
special interest in members of the opposite sex begins
in kindergarten or before. Crushes on classmates,
teachers, and admired adults of the opposite sex are
eommon throughout arade school. Kissina names are
normative at third to sixth-grade'levels, and some kiss-
ing "when it means something specialn occurs at'these:

ages also. In some communities dating begins for a
substantial number of children in the fifth and sixth
grades, and going steady is common at the junior high
school level. . The strong impression emerges that
young people increasingly bring more heterosexual, experi-
ence and sophistication to family-life classes than is.
assumed by most textbooks and course outlines .

By the junior or senior year of high school, when the
students are most likely to encounter a family-living
course, many have had five or more years of romantic
'interest in and romantic interaction with members cf the
opposite sex (4, p. 102).

INCREASE IN TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAMS

Despite some progress the point of greatest lag-is still
in the preparation of teachers. This was noted over and over by

the respondents to the questionnaire. How to overcome this

weakness is a matter of much concern. Upon its solution doubt-

less depends the future of sex education.

TWo major sources of teacher preparation should be noted
in connection with this need. The first is the undergraduate

preparation of prospective teachers. What most teacher-
preparatory programs do if they are good programs, is to provide
basic instruction in psychology, human growth, personality
development and sociological awareness, upon which an under-
standing of human sexuality and sexual behavior can later be

built. But few teacher-preparatory programs.indeed do anything
directly about sexuality itself or recognize sex education as an
aspect Df instruction in the public schools.

The second source is in-service training of teachers. .

This has progressed much further--enough further that in every
section of the United States can now be found summer'workshops,
weekend conferences, or extension courses dealing with sex
education and human sexuality.

The in-service training aspect of teacher preparation
would seem at tile moment to be much stronger and by far the most
promising of the two sources. The in-service aspect is even now
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able to reflect the bame variability already noted in
I

he dis-
cussion of high.school instructional programs.

The Kansas workshops for teachers and administrators
based upon the human growth and development approach have already
been noted. The state of Minnesota Departments of Publjc Health
and Education have on two different occasions held weekend cnn-

ferences in which teachers and other leaders interested in sex
education have met with national authorities, viewed and evalp-
ated new materials and diicussed problems. At the University
of Oregon and Oregon State University, high .school youth and
high school teachers have been enrolled as students in the same
workshop in an effort to break through communication bariieri,
C:lties like Phoenix, Arizona; Santa Rosa, California;and San
Jose, California;have provided special in-service programs for
their teachers. The Kansas City Social Health Association, as .a
community agency has conducted afternoon and evening workshops
for teachers in partimlar districts.

Thus we have at present to deal with a field of instruc.:
tion which is alive and moving,. The challenge is to build a firm
and sound foundation for it, to arrive at some consensus on
obdectives, and to.build community understanding which will
support the needed programs..
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SELECTED READINGS

1. Bigelow, M. A. Sex Education. New york: Macmillan Co.,

1916 A pioneering effort to define needs, objectives,

methods and con,ent in sex education, N.., 1%,10,.. in

print, but available in many libraries.

2. Duval', Evelyn M. Why Wait Till Marrklm. New York:

Assoc. Press, 193:5.
Represents the extreme conservative approach to sexual

morality. Chastity is supported as an ideal standard

for both sexes. Writteor high school and early
college youth.

Ellis, A. Sex Without Guilt. New York:. Lyle Stuart, 1966, I

(also available in Dell paperback).
Represents the extreme liberal approach to sexual

morality. Suggestions are given so that the reader may
enjoy premarital intercourse, masturbation, etc. with-

out guilt or fear, Very easy to read.

4. Gruenberg, B. Lash Schools and Sex Education. Washington,

D. C.: Supt. of Documents, 1939.
A revision of the 1922 publication, this pamphaet

continued the emphasis on the integration of sex

education in the school curriculum. No longer in

print, but available in some libraries.

5. Grunwald, H. A. (Ed.) .Sex in America. New York: Bantam,

1964.
Chapters on purital and liberal sex codes provide a

range in views of sexual morality. Lester Kirkendall,

Walter Stokes and Mary Calderone are some of the

contributors.

6. Hodson, J. W. A Content Analysis of Selected Family Life

Education Textbooks Used at the Secondary Level.
Unpvblished doctoral dissertation, Ohio State University,

1956.
Ten high school textbooks published from 1945-1954 wet%

analyzed. Sex was treated in only three of the texts

examined. The results of the study illustrate the need

for more comprehensive high school family life and sex

education textbooks.
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Kirkendall, L. A. Sex Education as Human Relation's. Sweet

Springs, MO.: Roxbury Press, 1950.
.A general book on the objectives and methods of sex
education in the schools. Copies available.
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Kirkendall, L. A. Premarital Intercourse and Interpersonal
Relitionships. New York: Julihn Press, igE7-1717.77-
available in paperback through Matrix house).
A research study of interpersonP1 relationships based on
Case histories of 668 premar44 Intercourse experiences

reported by 200 college .1.w7I the emphasis is on
the differing motivations and asequemes of premarital
intercourse. .Suggestions relating to decision-paking
within an'interpersonal relationship framework provide
a basis for an approach to sex education.

9. Johnson, W. A. Olman Sex and Sex Education. Philadelphia:
Lea and Febiger, AV. A chapter on theories of sex
education pr...sents seven differing approaches to sex

education. The concluding chapter.observes and comments
on the place of sex education in a changing world.

10. Reiss, I. L. The treatment of pre-marital coitus in marriage'
and family texts. Soc. 11/21,..5 1957, 4, "334-338.

Demonstrates'the great difficulty which exists so far

,
as an objective, balanced treatment DI'. thip subject'is

concerned. Especially noted is the t:eatment of psycho-
logical effects of premarital intercoUrse, and the
relationship between premarital coitus and marital
success or failure.

11. Reiss, I. L. Premarital Sexual Standards in America. New
York: The Frec Press, 1960.
'A classic sociological study of premarital sexual
standards, the,results indicate a trend away from
abstinence to permissiveness with affection.

12. Reiss, I. L. The Social Context of Premarital Sexual
Permissiveness. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1967. An extension of Reiss' earlier research into
premarital sexual standards, this is the first soel-
logical study of a national probattility sample of pre-
marital sexual attitudes. An integrated theory a
sexual permissiveness is formulated.

13. 'Strain, -Frances B. Sex Guidance in Family Life Education.
New York: MacmillanCo., 1947.
Discusses the incorporation of sex education.in.school
family life programs.
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14. "Teacher's Exchange for High Schools and Colleges," in

Journal of 'Marriage and the Family, 29 (1967) 374-89.
Several articles deal with content and nomenclature of

sex education field.
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Kirkendall and Libby summarized a large number of current
trends and experiments in the schools with respect to sex

education. In this chapter, Helen Manley, a teacher who

has had years of experience in public schools, person-
alises the trends by describing hell- own experiences. She

defines what the term "sex education" has and has-not
meant, she gives us the beneift of her observation of and
participation in thp inauguration of sex education pro-

grams, including guide-lines to follow. She re-emphasizes
the importance of prepared teachers. "She then summarizes
the many topics, including reproduction but by no imams at
the expense Of other topics, which she has found pertinent
in her own experience. Although neither SIECUS nor the
sponsors of this molume is willing to lay down a pre-
scribed curriculum for courses dealing with human sexu-
ality, the experience of teachers who have worked in this
area can be useful as a starting point. Every teacher
will have.to decide which topics her own students want or
need instruction on and the contents may mill vary even
from class to class.* The material discussed under "dating
behavior," for example, will not be identical in, let us
say, an avant garde progressive school and in a parochial

school. But students in both are entitled to have it

presented.

CHAPTER 2

ONE APPROACH TO. THE AGE 'PLACEMENT OF CONCEPTS AND MATER/ALS.

by Helen Manley

tTARTING A PRCGRAM OF SEX EDUCATION

Thm curriculum as related to art edudation in each school
district will be planned to meet the needs of. the children in
that area, at their various developmental stabes, and also to.

allow.variations in neighborhoLds in the district. Children

come to school from different homes, from different.socio-

conomic classes, from different racial and cultural backgrounds,
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with differing religions and ideologies. The objectives of sex

education are the same for all of these children, but the way to

Achieve them may vary widely. Care and discrimination must

--- therefore be used in the selection of teaching materials ane in
,

the choice of staff to teach.

Educators, including curriculum consultants, principals,

and teachers are equipped to outline the plans, but a large and

repiesentative adsisory council of citizens of the community is

an essential adjunct. A

A few guide-lines for introducing a program might well

include:

1. Approval of the school authorities. The members of

the Board of Education or Directors and the (adminis-

trative officers must undei-stand the curriculum and

give it their strong support. All of.the teaching

personnel should likewise be informed of the plans

anditbeir support sought.

2. Understanding on the part of tbe community. The

citizens of the community should be informed of.any

new plans for the education of the children, in the

area of sex no less than in, let us says the so-called

"new" mathematics. Awareness of the needs for sex

education has been evident for decades, despite the

deplorable void in its availability in the schools.

The abundant evidence of the need felt for sex edu-

cation can be emphasized in talking to P.T.A.'s,

service organizations, church groups, or others

interested.
Sex:education should fit smoothly into the whole plan

of study. There should be nothing special or dif-

ferent or unusual about it. Thei's should be nothing

about it that suggests that it is daring; if special

,
equipment is needed or if small discussion groups are

used, these should not be made to seem extraordinary.

All children should be involved; no special permis-

sion should be required.

4. Constant and thoughtful evaluation. Suggestions

should be requested. Communities cs.ange rapidly and

citizens need to be kept aware of the sex education

program. Scientific information expands and the

program must keep pace. a

5. Prepared teachers. Because of the fundamental impor-
.

tance of the teacher, noted throughout this whole

volume, special emphasis is warranted here also.
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THE TEACHER

The teacher is the most vital factor in the success of any

sex education program. But it is.precisely here that teacher-

training has been least adequate. Unlike the traditional con-

tents of the curriculum for teacher-preparation, the area of

sex education" has found little place. Even today few if any

colleges have specific courses to prepare teachers (let alone

the run-of-the-mine college student--to deal with it). Naturally

the sutdect of sex could not be completely excluded in the train-

ing of teachers, for it is a major variable in all psychological

Studies of individual differences, so that it i- a major compo-

nent in many' courses in psychology. It is, similarly, a major

variable in all sociological studies of social structure, inclUd-

ing.the sexual basis of the division of labor basic in all

societies. In more applied form the subject of sex appears in

courses in child development, home economics, guidance, health,'

and personal and family living.

But all too often sex has been dealt With either inci-

dentally or from a purely biological or institutional point of

view. Nowhere has it been dealt with as a teaching area in

which the future teacher would have to be proficient, with

pedagogical problems of a unique character. One intent of this

book is to make available a text for persons preparing to teach

at.any level, from the primary grave in schools to mature par-

ticipants in professional workshops or school internes.

In the elementary school all teachers should have a sound
s

v philosophy in this subject, be free of inhibitions, and be able

to answer children's questions without embarrassment. -Those who

highlight the program in the secondary schools'should have some'

knowledge, of the basic.sciences of biology, anatomy, and

physiology. The success of the teacher is not based on sex,

marital status or parenthood, but rather on the acute under-

. standing of the skills of living, and human inter-relationships

weighted with experience and fine sensitivity.1 These are some

of the likely constituents in the successful sex education

'teacher:

1. A thorough liking and sympathetic understanding of

children and youth; a trust and belief in his pupils.

"elen Manley - A Curriculum Guide in Sex Education, State

Publishing Co., Inc., St. Louis, Mo. 7 63136, 1967, p. 12.
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2. A wholesomp attitude toward sex. This would come

more easily from one who had experienced a wholesome

fanily life of his own.

3. Good common sense and judgment which would include a

fine sensitivity toward the morals, customs, and

ideals of the community..

4. A spontaneous dignified sense Of humor. Laughter,

however, is never acceptable at the expense or

embarrassment of an individual.

5. Khowledge of the scientific background materials:

this is part of the body of knowledge of doctors,

nurses and majors in Health Education.. However, it

is perhaps the area of proficiency most easily

acquired. Books, charts and many other visual aids

are readily available, and the student will respect

an occasional "I don't know, let's look it up."

Certified teachers have already studied psychology, child

growth and methods of teaching. A background in 'the biological

scienCes may be new to the elementary school.toachers, but the

depth needed for these age-level children can be easily acquired.

In the secondary school, sei education would probably be placed

in the sciences or health where teachers have eeveloped some

proficiency in science. In general, however, teachers have had

little or no preparation for teaching sex education, and may feel

inadequate or quite adverse to adding this to their heavy

schedule. Some have matured without a broad view of sexuality,

and have associated sex solely with the genitals and vulgarity.

A Others think they neea much added information in the areal of
A

physiology and anatomy to do the job. Truly, the vast number of

graduates emerging as teachers do lack a backgrowld in the area

called health; which has been a neglected and omitted part of

the curriculum of the public schools for several decades. High

sChool graduates enter college having little or no health

instruction, so teacher education institutions have found stu-

dents with a poor background in Health, and a very short time

allotment in which to build one. The Health curriculum for pros-

pective teachers of Health too, has in general been inadequate.

'The circle develops: so that with little demand for health

teachers, strong majors in health education have been lacking.

Administrators, howeve:, who are realizing the child's need for

sex education are not waiting until the undergraduate courses

are improved, but are setting up extensivein-service programs.

'All teachers in the school system must understand the need for

sex education, how it is being planned for the school system,

and their specific part in it. They may also need some experi-

ence in what is called sensitivity training, to examine their

own attitudes toward human sexuality and free themselves from

any prejudice or inability to speak comfortably about this area

of the curriculum.

or.
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AN ILLUSTRATIVE PROGRAM

We noted above that there seems to be a consensus develop-
ing about the general contents of a program or course in the area

of sex education. But we have repeatedly.stated that there is

no perfect, correct, universally applicable curriculum sUitable

for all schools in all communities. The material that follows
represents only one such curriculum and is presented not as a
model for everyone to copy..but as suggestive of what may be

included. It is specific enough to assure each child's getting
the necessary information and flexible enough to allow for the
teacher's judgment and creativity in using it. It is based on

.the assumption that sex education in the schools starts at the'
kindergarten and continues through tlie twelfth grade, as it fits
smoothly into the total educational program. It does not mean
that fragments of information are imparted at each grade, but
that each teachable moment is used, that children's questiws are
answered, and that at certain maturity levels specific areas of
sex education are highlighted.

PRIMARY GRADES

Many learning experiences in the primary grades are based

on human and family development. The child comes from a family
where he may have mother, father, brothers and sisters. New
babies are arriving in the homes of these children; they are
eager, interested, and curious. The child may have received

4 excellent sex information, or have had negative expetiences.

. The teacher may merely be strengthening what the child has
learned, or he may be trying to establish naw attitudes and
values'in the area of sexuality.

Tbe objectives for each child in these early years can he
stated as follows:

1. To acquire a wholesome attitude toward his body.
2. To use the correct terminology and voCabulary in

reference to all parts of his body.

3. To understand the value of having a.family and being

a good family member.
4.. To understand the elementary facts of reproduction.

5. To know that boys and girls are different, and each

is very important.
6. To lessen and prevent unnecessary handling of the

body.

7. To talk about the body openly and without embarrass-
- ment.
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Daily living presenta many opportunities for reaching these

objectives. Routine toilet procedures offer the right time to

emphasize correct terminology. New babies in the home's of the

children bring questions about their origin; and care of growing

things in the classroom provides opportunities for learning the

growth and development of living things and answering queries

on, "Haw do plants grow?" "How do animal's grow?" "Hlow'do I

grow?" At the end of the primary 'grades a child should know:

1. Where babies come from.

a. How the baby got in.

3. How the baby will get out.

4. The sex differences between boys and girls, and the

.reasons for these differencea.

5. That living things begin from a seed.

6. That human beings are mammals.

7. How the mammal feeds its young from iti own body.

8. How the baby lies in the mother's body.

9. The part the hospital and doctor play in the birth of

"
a baby.

10. The importance of the family.

His vocabulary should include understanding:

Urine Pregnant

Urination Sperm

Bowel Movement Egg

or Abdomen

Defecation Stomach

Penis Reproduction

Vagina Nipple

Breast Wean

Children will have questions at various times; and teachable

moments will present themselves frequently. Teachers will seize

these to help children with facts, standards and values.

INTERMEDIATE GRADES

In the intermediate grades, however,,some formal teaching

also needs to occur. The age level for teaching tb e. various

facts would depend on the children involved and the administra-

tive set-up. Before specifically highlighting human reproduc-

tio4Wbackground information on cell mtructure and the other
systems will make for better understanding. All this can be

embodied in the health and science curriculum.

The objectives in the sex education area for these grades might

be stated as:

.
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1. To stress and continue to develop a healthy attitude
toward sex..

2. To emphasize the wonder, as well as the science of
reproduction.

3. To supply and help children use scientific vocabulary
for a dignifitA discussion of the body processes.

4. .To establish in students an ease and freedom in talk.-
ill(' frankly about sex, and asking any puzzling
questions.

5. To help preadolescents understand the changes taking
place in their bodies, and the variance in individual
growth patterns.

6. To develop an appreciation of the role each member of
the family plays.

7. To assist each child in assuming his own sex role.
8. To develop an understanding of social customs and.

conventions.

Abdomen
Adolescent
Anus
Bladder
Born
Breast
Breeding
Caesarean
Chromosomes
Egg
Embryo
.Endocrine

Fallopian Tube
Feces
Females
Fertilize
Fetus
Foreskin
Fraternal

Needed Vocabulary

Genes
Genitals
Glands
Hatch
Heredity
Hormones
Identical

Male
Mammal
Mating
Menstruation
Milt
Multiple Births
Navel

Nipple
OvarY.

Ovulation
Ovum
Pelvis

Penis
PituitarY
Placenta
Pollen
Pregnant
Pre-Adolescent
Puberty
Rectum
Reproduction
Scrotum
Siamese
Sperm
Testes or testicles
Twins
Umbilical
.Urinate

Urine
Uterus
Vulva
Vagina
Womb

These specific areas of the Sex Education.Curr
covered in the intermediate grades.

I. Your growth and development
A. Living things make new life
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B. You started from two cells

1. Egg or ovum from mother
2. Sperm from father

3. Sperm enters the egg---fertilization

C. You, the fertile cell, needed continued nourish-
ment and air

D. The creation of you, a babY

The birth of the baby

III. Changes in your body as you grow

A. Similar in boys and girls

B. Different in boys and girls

C. Variance in individual

IV. Reproductive organs and functions

A. Boys

B. Girls

V. Vhriances in birth---position, ceearian, multiple

VI. Heredity

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

The early adolescent faces many climacteric conditions in

growing into adulthood and needs scientific knowledge Along with

much sympathetic understanding. The development of the primary

and secondary.sex characteristics give youth a decided awareness

of sex, and the variance and irregularity of this development

require an understanding of basic physiology. While his interest

may.change almost in minutes from childish pursuits to adult

desires he is anxious to be grown up and assume his sex role.
In planning the unit of Sex Education for these twelve to fifteen

year olds consideration must be.given to the subject matter area

in which it is taught, and the Vast difference in the usual sex

experiences that may occur between the age limits, Some children

:will have done some sex experimentation while others will need
'elferral to thm intermediate program. Too, the unit may be

placed at the 7th, ath, or 9th grade tevelt or be taught in

graded amounts each year. Certainly at thili very difficult age

boys and girls should have ready access to a definite teacher or

counsellor to talk with, and to answer his questions..

The objectives of the unit in Junior High'are:

1. To help students gain scientific information on growth

And sexual maturity.
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To establiph respect for human relationships and to
understand the social mores.
To encourage boys and girls to discuss sex in
scientific language, and with dignity and lack of
embarrassment.

4. To .give honest, frank answers to the sex questions
and problems of youth.

5. To develop or improve family relations nf students
now and give ideals for their future families.

0

The Teaching Unit might inciude:

I. Body changes in adolescence .

A. General

1. Spurt of growth
2. Change in proportions
3. Unevenness in growth
4. Variations that may puzzleone breast

larger; one testicle lower, etc.
B. Boys

1. Primary
a. Deveropment of reproductive organs

Testes, scrotum, penis, prostate
b. Erection of penis
c. Emissions
SecondarY

Growth of beard - hair on body - increased
musculature - change of voice - newly
activated sweat glands

C. Girls
1. Primary

a. Fuller.development of reproductive organs,
ovary, uterus, vagLnal fallopian tubes

2. Secondary
Widening of pelvic bone - growth ot hair -
'rounding of body contour - breast development -
newly activated sweat glands

II. Physiology of Sex
A. Function of male reproductive organs including

seminal emissions and erection
B. Function of female reproductive orgads
C. Masturbation
D. Homosexuality

XII. Reproduction
A. Conception---mating
B. Pregnancy
C. Birth, with variations
D. Inheritance

l
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IV. B: girl. relations - dating

A. Kinds of dates
B. Behavior and responsibility in dating

,l. How to ask, accept or refuse
2. What to do
3. Whaz not to do
4. Signals of going too far

5. Possible results of going too far - foss of
respect for self and each other - pregnancy -
venereal disease

V. Being a parent
A. Responsibility of being a parent
B. Responsibility of being a son or daughter

VI. A Family
A. What makes a family
B. What is your responsibility in your family
C. Your future family

Vocabulary for Junior High

Abdomen
Adolescent.
Abortion
Birth canal
Cervix
Chancre
Chromosomes
Clitoris
Conception
.Contraceptives

Congenital
Contraction
Egg
Embryo
Emission
Ejaculation
Epididymis
Erection
Fallopian
Fertilization
Fetus

Fraternal
Gland
Genes
Genitals
Gonorrhea
Heredity
Homosexual
Hymen
Infatuation
Insemination
Intercourse
Labor
Matiag
Masturbation
Menopause.
Menstruation
Nuclei
Ovary
Ovulation
Ovum
Pelvic
Placenta
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Penicillin
Penis
Petting
Physiology
Pituitary
Prostate gland
Puberty
Scrotum
Seminal vescicle
Sexual intercourse
Sperm
Sterile
Syphilis
Tampon
Testes-testicle
Twins-siamese
Uterus
Urethra
-Vagina

Venereal
Vulva
Womb



SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

,

Senior high school students today have high intellectual
potential and need to be challenged by the sciences which sup-
port information, and the social sciences whia determine
behavior. The interest for the sex-oriented world in which they
live rev4res scientific answers niA sympathetic halp-4n actAh-
lishing a base philosophy for living a satisfying life as an
adult.

The administrative set-up will determine how this phase
of education will be absorbed in the curriculum. In some schools
it may be taught in progressive parts at the 10th, 11th, 'and 12th
grade levels, in others it is put as a part of a required health
or science course in one of these grades.

Objectives of a Senior Pigh Unit may be stated:

1. To give student an understanding And appreciation of
the family in our culture, his responsibility as a
member of his family now and for establishing a
farily of his own in later years.

2. To help boys and girls appreciate the importance of
wholesome human relationships.

.3. To give boys and girls a matu-- knowledge of the
human physiology involving sex.

4. To help students in choosing a mate and preparing
for marriage.

5. To assist students in developing values as a basis
for decision-making.

-.Teaching Units

I. The Family a basic unit of society
A. History - types
B. Parent - child conflict
C. Improving family relations

II. Maturing
A. Physical change (male and female - review)
B. Emotional development
C. Dating behavior

III. Marriage
A. Consideration in choosing mate
B. Readiness for marriage

IV. Reproduction
A. Science of pregnancy
B. Birth process - prenatal care

44
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C. Unwed,paients
D. Birth control
E. More scientific research

V. Heredity
A. Principles and facts
B. Superstitions

` VI. Sex Involvement
A. Normalcy of,sexuality
B. Fallacies and truths
C. Homosexual
D. Masturbation

VII. Sex in World Today
A. Abuse - promiscuity, illegitimacy, sex diseases

B. Control
C. Ideals and standards n behavior

SOME ADMINISTRATION AND TEACHING SUGGESTIONS

Whatever ideals may be held up for sex education, they
will not always be feasible in every school. And there will be

questions of administrative procedure that require answers. One

such question has to do with segregation of the sexes. .If, as

ideallyt sex education is planned as an integral part of the
curriculum, it will be taught as part of all areas. If, however,

it is segregated as part of the - let us say - physical education
prograth in which boY's and girls are separated, then, of course,

it would have to be so taught. However taught, boys and girls
from puberty on should have opportunities for some individual .

conferences. Even if the sexes are not segregated, junior high
school boys and girls.should_have some,periods separated for
typically girl - or boy-questions; and, conversely, even-if the
sexes are segregated, there should be some periods together for

discussion of some topics such as, for example, dating and boy-

girl questions.

Teaching about sex follows the patterns of all good edu-

cational methods. There is no single one way to teach; but the
good teacher is sensitive to the needs of the.specific class
members and develops the program accordingly. The teachable

moment affords many opportunities for weaving sex education into
the total curriculum and the good teacher seizes and uses them.
They occur especially frequently in the elementary .school. Thus,

for example, the advent of a new baby or new puppies, the dis-
covery of the four-letter words. For older children, the
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occurrenpe of words in the mass media such as rape, or abortion
laWs; items mentioned in history, such as illegitimate sons of
rulersf,the succession of kings; great literature classics, such
as The Scarlet Letter or David Copperfield; even new discoveries1
int let us says genetics, all offer many good teachable moments
for the student in more advanced grades if the teacher is willing
to seize them.

In addition, good audio-visual materials are now also
available. They should not, however, be over-used. Other
methods might include, according to age, lectures, small buzz
sections, role-playing, dialogue, visits to laboratories,
museums, enlistment.of resource people, and even research
projectb.

. It goes without saying that encouragement of questions and
undismayed replies are important teaching procedures and often
proLuce the teachable moment, especially because for so long
questions have been evaded by parents and teachers, discouraging
-the basic ingredient.

Sex education in the'schools is not a panacea for all
social ills, nor will facts necessarily motivate improved
behavior, but they are essential when such motivation is stimu-
lated. Evaluation of teaching in terms of subject matter
acquired is an easy process. This, however, is not the chief
objective. Changed and improved attitudes and standards are
often needed and are difficult to acquire and to evaluate. If

the children and youth in our schools can acquire wholesome sex
attitudes in their lives and be freed from the phobias and feel-
ing of vulgarity that sex brings to some children, a degree of
success has been achieved. Individual schools may observe the
disappearance of toilet markings, passing of pornographic pic-
tures, of little huddles and giggles with lewd jokes. Increased
freedom to discuss these subjects, to ask questions using correct
terminology may be apparent. Sometimes a former graduate who
reports his methods of developing good sex attitudes in his chil-
dren will document the strength of his sex education learnings.

Sex Education starts at birth and continue until death.
No single institution has the total responsibility for this, but
an educational plan must be implemented which will give all chil-
dren and youth factual information combined with socially and
morally desirable attitudes, practices and standards. Parents
must start when the baby enters his home, but the school must
take the children where they are when they come from the home and
teach them according to their age, interest and ability, and by a
plan or curriculum approved by the Board of Education. The

7 school has the responsibility for planning a progressive curric-
ulum in Sex Education and seeing that it is well taught.
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In the last chapter Helen Manley sketched the general
body of material which should be included in the edu-
cation of students frcm primary grades through high
school., emphasizing at the same time that the teacher
herself or himself was part of thb "curriculum."- But
the stuAant him-alf ia ,1Q^ p.rt ^f thA tParbing

situation. The teacher is not interacting with -

robots. Nothing c.4n hp taught or learned if we dis-

regard the human beings involved. In this chapter

therefore, we focus attention on the'student himself,
e)wing the process of development so that the teacher
will always know approximately where he is when she
faces him, what he is ready for, what is going on
inside his mind and body. .It is as much a part of the
teacher's training to know the individuals she is con-
fronting as it is to know the material she is present-

ing to them.

CHAPTER 3

NORMAL SOCIOSEXUAL DEVELOPMENT

by Carlfred B. Broderick

The sex educator is concerned with at least four ques-
tions, no matter what age group he may be dealing with: 1) What

is the group's level of information and experience in the area

of sex? 2) What are the attitudes of the members toward them-

selves as sexual beings? 3) What are the attitudes of the
members of the group toward the opposite sex as a category of
people? And, 4) What social skills do the members of the group

, have (or need) to help them relate to the opposite sex in
satisfying and appropriate ways?

NeceSsarily, the answers to these questions vary from
individual to individual and from group to group. But it is

still of interest to review the meager store of information that
is available on the typical pattern of development in these four

areag over the life cycle.



a
THE PRESCHOOL YEARS

1

SEX INFORMATION AND EXPERIENCE
_

.....-

The extent of preschool children's knowledge about sex
undoubtedly varies enormously, depending upon the attitUdes and
circumstances of the adults in charge of the.child's care during
these years. .Observations in nursery Ochools and Head Start
programs indicate that many children are interested in the dif-

ferences between the sexes, both the physical and the behavioral

differences. Some children this age are concerned with where
babies come from., especially if the birth of a new baby is an
important event in their own lives, as it often is.at this age.
Preschool children rarely appear to be concerned with questions
of sexual intercourse or conception unless these matters are
brought to their attention by adults or older children.

ATTITUDE TOWARD SELF

Whatever their level of knowledge about sex per se, all

children learn attitudes about themselves as sexual beings during

these years. Even the parents who never discuss sex as a general
topic are forced to deal with sex as a characteristic of the.

child. The two-year-old who leaves his wtt pants at the corner
and comes home naked is certain to learn something about his
parents' attitudes toward the public exposure"of his genitals.
The faur-year-old who has his hand in his pants when company
comes learns something about the subject from the reaction he

gets. The child of any age who comes in upon his parent of the
opposite sex dressing or bathing or using the.toilet, will also

learn froth the reaction. Obviously, what he learns depends on

the reaction, but there is no doubt that he learns something. .

Multiply these experiences by the number of situations involving
sex in one way or another that,commonly come up in family living

and it can be seen that the chance of.avoiding learning in this
area is nil. For better or for worse the foundations of the

,
child's basic concept of himself as a sexual being are laid.in
the Often unintentional but powerful teaching that goes on
during the preschool period.

ATTITUDES TOWARD THE OPPOSITE SEX

It is also generally believed that a child's capacity to
relate to the opposite sex in a normal way is largely determined

.
by his experiences during these early years. There are at least

three elements involved. First, there is basic identification.
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of himself as a member of his own sex. Afffuture relationships
with the opposite sex depend on this as a foundation. Most

:children achieve this identification fairly smoothly. They are

. 'constantly reminded of their sex by adults and other children
and are rewarded for being appropriately masculine or feminine
as the case might be. In some instances, however, this may be

made more difficult by the parents systematically conveying to
.,11.41A .+.^,^ 44. etl" she were efzu c4ac usacm mura A.. AM. 04

the,opposite sex. Studies show that it is also more difficult
to identify with one's own sex if the parent of that sex is
viewed as so cruel on theone hand or so weak on the other hand,
that no one would want to be like him.1

The second element is early, experience with the Opposite
sex, especially with the parent of the opposite sex. Presumably,
if one's early encounters are rewarding, this payes the way for .

a trusting, positive attitude toward later persons in this' 7

category. On the other hand, studies of homosexuals seem to
show that if the cross-sex parent is too seductive or too punish- '

ing or too emotionally erratic, it may make heterosexual adjust-
ment more difficult.2

a

A third factor that probably grows out of the first two is
the young child's .feelings about marriage as an eventual wafof
life for himself. Children play house from about three years of
age on, indicating that they have a fair notion of many of the
non-sexual aspects of marriage even at this age. One recent
study of this question3 suggests that five-year-olds have a good

1
For two good reviews of the literature on the family's influ-
ence on sexual identification, iee Kagan, Jerome, "Acquisition
and Significance of Sex Typing and Sex Role Identity," in
Review of Child Development Research (Lois W. and Martin
Hoffman, Editors) Russell Sage Foundation, N. Y., 1964, Vol. 1,
pp. 137-168; and Clausen, John A., "Family Structure, Social:-.
zation, and Personality" in VOl. II (1966) pp. 1-54 of the same
work.

2
For a-review of this literature see Marmon, Judd, Sexual
Inversion, Basic Books, New York, 1965, Chapter 1, and in the
same volume, Bieber, Irving, "Clinical Asliects of Male Homo-
sexuality," (Chapter 14, pp. 248-267).

.*

3Farrell, Constance B. "Awareness and Attitudeg of Pmschool
Children Toward Heterosexual Social Relationships," Unpublished
Master's Thesis, The Pennsylvania State University, University
Park, Pa., 1966. .
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idea of the field of eligibles from which they East eventually

&elect a mate (the mhte must be outside the immediate family,

.of the opposite sex and of the same general age). But more to

the point, the majority of them are already committed to their

Own eventual marriage. This majority increases at each age

throughout childhood. The significance of this positive attitude

toward marriage is underscored by the further finding that

achievement of this attitude seems tope almost a prerequisite

to further heterosaxual progress during the next stage of

dOvollpment.

SOCIAL SKILLS

At this age there is probably not a great deal of dif-

ference in the skills needed to get along with one's own or the

Opposite sex, although this has not been systematically studied.

In any case, thm more fundamental challenge for the preschool

Child is to learn the basic skills for dealing with interpersonal

relationships in general. At later ages, m6re differentiatpd,
specifically heterosexual skills begin to play a bigger role.

MIDDLE CHILDHOOD (6-12)

SEX .INFORMATION AND EXPERIENCE

Although to my knowledge there have been no studies on

the information or misinformation which children of elementary

age have about sex, it seems likely that there is perhaps more
variation In sophistication at this than at any other age, The

. effects of widely divergent parent attitudes toward sex are

evident in the conversations of children from kindergarten on-

ward. One rural mother told a parent group recently that while

she was in the hospital having a new baby she left her kinder-

,
gartener in the care of a friend who was about seven months

pregnant. The little girl, observing her shape, asked if the

baby sitter was going to the hospital soon, too, and was told

"not for a couple of months yet." The casual response was "Oh,

guess you were jumped two months later." Granted that her.'

parents might want to spend some time with her on the elements

of love and tenderness unique to human mating, one cannot doubt

that-this young lady had a firm grasp on what are often called

"the facts of life."

Contrast this with the experience of another girl of the

same age who was staying with her grandmother while her mother
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had a baby and said to her, "Grandma, X knoW that babies grow
inside of their mothers, but how do they get out?" To which
.her grandmother replied, "I think it's terrible to fill chil-
Alren's heads with filth like that." The little girl persevered,
"But Grandmother, you must know how they get out; you had
Homy." The answer, and this was in the 19601s, not the 1890's
was "I found your mother in a cabbage patch and that's where
thie found you, too. Now let's hear no more about it."

Probably most children are less informed than the first
little girl and yet more honestly dealt with than the second
little girl. Although there are no statistics on it, it is
probably true that the majority of children form some notion
of pregnancy and childbirth and of the relation of sexual inter-
coqrse to these before they leave elementary school. They learn
from parents, from older brothers and sisters, from other chil-
dren and even, in a growing number of cases, from professional
educators in a school or church setting.

On several occasions I have had questions passed in from
groups of fifth and sixth graderp after viewing a film such as
"Boy to Man" or "Girl to Woman."7 One doesn't know what the
questions might have been if the films.had not been shown first,
but in these circumstances the girls ask questions about men-
struation and pregnancy, and often about whether one can get
pregnant through any other means than sexual intercourse.

Boys' questions may also touch on pregnancy and inter-
course, but in addition they frequently ask for definitions of
terms (including slang terms), which they have heard but not
understood. In those communities where preadolesc(at dating
occurs, either sex may ask questions on sexual conduct, guts-
tions that are more typically encountered at later ages. Not

infrequently, there are questions about "the pill,".about birth
out of wedlock, and about differences in size and shape of
genitals (boys) and of figures (girls).

Occasionally a question'reminds one that even at these
ages some children have experienced sexual exploitation by

: adults or by older children 'and others have exper:mented with
sex with children of their own age.

1111.01111.

4
These films are both produced by Churchill Pilms, 662 North
Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90069 ($90 black and
white, $180 color).
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Kinsey's data ,x1 children's sexual experience is now
woefully out of date, since they were /

collected mIstly from
Adults during the decade of the '40's And describe behavior
experienced in the '30 s and earlier. Nevertheless, it is
instructive to realize that his sample of males reported that
by age 12 about 20% had masturbated, 30% had been involved in
homosexual play (mostly handling the ot.h4r boy's genitals),
40% haA experienced heterosexual play (including exhibition and
looking, as well as touching) and an estimated 15% had attempted
intercourse with a gir1.5 Among the females, about 15% reported
they had masturbated, about 20% reported homosexual experience
(excluding looking), and about 30% reporIed.heterosexual experi-
ence (including looking and exhibition).°

No current dat,.. are available, but it does seem safe to
assume that the current generation are no less experienced than
their parents.

ATTITUDES TOWARD SELF

Little is known about how elementary school age children
feel about themselves as sexual beings. Lacking any direct data,
inferences must be.made based on their behavior. The very fact
that boys and girls tend to grow apart more and more during these
years (reaching a maximum segregation at about csge 12) suggests
the possibility of role discomfort. It is as though they'needed
to practice their roles separately before they could perform
them in interaction with.the opposite sex (4, 6).

Another evidence of growing awareness of sex rdle expec-
tations is revealed in Kinsey's data. Among girls the active
incidence of heterosexual play decreased as puberty approached.
The same was true for the boys who eventually went on to collige,
although not for others. Where the decrease occurs, it seems
likely that it is due to an increased emareness of the social
significance of sexual behavior by the older children (11,

p. 174; 12, p. 111).

5These data and a great deal of additional information are, of
course, available in the chapters on Preadolescent Sexual
Development in each of the Kinsey volumes (iA, 12).. For a
comprehensive summary of these data, see Broderibk's review
article, "Sexual Behavior Among Preadolescents" (2).

6
See Note 5.
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ATTITUDES TOWARD THE OPPO'SITE SEX

In a recent series of studies in Georgia (6), Pennsyl-

lvania (3, 4, 7) and 14issouri (7, 19), considerable information

has'been gathered on the process by which attitudes and SOcial

involvement wita the opposite sex progress, at least from age

10 onward. .

rn

It has already been noted that the foundation for further

sociosexual development seems to be a positive attitude towards

marriage. The exact proportion varies from one part of the

country to another, and from one type of community to another,

but typically about 55 to 60% of-the 10-year-old boys and about

65-70% of the 12-year-old boys, and about 80% of the 10-year-

old 'girls and 90% or more ei the 12-year-old girls are sure they

want to get married some day. Those that have net come to this

conclusion yet tend not to become-involved with the opposite sex

at all, either in fIntasy or in reality during preadolescence."

For these children, and only for them, the concept of pre-

adolescence as a period of "sexual latency"7 has real validity,

Those who dr, acceptmarriage as something they want tO

A
become.involved in themselves, .sooner-or later take the next

step and single out a particular member of the opposite sex as

their girlfriend or bvfriend, as the case may be. As often as

not, at the younger ages this chosen sweetheart may nexer be

awa:e of their selection. The child keeps his choice largely

to himself, perhaps sharing his fantasies with one or two close

friends. In only about one-fifth of the r ,,es was the choice

found to be reciprocated by the sweetheart. Nevertheless, these
s* attachments, as well as crushes on adults, entertainers and

others can be seen to have a real function. Tbey provide an

opportunity to rehearse intense emotional involvement within the

complete safety of one's min imagination. The 11-year-old girl

who is-smitten by some recording artist or T. V. star of, for.

that matter, by the boy who sits in the row next to hers in

school can roleplay scenes of great tenderness or esctasy in her

own miri without fear of rejection or exploitation Or, indeed,

consequence of any kind at all. The same is true for the boy.

G"rls are more likely than boys to have these fanto-sies, probably

7For many years FreudIs suggestion that in the years just prior

to puberty there was a turning away from all interest in the

opposite sex, was widely accepted. In recent years it has

become increasingly clear that nothing quite that clear-cut

happens for most children.
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bc ause they are more heterosexually oriented than boys at these

agts. Typically, about half of the boys and three-fourths of

:the girls report havi.ng a sweetheart of their own age and some-

what smaller percentages report crushes on familiar adults or

public figures of various kinds.

a t I

From these crushes, the next step is uo caaim uo i*.e n

love. Adults, of course, smile at the notion of preadolescents

claiming to have been in love, and indeed at every age studied

from 10 to 171 the young people themselves.tend to discount any

"loves" previous to the current one. Previous experiences are

reclassified as having been only "puppy love" or a "crush."

Despite this, at the time it is experienced, "love" seems to

have.some impact on those involved. Between 40 and 50% of the

boys and between 50 and 60% of the girls claim that they are in
-4

love sometime between 10 and 12 years of age.

.
Once this point is reached, there is some.evidence that

the imagination turns not only to idle romantic fantasies but

to more concrete wishes. This is illustrated by the fact that,

of the boys who claim they are not in love, only 20% think it

would be more fun to go to the movies with a girl than with

another boy, but for those who claim to be in love, over 40%

would prefer a female companion at the movies.

Finally, the ultimate step in the pyramid would be

actually to take a girl out on a date. In some parts of the

country it is still very rare for preadolescents to date. In

some communities studied the percentage was as low as 5%. In

other communities, however, well over half of the 12-year-olds

reported having had one or more dates. As in the case of

"love," some of these early "dates" may be designated by older

children.as "not really dates." Even allowing for some redefi-

nition of a date at later ages and for the fact that it is

generally several months between dates at these early ages, it

remains true that in some communities the more precocious.boys

and girls may begin to date while in grade school. It is my .

observation that this pattern is more likely to be found in the

: South and Pacific Coast-states than in the East and Midwest.

It is also most likely to be found among the middle classes in

urban or suburban areas, and least likely in the rural areas.

SOCIAL SKILLS

At the same time that boys and girls are rehearsing

emotional commitment in the safety of their own imaginations,

they are liable to be rehea-sing some of the social skills
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whicH they feel are useful in boy-girl relations. One example

is playing kissing ggmes at parties. In a kissing game one has

tile opportunity to practice an activity important in later boy-
. 'girl relations without taking responsibility for choosing one's

_partner (who is determined by some chance factor), and without
risking being rejected, since everyone in the game is committed

to abide by the-rules. Also, the probabilities of kissing lead-

ing to more serious physical or emotional involvement is mini-.

mized by the structure of the situation. -The incidence of
kissing games varied tremendously among the communities studied.
In one small town in Missouri, no one had ever played kissing
games while in one urban setting in Pennsylvania the large
majority of children of these ages had had some experience with

them.

Almost the same range of experiences is evident in the .

case of social dancing. In many communities from coast to coast
fifth and sixth grade children in the middle and upper class
areas are given formal instruction in social dancing and the

etiquette that goes with it. In fact, on the West Coast there
are chains of dance studios that cater particularly to this age-

group.

-4 I have clippings of newspaper reports of elementary
a school proms and fancy balls from many parts of the country.

Of course, this sort of activity requires parental sponsorship,
and therefore in many other communities social dancing does
not begin until junior high school or even later.

In view of the extraordinary range of experience and
inexperience, involvement and non-involvement, at this age, it
is clear that no single curriculum could be expected to meet
the needs of every group. Each teacher would have to have some
means of determining where the children in his own class actually

were with respect to information, experience, and emotional
involvement, or he could find his material to be completely
inappropriate for his students.

.1

ADOLESCENCE

SEX INFORMATION AND EXPERIENCE

t.

- In the period from 7th grade through 12th grade there is
a steady shift from an emphasis on questions about menstruation,

conception and sexual intercourse to questions about the social



relationships between boys and girls and about sexual morals.

Girls increasingly Want to understand boys' motivations better.

lihy are they so'interested in sex? What will they do and think

if she rejects their advances? If she doesn't? What are good

ways to cope with boys? As an increasing number have had experi-,

ence with petting and with sexual intercourse, firsthand or

vicariously, more questions are asked on'how far you should go

under various ctrcumstances. ("Should a Christian girl ever

pet?" "Is sex an .right if you really love a boy? If not, why

not?" ."What's wrong if hs only does it with his finger?")

Boys are liable to ask similar questions, in some cases
challenging the adult world to defend their traditional values
and in other cases 'asking for guidance out of a real poverty

of self-direction.

Some educators have observed, however, that the question
of standards and values is most urgent at about the 10th grade

level in their communities and that beyond that age the young
people have apparently made their basic decisions in this area.
According to these teachers, by 12th grade the questions are
mostly focused upon the psychology of boy-girl relationships
rather than upon the specifically sexual aspects.

In the sexual area quelytions may range from how to
achieve sexual adjustment in marriage, to whether a boy ought
to marry a girl if he gets her pregnant, to whether frigidity
is physical or psychological.

It wouldseem that the nature of the information needed
by addlescents lies primarily in the realm of principles of
human interaction and decision making, with some attention also to

dynamics of personality. Information gradually becomes less
.

8
Recent data on the sexual experience of adolescent boys and

girls are lacking. The best we have are the Kinsey data (191.9-

)
1953) which are a whole generation old, by now, and the Schofield

,
(1965) (21) study, which is more up to date, but done in _England,

not the'U.S. Based on these sources, it may be said that well

over 90% of boys of high school age may have masturbated but

Only about 25% of the girls have done so. About 80% of both

boys and girls have petted by age 18. About .half of.the boys

and about 15% Of the girls have, had actual sexual intercourse

by 18-years of age. Each of these types of activity varies with
social class, religious devoutness, race, region and so forth,

of course.

2
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important than meaning. The overriding question of adolescence
is "What part ought sex to play in my life now?"

ATTITUDE TOWARD SELF

It can be observed that in adolescence thereis a close
tie between feelings of self esteem ana feelings of sexual

adequacy. Clinicians frequently find that the boy who is
insatiable in his need forsexual conquest is more likely to
be motivated by a need for reassurance that he is masculine
than by an unmanageable degree of biological sex drive.
Similailk, a girl's-seducibility may be more.a function of her
-feelings of worth and lovability than of her need for physical

stimulation and release.

.

One recent study
9 attempted to get at young people's

feelings about themselves by having them write stories about a
cartoon showing a boy and a girl sitting or.standing together.
Anaiysis of these stories showed that the boy and girl were
most often viewed as being uneasy and at a loss for words.
Moreover, contrary to expectations, the older the respondents
were, the more prone they were to see the couple as feeling

inadequate in this situation. In other words, experience with
the opposite sex did not lead to a more comfortable feeling
but rather to a sharper awareness of one's own vulnerability.
It is probably in this context that going steady should be
evaluated; that is, as a strategy for reducing social anxiety

and uncertainty. This interpretation is supported by the find-
ings in the same study that the older the respondents were (10-

17), the less likely they were to think that one had tO be in .

love to go steady.

..ATTITUDES TOWARD OPPOSITE SEX

Like every other society, ours has the problem of maneu-

' vering its young people into marriage. It is interesting to

note that we are very successful in doing so. About 91j% of our

population has married by the age of 40. This is the more

rn

9These data, based on the study of Pennsylvania youth have not
yet been published. However, a manuscript, "The Perceptual
Context of Boy-Girl Communication" by C. B. Broderick and Jean
Weaver is n preparation, and should find its way into print
sometime in 1968.
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remarkable in that, with its emphasis on freedom of choice, our
society depends upon the voluntary efforts of its individual
Imembers to achieve this goal. As has already been noted, begin-

ning'in infancy, there is a progressive series of steps calcu-
lated.to motivate children to get married someday. In addition

to this is a systematic program for involving adolescent boys
and girls in each other's social world. Boys are put under

considerable pressure to find female companions for various
social events and girls are pressured to accept and even to
encourage such invitations. Initially, the contract between'
the boy and girl for these events is limited to enjoying the
date itself, but there are powerful forces at work to keep the
relationship from'stopping there if the first date was a,success.
For one thing, having to worry about lining up a different girl
for each occasion takes energy. This produces a strong motiva..

tion for regularizing successful relationships thraugh steady
-dating or some other similar arrangement. But even beyond thi
the boy has been taught to press for whatever degree of physical.
intimacy the girl will allow and the girl has been taught to
press for whatever emotional and social comtitment she can

obtain from the boy. As the relationship develops with these
two forces at work, what began as a casual and limited relation-
ship tends almost inevitably either to become more "serious"
(that is, involve more intimacy and more commitment) or else to
break off altogether.1°

If 'this analysis is correct, then adolescents see the
opposite sex from two viewpoints. On the one hand they are

. evaluated as a pool of eligible partners for recreational events.
s

But on the other hand they are also evaluated as candidates for
an escalating relationship of increasing intimacy and commitment.

There is evidence that whether the former or the litter view-
point predominates depends upon several factors. First.is the'

length of the relationship itself. The longer a boy and girl'go
out together the more difficult.it is to keep out of the intimacy-

commitment spiral. A second factor is the social acceptability

of the partners. One study 'lac, shown that if the partners are
too different in social backgri.....nd Or personal values, they tend

to get filtered out. (10)

Thirdly, there are circumstantial or feasibility factors.
Those who plan to go on to college or who have other firm plans

10
For a somewhat fuller discussion of the intimacy-commitment
spiral, see Broderick 1967 (5).
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for after high school tend to avoid the spiral, while those who
have no such plans tend to move from one level to another until

:they are married (5, 20).

At present about half of all girls do get married while
they are still in their teens, so that this process run.s its
full course within the experience of many adolescents.

SOCIAL SKILLS

At this and at subsequent ages, most of the social skills
needed in coping with the demands of heterosexual relatidnships
'are not very different from those needed in coping with social
relationships in general. Probably the key skills that can be.
taught at this stage are.those of-self-understanding and sensi-
tivity tO others. It is not accidental that nearly all "func--
tional" courses on dating and courtship include material on

.these important qualities. Various approaches have been used

to try to increase people's insight; such as aUtobiographies,
personality inventories, interaction in small groups, personal

therapy, etc. Some of.these same techniques plus others have'
also been used to stimulate the understanding of the opposite

sex. Although the effectiveness of various approaches has not
been adequately'e-valuated, the widespread recognition of the
need for skills in these areas is noteworthy.

Another entirely different type of skill which many
family life educaturS see as important at these ages is contra-

ceptive skill. The question of whether young people should be
instructed in the use of effective contraceptives will doubtless
be debated for a long time to come, both on moral and practical

grounds. If the trend toward general liberalization in our
society continues, however, it does seem likely that an increaS-
ing majority of adolescents will receive instruction, mostly
informal, but also formal, in the variOus aipects of birth

control.

It is probably also true that this generation of teen-
. agers will have available to them more reliable information on

effective techniques of sexual stimulation than any previous

generation. It is not clear, of course, whether this informa-
tion will be directly translatable into.actual skill; but one
prasumes that if there is any change from one.generation to the
other, it is likely to be in the direction of greater compe-
tency'in this area.
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AFTER HIGH SCHOOL - BEFORE MARRIAGE

S.

SEX INFORMATION AND EXPERIENCE

Up through the age of about 17 tM majority of young

people have at least one important thing in common: school.

Beyond that age their life circumstances begin to diverge more

and more. A considerable number marry shortly after high

school., Of those who do not, some go on to college. Some go'

into the armed services; some get jobs. Some continue to live

,at home with their parents and some live away from home, more

or less on their own.

In describing the level of sexual experience in these

various groups, we are handicapped again by the fact that most

of the data are badly out of date. We have no way of knowing

whether the same behavior patterns ocCur today as did 20 or

more years ago when some of the key studies were done.

Petting, which of course covers a very wide range of

finely graded sexual interactions, is the commonest form of

sexual behavior at this age level. There is some evidence that

middle and upper class young people are more involved with

petting than lower class groupi, that steady and engaged couples

are more involved than casual couples, and so forth. But the

central fact is that this is the most frequent sexual practice

for all gnoups of this age.

As at the younger ages, questions of how far to go in

petting become matters not only of moral values but of bargain-

ing between the boy and girl. Indeed there is very little

evidence.that there are ,idely accepted values governing pro.-

gress in petting in our society, except those relating to the.

intimacy-commitment bargaining cycle.. This perhaps explains

why the major concerns of this age group tend to focus less.

upon morals and standards and more upon mAters of strategy in

boy-girl relations. There is partiCular concern for the impact

' of present behavior upon eventual marriage and both boys and

girls are concerned with findings that balance of sexual expres7

sion and sexual restraint which will lead to the best marital

union:

Unfortunately, there is no very convincing scientific

evidence which the educator can offer as a guide. There is

some evidence that a more conservative approach tends toward

a more stable marriage (17, 22), but in the final analysis

such choices cannot be determined by research, but must grow

out of the individual's own long-range system of values.
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The proportion of unmarried youth who have experienced

sCxual intercourse, also varies from group to group. By age 20,
1Kinsey found that aboUt 25% of those girls with a high school
education or less reported having had coitus and about 20% of
tlose with a college education. By the same age almost 70% of
college boys had reported the experience.and even larger number
of lower class men.11

Of course, both Kinsey's studies and others' indicate
that at each later age the proportion of unmarried girls who'
are virgins decreases and, also that the closer to marriage the
greater the likelihood of having had coital experience. The
best data we have from various studies is that something close
to 50% of American women have sexual intercourse before they
are married, although most commonly this occurs during engage-
ment with their future husbands -(121 Pp; 330-1).

;

1n addition to petting and intercourse, it is also true
that nearly half of all unmarried women of these ages masturbate
from time to time. There is a wide range of individual varia-
tions in this practice, but there can be no doubt that for a
significant number, this ii a'major sexual outlet during this
period of their lives. Again, there are social class differ-
ences in that the better educated groti p. are somewhat more
likely to masturbate than others.

For a more detailed discussion of the level of sexual
experience in this life-stage, the reader is directed to the
excellent review in Robert Bell's Premarital Sex in a Changing
Society (1).

ATTITUDES TOWARD SELF

Even more than in the case of sexual behavior, the range
of different attitudes toward one's self at this age becomes so
complex that it is difficult to summarize. One factor that
probably plays an important part in the single girl's sexual
self-image is the fact that by the age of twenty, she is already
a part-of the unmarried minority. If she is in college, of
course, most of the other girls around her.are also unmarried,
but by 24 most girls of whatever education are aware that the'
large majority (actually about 85%) of her age group are tharried.
For the girl who is sufficiently far down the commitment funnel,

1111ININEN/

11
Kinsey's data on lower class men are considered quite unreli-
able Since so many of his cases were prisoners.
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of course, this causes little worry. Similarly, for the girl
wfio does not want to be married for whatever reasons, this is

:=114i) problem. But for the girl who wants to become married but
sees.no immediate prospects, this may raise questions in her
mind about her own desirability.

Contrary to the popular image of gay bachelorhood, there
is a smaller but significant group of males also feeling that
theY are single not by choice, but through failure to be able
to attract a desirable mate. For both of these groups, it must
be presumed that this is a period of crisis in their attitudes
toward themselves as sexual beings. Unfortunately, the situa-
tion is likely to be made worse if, in their lonelinessl, they
turn to masturbation or other forms of sexual activity that in
their own eyes are demeaning.

Others, unhappy about their experiences in the currents
of the intimacy-commitment spiral may also find reasons to
doubt their own worth. But it is probably true that in general,
this period of life is more supportive to one's sexual self-
image than any other, if only because the process of.courtship
is, by definition, flattering.

ATTITUDE TOWARD THE OPPOSITE SEX

From society's point of view, the most important final
goal of male-female relationships is responsible parenthood.
In pursuit of that goal, the society has an investment in every
potential parent achieving the capacity to relate to the oppo-
site sex with trust and concern for the other's welfare.
Neverthel.ss, man's needs for sexual fulfillment and emotional
response and safety are subject to being exploited like any
other needs. It would appear that one of the key elements in'

'sociosexual development, then, would be learning to reject
.relationships based on exploitation and to seek relationships
based on mutual concern for the mutual welfare. Some of this
process of learning undoubtedly occurs in the growing up pro--
cess so that whereas certain people avoid exploitation under
any circumstances, others would take this as a usual approaCh
to situations. Lester Kirkendall in his book, Premarital
Intercourse and Int2a2m2n22. RelationshijA (13) (See also his
Chapter 8 (with Libby) in this volume) has traced-the process
by which many individuals progress from expleatative.to sup-
portive relationships with the opposite sex. The process is
courtship. Thus, it may be that the almost universal goal of
marriage itself is one of the chief factors in the develop-
ment of positive relationships between the sexes.



SOCIAL SKILLS

,.
The social skills required of this group do not differ

materially from those required of adolescents. The substan-
tially greater stability and success of marriage contracted by
those 20 and older as compared to those oontracted by teen-

10
agers" does lead to the conclusion that there is a real dif-
ference in the level of competency in Interpersonal relations
between the two groups. Thus, although the demands may be the
same, the more mature grodp appears to have the advantage in
achievement.

EARLY IN MARRIAGE

Although it is naively believed by young people that
sexual experience automatically assures rather ,complete under-
standing in sexual matters, this is patently untrue. Accord-
ing to one study of middle class couples done in 1946 (14),
only a little over half found sex mutually satisfying.from the
beginning of their. marriage. After several years.only an addi-
tional 10% had achieved satisfactory relationships. Rainwater,
in a study, reported more fully in Chapter 10, got essentially
similar results except that he found that the poverty group were
even more likely to find difficulty in achieving satisfactory
sexual adjustment than the middle class.

This would seem to indicate that important learning
still needs to take place in the sexual area even after marriage,
at least for a considerable proportion of the population. A
further evidence of this is Kinsey's finding that women's sexual
responsiveness increases on the average throughout the first
.decade of marriage.

Judging from the content' of the marriage handbooks
designed to smooth the way to more successful sexual relations,
the information needed by young married couples is of three
types. -First, there is a need ior.an understanding of the
erotic potentials of men and women and how to take advantage

...11011C 411I

12
According to one study (Judson and Mary Landis, Building a
Successful Mhrriage, Englewood, N. J., Prentice Hall, Inc.,
1963, p. 129), the percent divorced if both were under 20
years of age is 20.2% compared to 10.0% if both were in the
20 to 25 year bracket.
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of them. Secondly1 there is a need for some grasp of human

relationships and this principle of give and take as they apply

any area of life, including the sexual. And last, but by

no means least, there needs to be a positive attitude toward

one's own and one's partner's sexuality.

A numlier of communities arc aiminQ e4n^Ati^nAl prnvapin

at this group (See Chapter 5), although in many cases the sexual

adjustment aspect is secondary to education for parenthood. Of

course, it is the philosophy of most sex educators that educa-

tion for sexual adjustment in marriage starts in infancy, but

there are at least some promising indications that efforts at

the time of marriage can bear fruit.

MIDDLE AGE

It is widely observed that middle age is a difficult

period sexually. It is a period of decreasing sexual powers,

a period of increasing dissatisfaction with all aspects of

marriage including the sexual, a period of generally unflat-

tering physical change. For the woman it is the period when

an extra-marital affair is most likely to take place. It is

the time of the menopause, with all of the physical and psycho-

logical-stresses that accompany that important event.

All of these things serve to pinpoint the sexual diffi-

culties of middle aae as having mostly to do with self-image

and self-confidence. As Melton has pointed out (15), this
attitude toward self as a sexual person is not enhanced by the

obvious interest and involvement of one's own adolescent chil-

dren in the area of sexual interaction. Their children's

activities and concerns tend to refocus the attention of the

parents on their own sex lives.. Oftenc.the results of.-this

reexamination are not reassuring. Feldman has shown that

marital integration, including sexual closeness tends to

decrease with the birth of each child (9). In a longitudinal

study Pineo has shown that after twenty years of marriage,

coupled, on the average, reported being less satisfied with

every aspect of their marriage, including the sexual aspect

(16). Cuber and Harroff find that in their sample of stable

upper middle class marriages, only about one7sixth could be'

rated as "vital" and that about half were dominated by a feel-

ing of mutual antagonism, either passively or actively expressed

(8).
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.
Despie all of this gloomy data, I know of few programs

aimed at helping this age group achieve a more positive self-

. limage and a more satisfactory heterosexual relationship.

Various counseling facilities may be utilized by a few. Some

may be.influenced by tts':, campaign of medical and mental health

groups to revise the public concept of menopause as an end of

sexuality. But the majority are untouched by any help in their

difficultues. Whatever the reason for this, it seems safe to

predict that new programs will de...ilop to meet this need.

OLD AGE
,

In aging, the problem of waning sexual prowess is matched

by the.ridicule that many show when asked to consider the sexual

life of this group; Unhappily, even, medical doctors and persons

in the mental health professions r y share in this attitude. The

writer hail occasion recently to lead a discussion of Bubin's

excellent book, Sexual Life After Sixty (18) in the staff meet-ONIO awnplow
ing of a mental health clinic. An onslaught of raucous good-

humored comments about how it was certain to be a short meeting

.
(presumably due to lack of content), had to be weathered before

the subject could be seriously broached.

It is true that the proportion of men who can achieve

intercourse diminishes steadily from about 75% at 60, through

30% at 70 to about 14-20% at 80.13

This still leaves a substantial group of older men whose

sexual needs and capacities are real and legitimate. In addi-

tion, the impotent men may have feelings about their own

incapacity which need to be dealt with.

The situation with women is somewhat different An that

there is no exact tquivalent to impotence in the male. Her own

organs may show some deterioration and lack of lubrication, but

her sexual actiyity is more likely to be governed by her husband's

desires than her own.

This brings up the question of widows and widowers who

are without legitimate sex partners and, for that matter, in a

poor position to compete for any sex partners, legitimate or

not. But since, unlike any other ace groLp, their unmet sexual

needs are seen as ludicrous at best and lascivious at woi-sts

their attempts to meet their affectional needs through remarriage,

for example, are met with winks and leers and, often, disapproval.

4
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The problems 9f aging are many-faceted and our society
ii just now beginning.to respond to the need for sustenance and
for medical care. It' may yet be a time before serious attention

,-' is paid to the serious question of the sexual needs of the
elderly.
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I. intended -as general education as contrasted to education that is

specifically planned for students who are prepariAg for a career

'in scientific research. For the general student, sex education

is seen as focusing on content that will be of potential use to

him in his own life as an individual, as a family member, as a

jparticipant in the community, and as a member of the work force.

.
Sex education, as discussed in this paper, is consideree-primar-

_ ily as ihat which takes place in a school setting. Many of the

suggested principles to be presented might well apply to educa-

tion in any setting--such as a church, a clinic or a communiti

center. However, the school is the main foct..1 of this discus-

sion.

-Catherine Chilman here emphasizes some of the-psycho-

. logical and social dynamics involved in the interplay

between teacher and pupil in sex education.

CHAPTER 4

SOME ,SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF SEX EDUCATION

by Catherine S. Chilman

This.paper presents a. point of view and some suggestions

based on observation, experiencel.sociall psychoiogical, and

educational theory, and some collateral research. It is impos-

sible to buttress the suggestions made here with direct research

evidence because no research exists as to how information about

sex is best imparted, what the content should be, or what the

effects of sex education are. Thus, that which follows consists

of suggestions, rather than conclusions. For the research-minded

reader, many of the suggestions made may be regarded as areas for

more definitive study. One of the more important areas would

seem to be program research directed toward determining wbat

impact various forms of sex teaching have on the information,

attitudes, and behavior of those who participate in sex education

courses.
-

Sex.education, as defined here, is education primarily

Having established our framework, let us now consider

some of the issues raised by the ambitious, broad-gauged goals

of sex education as here defined. ,
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LIMITATIONS ON GOALS

The resistance, fear, anxiety and confusion about sex-
education is an obvious and often noted stumbling block to the
achievement of these goals. There are other blocks that are not
consistently recognized. For instance, it is important to
realize that education by itself is unlikely to bring about
changes in attitudes and behaviors in reference toT sex. This
is probably true in reference to most subjects taught in the
schools but is apt to be particularly true of those subjects
which are heavily laden with emotional content.and are inti-
mately concerned with basic human drives. Although the schools
alone, cannot be expected to handle such a task, such a duty Es
sometimes assigned to educators and sometimes assumed by them.
Although education is a strong acculturating forces human behav-
ior rests on many factors: cultural, experiential, biological--
constitutional, and situational. Attitudes, beliefs, and
behavior related to sex are strongly affected.in many complex
ways by the above factors. Thus, educationlano matter how well
plamned and how expertly transmitted, probably cannot, alone,
deeply affect an individualis functioning in this area.

Moreoverl-many behaviors and feelings which seem to be
directly related to confusion, ignorance, or anxiety about sex
may have quite different underlying roots. Sex anxiety or
-deviant behavior can be a displaced symptom of an individual's
.problem in another area with the major difficulty being based
in other than the sexual aspects of the individual's psyche
andior situation. For instance, an individual who has felt that
he has been basically deprived of his dependency needs.as an
infant or small child may compulsively seek to meet these needs
thryugh sex activity; Anxiety, hostility, rebellious feelings
can stir up apparent sex problems, just as sex-related problems
.can masquerade as other difficulties--..-such as a compulsive

achievement drive.. Thus, edudators who, seek to single-handedq_ -

relieve'complex problems of these sorts are usually, taking on a,
problem .far beyond the boundaries of what education can be

?expected to do alone.

.Education about sex constitutes only one of a number Of
ways of helping.peoPle to better understand-their sex:needs and
drives and to handle these needs and drivei in ways.that provide
satisfactiOn to themselves and to the society-in which they live.
In working toward the achievement of such goals as helping people
of all ages to live comfortably and responsibly as sexual 'beings
in today's world, sex educators will most profitably cOordinate
their efforts with those of other professionals and non-
professionals in the formal and informal service and organiza-
tional networks of the community.
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. Some sChoolslyecognizing that student problems, 'atti-
tudes and behaviors are based on a multiplicity of factors, seek
to create a mulii-seriice school system complete with physicians,
social workers, psychologists and recreational leaders. While
such an approach seems laudable, an argument can be advanced that

_ the school, in developing its own network of serviceg, is creat-
ing a separate world of its own rather thaan interacting with the

community.

Other separate servj.ce worlds are created, in some
instances, such as around health facilities and places of. employ-
ment. It seems as if a more open educational and 'service system
is needed with the school in closer touch with The larger world
rathdr than in a sub-world of its own. After all, students and
their parents live in the larger world.1

. But beyond this, it is important simply to bear in mind
that although sex education is of potential help to many people,
alone, it cannot be expected to solve the basic-human problems
of how to be happy, though civilized.

TAKING ACCOUNT OF'INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP DIFFERENCES

It has become"trite in the field of education to note that
each student and each class is different from every other. If
tlie subject matter is sex, however, certain differences take on
added significance, which ought not to be ignored.

. INDIVIDUAL LIFE EXPERIENCES

Every person learns a great deal about sex, whether or
not he is given specific instruction about it. He has not only
.gathered up a good deal of information from his family, friends,
and other social systems, but learns, as he lives, a great deal
-about what it means to be either a male or a female. Learning
is far more than an accumulation of specific facts that can be
repeated and theories that can be reasoned. Human beings learn
how to feel and how to behave from the time.they are born;'they.
learn through a conscious, rational proCess.and they learn'
through an unconscious or pre-conscious process of being and
reacting.

1
It is recognized, however, that in,some instances, the larger
community does not have needed services available and there are"
practical problems in securing funding and proper administration
of a coordinated approach involving the total community.
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In a sex education course, the life experience in a
. ,tudent's own family is apt to be especially crucial to what he

, learns in the classroom. His attitudes, feelings, experience,
and information regarding sex are deeply ingrained within him
because much of his learning occurred within the fariely when he
uma Ircbry yn.ung anel har.anea nf it hac.prnhahly hoon raprchqqogi

'or suppressed, since the primitive sexuality of infancy and
early childhood is generally redirectea by most parents into
more socially acceptable ways. Moreover, the emotional ties,
both positive and negative, that he has towa:ds his parents,
siblings and others significant to him affec the way he will
relate .to sex education.

As already suggested, the individual's sex behavior, and
feelings are affected by his total personality and funct:Ioning.
Thus, his total life experience as a person in interaction with,
his environment are important factors to consider. Interpersonal
experiences are apt to be particularly crucial in personality.

formation. These experiences, besides those within the family,

., include those in the neighborhood, school, recreational and
religious settings.

Some individuals are more"apt to act on the basis of
factual information than are others. One view of personality
typology suggests that individuals might be generally. classified
into three major behavioral groupings: rational, Impulsive and
autonomous or anti-authoritarian. In the first instance, the
individual tends to seek:for facts and reasons and to generally
guide his behavior accordingly. 'The impulsive person is more

. likely to be unimpressed by facts and to rely more on feelings
and intuition. 'The third type of person values what he can find
out for himself and tends to reject other sources of knowledge.
It is obvious that sex education, as presented through lectures,
book, films, and.discussions would tend to make a stronger impact
n those persons who are oriented towards rationality" than on
.those who are more strongly oriented towards impulsivity or
amtonomy.2 A course in sex edu4tion is more likely to have an
impact on the rational student who is oriented toward guiding

:his behavior on the basis of knowledge.

3

V

2
A briefly condensed statement has been given here regarding the
role of individual life experiences in the formation-of person-
ality, particularly in relation to sex behavior and attitudes.

Persons preparing to teach in the field of sex education will
need at least several basic courses in psychology,' particularly
developmental psychology and the dynamics of individual behavior.

.While a full reference bibliography to the dynamics of individual
personality development and sex behavior would be far too exten-
sive to,present here, a few selected readings are listed below:
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-THE CURRENT LIFE SITUATION

k

14f° 41..-.,at4-an ha 4° 4n at th° moment. Although it sccmz inad-
visable for the educator to address himself to indcvidual living
situations in a personal way, it is importArit frit- him to.be aware
of the range of possibilities. For example, students may be
living in families in which parents or siblings are involved in
sex-related deviant behavior. The student, himself, may be in
such a situation. When on is teaching adolescents or young
people it is highly possible that one of the.sthdents, at least,
in a class may be involved in a situation of illegitimate preg=
nancy. Those persons who are living in socially disorganized
neighborhoods may be frequently exposed to a wide range of sexual
activities. In teaching, the educator may wish to refer to.sucp
situational problems and experiences and refrain from value-laden
statements about the "rightness or wrongness" of these behaviors.
The realistic problems associated with them can be discussed and
the community services that are available for assistance may be
presented. For instance, it is relevant to discuss various kinds
of community services that may be used by unmarried mothers. This

Each student also brings to a class in sex education the

,

Bell, Norman W. and Vogel, Ezra F. (eds.). "Family and Personal-
ity," Modern Introduction to the Family, The Free Press of
Glencoe, Part IV, pp. 499-648.

Ehrmann, Winston. "Martial and Non-Marital Sexual Behavior,"
Handbook of Marriage and the Family, Harold J. Christensen (ed.),
Rand McNally and Co., 1964, pp. 585-622.

.Erikson, E. H. ChildhoOd and Society, Norton, 1950.

flandell Gerald. The Psychosocial Interior of the Family,
Aldine Press, 1967.

Kagan, Jerome. "Acquisition and Significance of Sex Typing and
1 Sex Role Identity," in Hoffman, M. and Hoffman, L. Review of
Child Development Research, Vol. I, Russell Sage Foundation, 1964.

Lindgren, Henry Clay. The Psychology of Personal AdjustMent,
John Wiley and So151 Inc., 1961.

Mhssen, Paul and Conger, John. Child Development and Person-
ality, Harper and Bros., 1956.

Witmer, H. and Kotinsky, R. (eds.). Personality in the Making,
Harper and Bros., 1952.
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is.but another example of the interaction of the educational
Ffstem with that of other informal and formal systems in a larger

/Society. 'The sex educator probably needs to know a good deal
aboui his students as individuals and also about the neighbor-
hoods from which they come, the kinds of families in which they
live, and the resources within the coaahunity.

VARIATIONS IN CULTURAL PATTERNS

The content of sex education, although its focus is Objed- -
tive and impersonal, will,, of course vary, depending on the make-

-up of the group that is to be educated. One of the factors that
affect what will be taught and how it will be taught is related
to the cultural patterns that group members bring with them.
Some Of the variations in these patterns are described in the-
papers in this book by Rainwater, Reiss, and Christensen.

.111
3The subject of cultural differences and their impact on human
behavior (including sex behavior) is also a vast one. Tte sex
educator is advised to take relevant courses in sociology and /

anthropology. Along with the papers presented in this volume by
Rainwater and Christensen, the following selected references- ,are
given:

Bronfenbrenner, U. "Socialization and Social Class Thru Time
and SPace," in E. E. Maccoby, T. M. Newcomb, and E. H. Hartley's'

,

Readings in Social Psychology, Holt, 1958.

Chilman, Catherine S. .Growing Up Poor, Welfare Administration, -

Pub. #131 Dept. of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office
Washingfon, D. C., 1956.

I

Cavan, Ruth S. "Subcultural Variations and Mobility," in Hand-e 1
book of Marriage and the Family, Harold T. Christensen (ed.),
Rand McNally and Co., 1964.

Dolger, Edward Z. "Socialization and Personality Development in
the Chi/d," in Handbook of Marriage and the Family Harold T.
Christensen (ed.), Rand McNally and Co:, 1964, .

Erikson, E. H. Childhood and Society, Norton, 1950,
0.1NINIMOI

Kins4, A. C., Pomeroy, W. B., and Martin, C. E. Sexual
Behavior in the Human Male, 1948.

OINIMMIMINO

Kinsey, A. C., Pomex4oy, W. B., Martin, C. E., and Gebbard,
P. H. Sexual Behavior in the Human Female, Saunders, 1953.
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"". . . In general, it is important for educators to be sensitive
to cultural differences among students. These differences have

./4 particUlarly deep effect in certain subject matter areas,
espeCially those that are closely related to the student's
family. Children and young people usually have been more deeply
influenced by their family than by anyone.eise in reference to
their cultural patterns. .These patterns include values, goals,
atti,tudes, beliefs and customs. They Are generally deeply
engrained in the person's life and affect his total style of
living. They are not lightly tossed aside, partly because to
change one's culture involves changing onels.concept of self
and belongingness to one's family.

To imply that the cultural values that a student brings
to school are inferior or inappropriate would seem to imply
deficiencies in him and his parents. Such implication is likely
to bring about a conflict of affection and loyalties within the
student. Values about sex which are different from:those to
which the student has been exposed at home or in his neighborhood
can be presented as another way of looking att the subject, not as
the way, or a better way. .

t.

r

It cannot be assumed that an individual has a certain set
of values, customs, and attitudes simply because he belongs to a
certain group, since the tapestry of cultures is infinite in
variations, and individuals gaze upon it in an infinite number
of individual ways. Still there is a tendency for people to hold
values and attitudes similar to those in their own national,
religious, ethniti.and regional groups.

In the United States, we have a great diversity of cul-
tures and these vary not only in the terms mentioned above, but
in terms-of the socio-economic level (social class) of the stu-
dent's family--the occupation, education, and income of his
-parents. Moreover, there are variations between the sexes in
terms of their cultural attitudes in many areas, including those
.of sex values, behaviors, and attitudes. These inter-sex vari-
ations differ by sotial class, national, ethnic, and religious
backgrounds. Further understanding about the various cultures.
that students bring with them to the classroom may be gained by
teachers through reading'and study; such understanding can be
greatly enriched by listening with empathy ind sensitivity to
what students say, watching what they do, and studying what they
write.

Sussman, Marvin B. Sourcebook in Marriage and the Family,
Houghtop.Mifflin Co., 1963. See especially Chaps. 4 and 5,
pp. 194-284.
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PHYSICAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL FACTORS

Each student brings his physical, as well as his cultural

and experiential self to the educatiohal setting. His stage of
physical development and growth will greatly affect% his inter-

ests and motivations to learn about Sex. .Differences in:stage
of development can be particularly "touchy" for the educator who
is working with young people between tfie ages of 11 and 16,
partly because the individuals in the class will be ai such a.
variety of points of grawth.4

%.

There are also differences of a physical and psychological
nature between boys.and girls aside from the obvious anatomical

ones. To what extent these differences are culturally induced
and to what extent they are biologically innate are not clearly.

.known. At any rate, boys in our culture are more apt than girls
to be more clearly aware of their specific sex drives and to be
more genital in orientation. Girls are moe apt to perceive of
their sex needs in a diffuse way and to put emphasiS on "romantic
love" rather than direct sexuality. Generally speaking, girls

.-engage in less direct sex discussion and sex exploration with
their peer groups than do boys. Past research indicates that
females tend to become aware of their sexuality in its direct

or,

eat

4.

4
There are a number of excellent basic text books on child and
adolescent development, including a discussion of differences
betw..in the sexes. Among them are the following:

Douvan, Elizabeth and Adelson, Joseph. The Ado?.escent Experi-

ence, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966.

Grinder, Robert E. (ed.). Studies in Adolescencer The

Macmillan Co., 1963.

Kuhlen, Raymond G. and Thompson, George C. Psychological
Studies of Human Development, Appleton Century Crofts, 1963..

Maccoby, Eleanor E. The Development of Sex Differences,
Stanford University Press, 1966.

McCandless, Boyd R. Children and Adolescents, New Ybrk, 1961.

Mussan, Paul and Conger, John. Child Development and Person-
ality, Harper and Bros., 1956.

Thompson, George. Child Psychology, Houghton Mifflih Co., 1962.
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manifestations and meAning for themselves through a sex relation-

ship. It appears that they have to be awakened to the physical
%aspects of sex through experience.

The differences in male and female anatomy are held to be

largely responsible for the differences in sexual awareness in

that the male sex organ is readily stimulated from infancy

onward, whereas this is not so likely to happen in the normal

coui'se of events for females. It is also quite possible that the

relative unawareness of girls and inexperienced young women may

be strongly associated with the stronger cultural proscriptions

against "- le sexuality.

Whether or not these male-female differences in relation

to sex awareness are culturally or biologically induced, the fact

remains that, in ou... culture,5 these differences are usually

found. Since female sexuality is becoming more overtly accepted

in our society in recent years, the two sexes may be increasingly

likely to become more similar in their sex attitudes and

behaviors.

For those who are engaged in sex education with children

and adolescents, it is useful to bear in mind that with the

exception noted, girls, on the average, develop more rapidly than

boys and are apt to be ready for dating, courtship, and marriage

several years earlier than are boys. Although the male sex drive

tends to be more overt and direct, the female, on the average,

reaches puberty several years earlier than does the male. In

terms of social and emotional development, cultural factors, plus

earlier maturation, tend to create a higher level of sophistica-

tion in interpersonal relationships among girls than among boys

of the same age.

Overall differences in rates of human development plus the

_differential rate generally obtaining between boys and girls

helps to create a complex teaching situation for the sex educator

dealing with preadolescents and :-Aolescents. Nhle-female differ-

ences have 'leen one of the factors that have prompted some edu-

'cators to plan separate educational sessions for the two sexes.

Such an,approach, though it is likely to be simpler and less

5When the term "our culture" is used Ilere, it-refers to the 'pre-

dominantly white, middle-,:aass culture of this country. Minor

variations for subcultures in the United States occur. See,

also, suggested readings and chapters in this volume'by

Rainwater, Reiss and Christensen.
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controversial, hardly seems to be a sound one. Since a basic
pu'rpose of sex education is to promote greater understanding and

.4 healthier relationships between the sexes and to aid in more
effective communication between males and females, sex education
which is offered to separate groups would seem to be likely to
widen the nfnr-tunate enmmunictinn aria rPlatinnqhip gapc wbich
already tend to exist..

Other aspects of the phYsical characteristics of indi-
vidual students are important to keep in mind. Among them is
the possibility that biological-constitutional differences in
people may affect the nature and their percepti-n of their sexu-
ality. This is an area in which research evid_nce is meager.
However, studies are pointing the way to further consideration
along these lines. For instance, it has been found that theke
are great differences in individuals at birth in terms of their
response to stimuli and their readiness to form relationships
with caretaking personnel. Some infants are passive and slow in
tempo and readily take to a dependent, "cuddling" relationship
with their parents. Other infants are obsertred to be aggressive,
highly active, and comparatively independent. This is a miLlre

. complex picture than the one presented here but details are not
within the scope of this paper. Of course it should be recalled ,

that the original endowment of infants is greatly altered by the
learning experiences that occur throughout life.

Further elaboration of the concept of the intricate and
wonderful kaleidoscope of human sexuality may clarify the above
discussion. The concept of psychosomatic functioning of human
beings is being increasingly explored and more deeply understood:
physical, emotional, and intellectual functioning aret indeed, a
total, dynamic interaction system. It is well recognized, for
instance, that emotional upsets and learned response patterns are
very likely to be reflected, in one way or another, in terms of
food intake, use, digestion and elimination. It is also well-
recognized that emotional disturbances have a variety of effects
on tbe functioning of the heart.(including the entire respira-
tory and cardio-vascular system). The role that individual dif-

'ferences and learned behavior play in the functioning of these
systems.is less obvious, but further research is likely to reveal
intricate associations.

Just as these physiological systems are basic to the life
process and therefore engender basic human drives for food and
air, so the reproductive system is basic to the life process--
perhaps most basic, because it is fundamental to, the survival of
the race. Being central to survival, sex drives are psychologi-
cally, as well as physically central and, just as emotional
factors and learned responses affect the intake and use of food
and air, so sex and reproductive functioning is psychosomatic in
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nature. Moreover, it is important to think of the psychosomatic
concept as a two-way principle; somatic (physical) factors
affect emotional and intellectual (learning) behavior--and visa
versa. For example., a digestive upset of physiological origin
clearly affects one's emotional state and motivation and capacity

Tt Arivd =.nA sex

Conversely, feelings, attitudes and information can affeCt many
aspects of physical functioning, including capacity for sex
arousal and response. The old cliche--which comes first, the
chicken or the egg--is most appropriate here and suggests that
folklore and proverbs frequently reflect a rich accumulation of
intuitive wisdom born of deeply-felt experience.

Another aspect of physical differences relates to specific
physical problems that individuals may have and about which they
may be fearful and anxious. On the other hand, they may be .

unaware of physical difficulties. A course in sex education can
be of great use in leading students to seek medical help for
physical difficulties. The role of the teacher in such instances
would be that of referring students to appro.priate medical
facilities. [See Chapter 17 by John Money for a fuller discus-
sion of the specific needs of persons with various physical
handicaps affecting their sexual functioninga

SUGGESTED PRINCIPLES FOREDUCATIONAL METHODS

The foregoing section has briefly sketched some.of the
major ways in which students vary in their needs and capacities.
Now it is appropriate to turn to a consideration of how these
factors may provide further suggested guidelines for teactiers in
the area of sex.

SEX EDUCATION AS DISTINCT FROM COUNSELING AND THERAPY

In courses such as family life or sex education, which
deal wiih such emotion laden material, the teacher is often
especially tempted to take on the role of counselor or therapist.
The temptation becomes particularly strong when students show the
need for indtvidual help. There has been a great deal of confu-
sion around this point. An attempt is therefore made here to
further clarify the distinction between education and therapy.

Education is addressed to what might
rational, objective, conscious component of
personality. -Personal counseling, and more
therapy, are addressed to the individual: in
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subjective emotional concerns and unique life experiences and

situation. Education .seeks to help students plan and behave

.
tiore effettively because of objective information they have
gained, counseling and therapy seek, among other things, to help

the emotionally upset person feel better so that he can more
readily absorb information and act more in the light of-objec-

tive facts, less in terms of twisted perceptions induced by con-

fused emotions.

It is highly dubious that sex education would_ be particu-

larly useful to pergons who have deeply neurotic problems and'

who suffer from strong feelings of anxiety, fear, guilt and self-

conflict. For such nednle, personal counseling or psychdtherapy

is generally indicated. Sex education may be particularly useful

for persons of this kind in opening up a subjectmatter area that

has given them great concern, but which they have not clearly

recognized. Teachers who are alert to individual students can

provide a highly useful function in helping them recognize the

need for personal help and in referring them.to.such help. This

implies that the educator needs to be cognizant of appropriate

resources in the school and.community.

The educator is also likely to be ineffective in reaching

the person who has very poor control over his own behavior. Such

persons who "act out" their impulsive drives in a repetitious and

anti-social way also are apt to need specialized help from a

trained therapist.

i It seems essential to clearly differentiate between the.A

roles of the educator, the counselor and the therapist. This is

because:

Zni"^-:..,

1.- The educator is not generally trained to handle deep

emotional problems: he should be able to recognize'
them, keep them in mind while he is teachings but not
open them up for discussion on a personal basis. If

the concerns of indiiiiduala are discussed in a sub-
jective and particularistic way, it is likely that a
great deal of conflict will be activated within the

person. The feelings that he arouses are apt to be
too complex for the teacher to handle. Of course,

such disturbances can also cause-repercussions among
other students in the group.

. 2. The situation of education also tends to rule out
therapy especially if the school in question is a
public school with the announced intention of educat-

ing students. Student's, their families, and the tax

payers are usually commAted to education through the
schools, not ::.reatment of emotional problems in such
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settings. .Thisis the condition under which most
schoolsare founded and supported. A private school
is freer to set its own goals and may, more readily,
move from the educational to the treatment process.
However, if it moves into the area of treatment, this
should be made clear to the students and to their

. .

families.

3. Another problem that faces the teacher who may get
involved in theeapy is that if sex education is part
of a course it is usually necessary for the teacher
to give the students grades, to keep attendance, to
be concerned about course credits, and to be atcount

able to all the students in his classes. One of the

essential aspects of counseling and therapy is accep-
.ance of the patient as-he is and what.concerns him
'as an individual, with the main focus being on his
feelings and his freedom to make plans for himself.

4 The main focus of the educator is.on ideas and facts
with a primary responsibility to the group of students
whom he teaches. The roles of teachers and counselor
are different in major focus although the counselor

.; sometimes giies information and the teacher, if he is
a good one, is seniitive to the feelings and situation'

of the individual student.

- ' THE SEARCH FOR VALUES

SOme sex educators, particularly those who are strongly
oriented towards research and scientific impeccability, favor a
"value free" approach to teaching. According to these scholars
nothing should be taught that is not backed by research evidence
or academically resnectable theory. It seems as if this approach
is a value in itself. A subject which is as deeply emotional as
that of sex and family life would not seem to lend itself well to
a completely intellectual approach. The importance of feelings,
motivations, and values, as well as of facts, needs to be

-

recognized.

Young people, especially adolescents and youth, are.
usually hungry for value guides. They frequently want to know
"what is the right thing to do." Therefore, it is suggested
that ihe educator may if he wishes present a discussion of his
own values, but make clear that they are his own and that the

student may freely agree or disagree with his point of view.

In some publications on the subject of sex education, the

.
personal values of the writers are presented as if they were
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facts. Research evidence is sometimes either misinterpreted by
the writer or carefully chosen so as to back up the writer's own

Point of yiew. 'It is'important that the teacher recognize biases
such-as these in publications and also recognize biases in his. ,

own thinking. It would seem most appropriate to present values
for what they .are: culturally and personally induced life
styles; not absolute truths based on a cal-eful sifting of

research evidence. In this sense, the.research-oriented sex
eduCator has a good point when he deplores value-laden teaching.

However, as discussed earlier, students bring deeply
-engrained values to the classroom with them." They may be unable
or unwilling, pertly because of their own cultural background to
accept new knowledge and attitudes.

Values taught as facts may be seriously misleading and may
set up conflicts in individuals, produce guilt, and induce need-
less fears. For example, it is sometimes written and it is some-
times taught that premarital sex experimentation "will eventually'
create problems later in married life. This.is far from being
proven clearly. Whether sUch experimentation it would or would
not affect later marital harmony is probably closely associated
with the attitudes, beliefs, and situation of the individuals

-

a concerned.

PS

4

In a discussion of values and ethics, the educator may
feel under pressure to impart a value system which he, himself,
does not wholly accept nor live by. While it may be natural for
him to feel pressures of this sort, it would seem not to be
advisable for him not to present any views as his own unless he
truly accepts them. Students, especially as they grow out of
childhood, are quick to note a lack of complete honesty and
integrity in their teachers and other adults. Part of the cur-
rent youth revolt is based on the perceived "phoniness" and .

.hypocrisy of adults. Commonly held social values can be pre-
sented as such, without proclaiming them as one's own. Part of
the educational process would seem to be a recognition, under-
standing, and examination of social values, which is not synono-

: mous with their espousal or personal adoption.

Eree discussion among students about values can be very
useful. This often works most effectively when small groups of
not more than seven or eight are used and a direct learning
experience is provided as people learn from each other that there
are many different ways of looking at the same question. One of
the potential uses of the small group is the promotion of commu-
nication among people and another may be the development of new
cultural patterns through their exploration 'and acdeptance by
peer groups. The teacher, who has skills in group leadership and
can establish freedom within limits, is likely to find the small
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group method one of several helptul approaches in sex and family

like education.
0. 1

In order to learn.more about the attitudes, interests, and
informational levels of a group of students the teacher may find
it helpful to use some form of questionnaire at the start of a

z-- eftcation pr-grm. nf ^^221-A, .21.1^1.1 slagrc'ct"nnA""a 4a nnt

possible for very young children and difficulties present them-
selves in the teaching of functional illiterates. Ingenuity is

needed to adapt to these situations. For the more usual groups,
questionnaires, rather than a verbal discussion, on the part of
students is suggested in that one is more likely to get only the
more socially acceptable questions and attitudes and hear mainly
from 'the more aggressive, verbose student when reliance is placed

only on oral questioning. In order to get a relatively unin7
hibited set of expressed interests and attitudes it is a good
idea to ask for anonymous answers and to make it clear that this
is not a test that will be graded. Repeated use.of question-
moires and written responses from students can be useful since
new questions may develop as the course goes'alOng.

THE TEACHER AS PSEUDO-KIN

A class in sex education is apt to tal on many of the
aspects of the student's own family; that is, in terms of the

student's perception. The teacher may be perceived as a pseudo
parent and the classmates as brothers and sisters.' This percep.-
tion is likely to occur in many educational (and other inter-
personal) settings, but the subject matter in sex and family life
,education is likely to intensify family-related feelings. It is

important that the teacher be aware of this tendency and realize
that emotional reactions, even though repressed, may be at
especially high intensity. The educator is not usually trained
'to deal directly with these feelings, as already noted, but needs
to recognize their validity and.strength. For instance, some
students, with particularly warm feelings for their own parents,
may transfer a sense of admiration and devotion to the teachtr.
Very gratifying to the educator, but not a situation for whicis

he can take full credit. Also the aware and psychologically
mature teacher is able not to misuse such student devotion to
meet his own needs to feel loved and significant. Personal

intimacy between teacher and student carries many dangers "tor

both: such deep, subjective ties belong primarily to the stu-
dent's family, friends, and--in the event that he needs help
with emotional problems--to a professionally trained counselor.

If the student and teacher are not of the same sex, inter-
personal relationships may require particularly sensitive
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handling by the teacher, especially for teachers in this field

.
and especially for teachers who are working with pre-adolescent

:or adolescent youth.

The family life and sex educator needs insight into bis
own psychological make-up and emotional needs so that he.can
handle the subject matter in this field with cbiectivity, empathy,
calmness and honesty. He also needs tO be secure in his own
feelings about himself, or herself, as an adult male or female

human being. If he feels twerly anxious about his desirability
of competency as a sex partner, guilty about his own sexuality,
or hostile towards his own or the opposite sex, these feelings
are apt to adversely affect his behavior with his student's as

well as adversely affect what he teaches. Since students learn
from what teachers do as well as by what they say, particularly
in terms of the courses under discusSion, sex andjamily life
educators need to be either remarkably mature, psychologically
strong people, or they may need to secure personal help for their
own feelings and attitudes from a trained counselor or therapist.

Students not only tend to transfer affectionate or sexu-
ally tinged feelings from family members to teachers, hostile
and guilty feelings may.also be transferred. It may tie useful

to bear in mind that, jtIst as the educator cannot take full
credit for all the devotion and attraction'that may cone his
way, so he does not need to assume the total burden of dislike,
resentment, boredom, and resistance that some students have to

offer. These student attitudes are more readily accepted if
there is teacher awareness that he is likely to be, in part, a

1, stand-in for a rejecting, nagging, or over-possessive parent.
Unlike the parent, the teacher need not and should not, be sub-
jectively involved. If the teacher can help the student keep
his hostile feelings under control by giving him firm, mild,
consistent discipline mixed with respect and understanding, this
is likely to not only aid in the handling of the student's dis-
turbing behavior but may provide him an important learning

experience: that interpersonal relationships in a pseudo-family
setting can be rewarding--that hostile feelings can be under-
'stood and controlled.

The pseudo-familial nature of the class in sex and family
life education has many learning experiences' to offer, aside
from the subject matter itself. Within the limits imposed Fr

the fact that the class is an educational, not.a clinical,
setting, boys and girls, men and women may learn to relate to
each other as valued and valuable human beings: human beings

first, male and female human beings second. They may learn to

work together through class projects. TheY can learn together
about such subjects as male and female anatomy, reproduction,
childbirth, the psycho-social relations between the sexes, and
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so on, As boys and girls, men and women, learn together throu0
books, lectures, audio-visual aids, discussions, and work pro-

jects many fears, anxieties, disturbances, and misinformation
about sex and masculinity and femininity are likely to diminish

for 'OM,

While Ouch discussions are apt to be more meaningul in

AP atm9Apher@ pf freedom, it is quite possible that such freedom

can readily exceed its bounds. A few clearly understood ground
rules, spelled out in advance, and repeated, if necessary, are

likely t9 hP1P, guch rules might include the prirociple that

discussions,gre not to include personal, subjective revelations

about the @tUd.e4ts' or.teacherst own specific familY: life, sex'

behavior, functioning, fears, fantasies and so on. Learning

experiences can he structured so as to keep material of this

sort in g more objective framework. For example, a student may

4sk What he Ph9tad do about his own desire to have premarital

sex relations, This can easily be put into a more general focus

by epmmenting that this is a concern of many young people and

that answers cannot be given in reference to,particular indi-

viduals because each individual has his own set of circumstances

and experiences, The discussion can then go on to a general
PrePentatigrl pf pros and cons around this question. [See

Chap Or 9,3

In the use of small group discussions or buzz sessions

the'@4bj@tt Patter can be structured by the teacher so that a

topic, rather than personal revelations, are discussed. The

same kind of general framework is suggested for role playing--

a device often used--and with seemingly excellent results, if

the te4cbCr is aware of sensitive areas and of the subjective

material that MAY be overly revealed: Interest ifi group therapy,

group dynamics, and sensitivity training has' prompted some edu-
cators to experiment with devices such as role playing, psycho7

dramas and titizz sessions. These devices can be used by the

'educator who ig well acquainted with the students he is teaching'

and whp is well trained in the complexities of human personality

and the gtructure and functioning of small groups.7

7The use of a variety of teaching techniques with small groups

iP b4.4C4 on a large body of research and theory in the social

and bghavioral sciences. The sex educator will probably find it

, useful to take related courses in such fields as social psychol-

ogy,.A few references are given here:

Bonner, Herbert, Group Dynamics Principles, and Applications,

Ronald Press, 1959.
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THE TOTAL SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT

The important impact of the total environment on human
behavior, interests, and attitudes has already been stressed.
In translating this concept into methods of sex education, it
is helpful to consider the total school environment as a:living
laboratory. One major goal of sex education is that of helping
members of both sexes to feel at ease in their everyday relation-

ships with each other. Open communications, shared interests and
activities., attitudes of trust and respect: .these qualities axe
associated with wise mate selectica, marital satisfaRtion, and
stability, and sexual gratification within marriage.° Boys andr

Cartwright, D. and Zender, A. Group Dynamics, Row, Peterson and

Co" 1960, (2nd ed.).

Coyle, Grace and "Hartford, M. E. Social Process, Council on

Social Work Ed., 1958.

Foote, N. N. and Cottrelll.L. S. Identity and Interpersonal

Competence, lbiversity of Chicago Press, 1955.

Hare, H. P., Borgotta, E. F., and Bales, R. F. Small Groups,

Studies in Social Interaction, Knoff, 1955.

Lindzey, G. (ed.). Handbook of Social Psychology, Addison-

Wesley, 1954.

Stock, Dorothy and Thelen, Herbert A. Emotional Dynamics and
Group Culture, National Training Laboratories, New York

University Press, 1958.

Swanson, Newcomb and Hartley (ed.). Readings in Social

Psychology, Hensey Holt, 1952.

8See for example,

Bainwater, Lee. Family Design, Aldine Publishing Co., 1965.

Kamorovsky, Mirra. Blue Collar Marriage, Random House, 1964..

-

Burgess, Ernest W. and Cottrell, Leonard S. -Predicting Success
or Failure in Marriage, Prentice Hall, 1939.

Terman, L. M. Psychological Factors in Marital Happiness,

McGraw-Hill Co., 1938.
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girls, men and women tare more likely to learn some of these
,skills in an educational setting if the total environment-7
Classroom, playground, lunch room, "outside activities"--are
"structured in such a way as to provide opportunities for the
two sexes to talk, woek, and play together in an atmosphere of
positive acceptance of individual likeness and differences.
This basic principle applies equally to administrators, faculty
members, and students.

In some schools, customs have developed of staging compe-'
titions between boys and girls. It would seem wise to avoid,such
practices because one goal is to help the sexes interact harmo-
niously rather than.gainst each other.

FREQUENT EVALUATIONS BY STUDENTS

The author has found it useful to arrange for frequent
anonymous, written student evaluations of course content and
methods while the course is in process so that it is possible
to learn more about haw the students perceive the strength and
weaknesses of what is being offered to, and asked of, them. An
evaluation at the end of a sex education program is not particu-
larly helpful in reference to serving the group at hand. It may
also not have particular meaning for teaching another group since
the next one might be quite different from the first. Since
groups almost always contain a variety of individuals it is
hardly possible that all students woUld be equally satisfied or
eugally dissatisfied with an educational program. As commented
earlier, each person brings with him his own particular style of
functioning and style of learning so that an educational program
will be perceived differently by different individuals. In

workino with groups the educator can hope to be "successful" only
with a portion of the graup. If the educator appears to be meet-
ing the needs of the majority, this is the best that he can
probably ask.

TEST OF KNOWLEDGE

Since the topic of sex is so laden with emotion and cow.-
fusion, it is quite likely that students will perceive in very
different ways what has been presented in a course. Some may
even become more confused than they were in the first place
because of the particular blocks they bring to learning in this
particular area. Therefore, well devised tests that seek to
identify points of student confusion would seem to be important.
Problems arise for the teacher who is within a formal educational
setting and who, therefore, probably has to give each student a,
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grade. Graded tests may induce an extra anxiety note that may
,cloud the picture in terms of what students understand. There-

. ,fOre it is probably wise to give both graded and ungraded tests
in an attempt to eliminate or reduce this factor.

TEACHING STYLE

I.

4

Sex educators, likepther educatorsl'tend to favor a
particular teaching style. Some Iean toward the lecture, some
toward free discussion, some toward visual aids, some toward
student projects, and some toward other devices such as the use
of role playing and problem solving. Since there is such varic-
tion in individual personality, levels of intelligence, and
learning styles it is likely that these different methods have
different values to different students. An experimental approach

.seems to be called for, which may be aided by the student evalua-
tions and tests referred to above. However, it iS found that a
teacher needs to be true to his own style and to feel at ease
with himself in relation to the educational methods he is using.
This is one reason that student ev&luations may be used as but
one guide in course content and teaching method.

INVOLVEMENT OF PARENTS AND THE COMMUNITY

.This topic is handled in considerable detail elsewhere in
this volume (see particularly, Manley, Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 by
Esther Middlewood). Therefore, only passing refcrence will be
made here to the importance of involving the parents, school
administrators, faculty members and opinion-makers in the com-
munity in sex education programs. This may be particularly true
when new programs are in the pre-launching stage. Since sex
education is often a new program in a community; since sex values
and beliefs are rapidly changing; since parents and other adults,
like students, bring the complekities of their total life experi-
ences and cultural patterns to the topic; since the proposed
program is almost sure to set up anxieties and misperceptions on
the part of some people: because of all of these factors are
likLly to be operating, an orientation program for the relevant
adults would seem to be :;.n order. Such a program might include
an overview of the proposed course content and teaching methods.
Such an overview can be reassuring in that fantasies hbout what
is involved in sex education are apt to be far more lurid than
the actual fact of the matter. A side.benefit may be providing
adults with new information and attitudes that are important to
them in their own lives, as individuals as well as parents.
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Along these lines, continuing courses in sex education
fok adults may be extremely helpful to them in their own daily

lives. Many did not receive such education when they-were
younger, new information is steadily emerging and new issues
arise for men and women as they reabh different stages in their
own growth and development.

THE PLACE Cf SEX EDUCATION IN THE CURRICULUM

There is a great deal of confusion as.to "where sex educa-
tion belongs in the curriculum." This issomething like the
weather; that is, everybody complains about it but almost nobody
does anything about it. While the arguments go on as to wtere it
should be in the curriculum, it is likely to end up nowhere. If

one had an ideal situation, sex education would occur in the many
courses in which the subject naturally would come up, such as
English, History, Biology, Social Studies, Art, etc. and would be
offered by both men and women teachers. Since sex is a pervasive
and natural part of life, it probably should be treated as such.
Bbwever, we are a very way from having a general acceptance
by schools and by citizens as to the naturalness of sex and its

relationship to most subject matter. Given the situation as it
is now, it is likely that special courses in sex education are
needed at the various educational levels in the schools, and that
they may be taught by persons particularly prepared for this
teaching. Since this is a new subject for most schools and since
very few people have training for teaching in it, it is probable
that at the present time sex education will take.place in that*a I

; place in the curriculum in which a teacher is available who is
prepared to teach this material and wishes to. Thus, where the
course belongs in the curriculum would seem to depend mostly on
school and community attitudes towards where such a course is
appropriate and on teaching faculty available.

There are also suggestions that sex and family life edu-
cation courses,should be lifted frmm the regular curriculum and
offered in a series of meetings as a non-credit course. Che of
the reasons for this suggestion is that in a course that seeks to
help students with the problems of their everyday lives there can
be considerable confusion as to whether the teacher is primarily
an enabling leader or a functioning part of-an educational
system. This issue can be particularly acute when the teacher is
called upon to grade students, check their atiendance, set stan-
dards.for classroom behavior and.discipline refractory individ-
uals.

There are soulA arguments for and against offering sex and
family life education as a non-credit course. One of the argu-
ments against such a move is that the students who are most in
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need of a course of t,his kind might be the ones who would be.the
least likely to be involved in it if it did not offer credit.
if a teacher can be ciear with himself and his students that he
has concern for them as individuals, that his liking and respect
for them is basic and is not altered by how well the student
behaves in class or how well he does on tests, then the more
formal and structured side of a course may not need to interfere
with its other more human aspect. In a sense, it can be con-
structive for rtudents in a sex education program to learn tt
they are free to feel as they wish and to inquire as they wisn
but that at the same time their behavior must be kept within
limits and must conform to certain standards. In society, there
will always be standards and limits in reference tb sex behavior.

SUMMARY

Some suggested basic principles for stx education to help
students with*their own lives have been presented here; they
derive, largely, from related educational, social and psycho-
logical research and theory and from the author's experience as
a teacher and counselor in the field. Whether or not these sug-
gested principles are sound awaits evaluative studies of oper-
ating prograns.

Since sex education seeks to affect a fundamental and
complex aspect of human behavior, it probably should be based
on an understanding of the multiple roots of human behavior and
of the society in which such behavior occurs. Since education
constitutes only one way of affecting human behavior, sex edu-
cators.would be well-advised to coordinate their efforts with
other service professions in the community: medical, social
work, and religious personnel. Since sex education is particu-
larly likely to deal with deep-seated, highly personal feelings
and needs of individuals, teachers and counselors in this field
presumably should be particularly sensitive to individual dif-

-ferences of students in respect to their cultural backgrounds,
their life experiences and current situation, and their physical
development. Since a class in sex education may be especially
apt to carry with it social and psychological undertones of the
family group, the sex educator would probably benefit from con-
siderable awareness of the individual and group dynamics with
which he is likely to be dealing. He, also, is likely to need
considerably psychological maturity in order to handle his own
role in the situation as an objective leader aware of, but able
to control, his own subjective feelings. It would seem to be
desirable for the sex educator to make a clear differentiation
in his mind as to the separate, but related, functions of
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education and therapy and not try to carry out both functions,
himself. Rather he might better be aware of particular problems
of students and be ready and able to refer serious difficulties
to alipropriate medical and counseling personnel.

It is likely that sex education wopld be particularly
Pffer.tive if it WPVP PA".i" "If 4n a (1..m^e.rtic atmosphere, in
which open communication between the sexes is fostered and in
which each individual is given an equal sense of identity and
self-worth, first as a person, and second, as a male or a female.

$

Sex education is a relatively new, experimental field. As
. educators embark upon it, they are likely to find it a challenge
to their ingenuity and their own capacity to learn and to grow,
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A very large part of the present volume is beamed at
teachers who will be performing their teaching function
in a school setting. It offers the kind of knowledge
they will need facing youngsters ip a classroom. But
no one imagines that this channel is the only one: A
large audience has to be reached outside the school.
For their benefit, the following paper presents
materials showing how sex education in a wider com-
munity setting can be implemented

CHAPTER

SEX EDUCATION IN THE COMMUNITY
a

-by Esther Middlewood

The word "education" automatically suggests "school" to
most persons, but it is probably true that the schools provide
the smallest and least significant part of the lifetime educa-
tional experiences of anyone. Family, friends, work and leisure
experiences, church, the mass media and the community at large
begin an individual's education before he goes to school and
continue i, long after he graduates, and in no field ig this
more trUe than in the field of human sexuality.

Among the many types of non-school learning and teaching
experiences which have an influence on sexual attitudes and
.understanding, this chapter will confine itself to more or less
formal programs systematically presented through the mass media
and through various community otganizations. Unfortunately even
this restricted goal must be further restricted by the lack of
any research as to the incidence and consequences of programs

*of this.type throughout the country. This chapter, then, is'
based upon the personal observation and experience of the author,
augmented by a scattering of reports of other programs which are
available to her.
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THE RANGE OF APPROACHES AND PROGRAMS

4

THE USES OF THE MASS MEDIA...//

In any educational program, when cille wishes to reach a
large number of people, he thinks of the mass media: the news-
papdrs, national magazines, radio, and television. The limita-
tion of these as educational tools is that typically they do
not provide for give and take or personal involvement oh the
part of the target person. Experience has shown that, especially
in areas with emotional content some type of personal involvement
is a vital factor in influexdng a change of attitudes. Neverthe-
less, the power of the mass medii should not be unds:restimated.

An article in color in LIFE Magazine on the development of
the human fetus has impact. The problem is that the significance
of the impact is not clear. Many were engrossed and learned
much. Some were repulsed and probably had negative feelings
reinforced. However, some of those who could not accept this
material through mass media alone, would have been able to profit
greatly had they had the same material coupled with an opportun-
ity to discuss the material in a small groap and within a com-
fortable setting.

It is sometimes possible to combine this mass approach
with more intimate experiences. In one community the radio spon-
sored a program during which time telephone calls were accepted
at the radio station for subsequent reply. Questions dealt with
the problems of youth. Most of the calls concerned problems
relating to sex information and sexual behavior. The need for

. greater understanding was apparent. As the result of the pro-
gram, the health department of the county was asked to cooperate
.in designing and expediting a program which would help as many
people as possible.

Forty persons were contacted through the public health
Inurse of the county and agreed to assist in carrying out a com-
munity experiment. They met at the health department for six
training sessions. They studied patterns-of psychosexual matura-
tion, the self-concept in sex expressions, bdologic information
to children at appropriate ages and the social-sexual expecta-
tions imposed upon youth with today's resultant confusion. They

-also reviewed the relationships of (12-17 sex patterns, the incest
tempfations and taboos which made lifficult to manage the
directions given to youth by their parents. They read available
material so they could lead discussions with a sense of confi-
dence. They also studied group involvement and group dynamics
to aid them in thn task of leadership with other groups.
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THE,NEED FOR COMMUNITY EFFORTS

It is the natural history of most community efforts, of

whatever kind, to grow out of a felt need of the people--a recog-

nition of inadequate information in a vital area. Certainly this

has been the case with adult sex education programs throUghout

the country. Although there have been various national movements

to interest people in the subject, it seems that these efforts

succeed only in those cases where the community itself has

already sensed the need.

As in many other areas, however, the need does not inevi-

tably produce the remedy and the history of local efforts is

mixture of moving successes, dismal failures, and the whole

range of intermediate experiences. One significant factor in

success or failure is the source of information that is souglit.:

Many sex educators are self-appointed, poorly trained and atti-

tudinally biased to a serious degree.

A doctor is not necessarily a qualified teacher of sex,

nor is a pastor. The former may have a knowledge of the physiol-

ogy of sex but no understanding of sex roles, value systems, or

total personal involvement. A pastor may have some understanding

of the morality of sex and personal involvement, but be utterly

lacking in current social attitudes and pressures. Neither May

have the ability to teach. Either may acquire further training

in the areas of his own incompetence as he moves into this new

experience, but this does not happen by chance. Training is

essential if a community plans to utilize the large spectrum of

potential lay leadership in a community for sex education pro-

grams.

In addition to the question of source of information,

Ahere is ,also the question of organization and follow-through.

All often sex education for adults is a matter of a single

by a local doctor sponsored by the church or PTA or a

Jtudy Group. Although one carinot discount the possibility-

such programs can have good effects, it seems doubtful that

the consequences of any one-shot approach can be very far reach-

ing.

The purpose of this chapter will be to explore and evalu-

ate the array of approaches and resources that have been used in

various communities.
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THE RANGE OF APPROACHES AND PROGRAMS

THE PSES OF THE MASS MEDIA

In any educational proarams when dhe wishes to reach a
large number of people, he thinks of the mass media: the news-
papers, national magazines, radio, and television. The limita-
tion of these as educational too/s is that typically they do
not provide for give and take or personal involvement on the
part of the target person. Experience has shown that, especially
in areas with emotional content some type of personal involvement
is a'vital factor in influming a change of attitudes. Neverthe-

less, the power of the mass media should not be underestimated.

An article in color in LIFE Magazine on the development of
the human fetus has impact. The problem is that the significance
of the impact is not clear. Many were engrossed'and learned

much. Some were repulsed and probably had negative feelings
reinforced. However, some of those who could not eltcept this
material through mass media-alone, would have been able to profit
greatly had they had the same material coupled with an opportun-
ity to discuss the material in a small group and within a com-
fortable setting.

It is sometimes possible to combine this mass approach
with more intimate experiences. In one community the radio spon-

sored a program during which time telephone calls were accepted
at the radio station for subsequent reply. Qpestions dealt with
the problems of youth. Most of the calls concerned problems
relating to sex information and sexual behavior. The need for
greater understanding was apparent. As the result of the pro-
gram, the health department of the county was asked to cooperate
in designing and expediting a program which would help as many
people as possible.

Forty persons were contacted through the public health
,nurse of the county and agreed to assist in carrying out a com-
munity experiment. They met at the health department for six
training sessions. They studied patterns'of psychosexual matura-
tion, the self-concept in sex expressions, biologic information
to children at appropriate ages and the social-sexual expecta-
tions imposed upon youth with today's resultant confusion. They

-also reviewed the relationships of early sex patterns, the incest
tempeations and taboos which Made it difficult to manage the
directions given to youth by their parents. They read available
material so they could lead discussions with a sense of confi-
dence. They also studied group involvement and group dynamics
to aid them in the task of leadership with other groups.
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Each leader was then asked to invite from ten to fifteen

persons in her own ndighborhood to join her for coffee in her

home while the group listened to a series of radio broadcasts

presented weekly by the local radio station. After listening to

each program, the group carried on a discussion of the material

presented. It was led by a trained lay leader. In the afternoon,

following each morning presentation, the leaders conver-I0 to dis-

.
cuss problems which emerged in the home gnaups, or the "listening

posts," as they were called.

A very successful irogram was carried on in St. bouis,

Missouri, utilizing the mass media, Dr. B. G.. Glassberg conducted

a series of radio programs dealing with sex. During thesprogram,

anyone was Able to call in and ask questions which were to be.

answered by him at a later time in the program. He presented a

.topic during the first ten to fifteen minutes of the program and

then answered questions during the latter part of the hour. The

program is reported to have been an extremely frank and honest

appraisal of the problems presented and was unusually helpful to

people who inquired. /t was also apparentthat much of Om
information which was telephoned to Dr. Glassberg would be of

_interest to many other persons. There is always the question as

to whether such public questions are really the concern of large

numbers of people, or whether they might be biased by those

individuals who are prone to ask startling questions and ques-

tions which are rather difficult to answer, simply to provoke a

difficult situation. It is the feeling of those leaders involved,

however, that such a program does afford an excellent opportunity

to help people 'obtain the answers to questions which would be
.;

difficult for them to obtain in any other way.

;

Another form of the use of mass media was found in the

Michigan Child Study Program, which this year focuned upon sex

education for the family. A leadership guide for each topic WAS

developed by a study group with consultative services of special-

ists. Such topics as: (1) What sex information children need,

(2) Marriage is more than a contract,-(3) Sex problems of youth,

and others were developed with outlines for study, reference

,material and suggested resources. Study groups in the community

could then develop the program material as they wished in the

local okganization.

In scanning the material, it was very apparent that the'

quality of the study guide was dependent upon.the nature and the

quality of the consultant service and subsequent application of

his counsel. In one instance, it was very apparent that the

consultant was directing the discussion in an extremely moral-

istic, inhibiting 'and controlling manner. Many of the comments

were of a platitudinal nature and reflected cliches which have
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group discussions as a follow-up.

t

been applied to marriage relations for far too many years and
have little significance toyouth involved in "today's living."

One would also question whether or not such topics can
be adequately handled in a general discussion group, without a
leader, who can bring to bear upon the discussion a wider range
of information than the casual member of an existing club. There

is no reason, however, why the individual clubs could not call
upon specialists tb sit in their discussion groups if they

found they need addition:al information. Xt is not known how
successfully these groups handle the topics.- It is known, how-
ever, that in many instances they did call upon resource persons
who were available to them. This form of sex education rias been

widely accepted through 'study gUides for church groups, Parent-
Teacher Association gnoups, Child Study groups, and other.for-
mally organized parent study groups. Usually, however, the

material has to do with the teachirig of sex to children rather
than, as in the instance of the current year, primarily to adult'
members of the family.

In all of these cases it is clear that the impact of the
mass media was vastly augmented by the use of organized small

1 Yee

tt.
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INSTITUTIONALLY CENTERED PROGRAMS

Different from most community programs are those sponsored
by public and private funds which have permanent facilities and
staffs. In addition to such ipecial emphasis organizations as
Planned Parenthood and the various religious.denominational pro-
gramsi.there are a few communities with institutions devoted to
sex education as a major aim. Three outstanding examples are
the Merrill-Palmer Institute in Detroit, the Cleveland Health
Museum, and the Flint, Michigan Program (sponsored by the Claire
Elizabeth Fund). The latter will serve as an example of this

type of program.

The Flint Program was sponsored through a local trust fund
and emanated from a program for maternal health, which was the
initial purpose of the Claire Elizabeth Organization. The pro.'

gram in sex education was developed by Dr. David Treat and
involved both children and parents. The pattern has been
emulated by many communities througbout the United States: The

general nature of the program was one in which the parents and
children were brought together to hear a lecture on sex informa-
tion in which the Dickinson models were used to explain the bio-
logical processes. Later, films were included in the sex

education sessions. Tile program has been written up in great
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detail many times (1) and undoubtedly it is not unfamiliar to
those who are interegted in the broad field of sex education.

t

. As with any program, this one has many strengths, but
also raises some questions- Insofar as parent education is
concerned, tha program would seem excellent. However, it appears

to this author to be unreasonable to insi"st that children should
be taken out of school to a central location in a community for

sex learning. Many times, they were bussed for long distances to
appear in a rather. unnatural setting to learn about sex, when.

they learn about all other forms of life and other scientific
information in the schoolroom.

, On the positive side the program has the distinct advan-
tage that the parents.know exactly what has been presented to

the children. The feeling seems to be that the communication
between the child and parent is improved if both have the same
information. Whether this is outweighed by the awkwardness and
remoteness of the centralized meeting design, the sizes of the
groups and the inhibiting effects on learning by trying to

involve children and adults at the same level is a question

raised by many educators. It is the author's view that the
adults need to be more involved than the children. The facts
they need to know may be beyond the interest and need of chil-

dren at most age levels. They also need to delve into their own
feelings apart from children. Children, too, have needs pecu-
liar to themselves which need not be initially shared with

parents. Parents need their own opportunity for learning, but
not with their children. Their primary need is to have knowl-
edge and skills which will enab/e them to keep avenues of com-
munication open between them and their caldren as the occasion

is presented.

But whatever the strengths and weaknesses of this parti9u-
lar program, it, and the other pioneer efforts prove the feasi-
bility of a systematic institutional approach and provide others
with the opportunity to learn from their mdstakes as well as

from their unquestioned achievements.

In all fairness to the Flint program, it also muss be
indicated that the community itself has responded to the stimu-
lus provided by the program and has developed A very inclusive
program for children within the public schools. In addttion,
the portion of the program which had to do with the young
married and the premarried has continued and is of excellent

quality. There probably are few communities where as MUch
intensive work is being done as in this community, largely as
a Tesult of this concentrated effort by a single, well-endowed

institution.
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A COMMUNITY-WIDE APPROACH

Although'it is'desirable to have substantial private or

public funds behind any ambitious adult education program it is

not necessary. What is necessary is dynamic local leadership

combined with .competent professional consultation. The success

of the Kelso, Washington program (2) illustrates the point.

In this ^no pergAns a member of the County

Medical Auxiliary, asked for assistance from SIECUS in initiat-

ing a program. Dr. Calderone, Executive Secretary of SIECUS,

-not only agreed to visit, out recommended as ona device particu-

larly useful in enlisting the support of community leaders that

they use Sex Morality Teachinq. Record Kit ($10.00).1

The first meeting at the local level was called in the

home of a community leader. Included were the superintendents

of the public schools of Longview and Kelso, the.president of

Lower Columbia College, Parent-Teacher Association groups, the

County Ministerial Association, the Guidance' Center, the County

Medical Associations, and the Medical Auxiliary, the organizing

agency.

Although the group recognized that tbe schools were teach-

ing reliably about reproduction, they agreed that there was need

of ah expansion of the program to include discussions about atti-

tudes and values relating to sex. It was further agreed that the

only way to facilitate such progression would be to educate the

adults as well as children. Other immediate steps were advocated:

1. An opportunity for teachers to learn.

2.. Discussion groups to be established for parents.

3. A community council to coordinate the sex education

activities.

Added to those recommendations, Dr..Calderone suggested that more

'men be informed and involved; that orientation meetings be held

for high school and college students; and that an outside person

be brought in to'talk to the youth.

Much of this has now been accomplished and the community

looks ahead to greater growth in 1967. They plan a meerials_

MOW

1Prepared by Helen F. Southard, of the National Board of the

Y.W.C.A., (600 Lexington Avenue, N. Y. 10022).
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center for teaching family life education, an annotated bibli-
ography of reading mdteriall and a demonstration workshop to be

0 held in Longview. The citizens are concerned--but more than
concern, they are acquiring the knowledge to design and expedite

a sound locally fixed program.

Some communities have achieved suctess even without
pdblicity and without such vigorous and resourceful outside heip.
In one suburban setting. (3),the schools had for many Years, had
a curriculum in reproduction *- .7m. hygiene at fifth and sixth

grade level, ninth and tweFt i level, and parent education.
Parents had been supportive of program, but felt it left much

to be desired. Consequently, tAley suggested that the school

examine its program. The task was assigned to a committee under
the auspices of the school nursing office. They in turn involved

a few classroom teachers and junior high school principals, after
they had determined that junior high schools should be the target
for the expanded program.

They have been working throughout the,summer on reviewing
materials, designing curriculum and now are planning for a four-
day training workshop for the teachers involved. The program
will be instituted in the Fall of 1967 and a new working com-
mittee will be established to assess the elementary school and
secondary school involvement. All of this is being accomplished
.without city-wide meetings or publicity of aoy sort. The parents
have been involved for at least two years, so there is little
other than parental support needed. Local professionals extra-
neous to the education professionals have been involved as
resource persons and consultants, as have consultants from the
state level.

A Contrast in 'Pro Communities. It might be helpful to look atMIN 411111=Inp YIN.*
the progression of events that lead to action regarct_y sex '

education in two communities where approaches afford some con-
trast for study (4).

In one instance, a physical education instructor and a
health educator with a special interest in venereal disease
control, both functioning at the college level, took the ini-
tiative: They conferred with a member of the contir.ling educaL.

tion staff of the university involved. A committee of interested
*college personnel was called toaether and decided to include some
delegates from area schools and social agencies. The name was
changed from committee to council because it was the consensus
that "council" defined the function more precisely.

The council met monthly for a period of time and finally
decided to have a two-day session for school principalss health
educators, and physical education instructors. At this meeting
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an outside speaker was brought in to widen the scope of.the
thinking. Bather than focusing on sex education, they began to
look at the mori incldsive topic of family life education. The
scope of the concern grew and the local council of churches,
medical society, and other social agencies were Involved in a
two day county7-wide meeting on "Sex," at which time outside
resource help was used. On the two appoirited days, there were
massed student meetings, a P.T.A. sponsored meeting for the
general teachers' meeting and a council of churches meeting.

Since many individual school systems within the county
were involved, each was allowed to carry back to his own com-
munity any part or all of the experience to the local community.
In at least lour instances some forward action has occurred and
in two there has been difficulty. An assessment will have to be
made later to determine the effectiveness of this approach. It
is noted that:

1. The initiative came from sources extraneous to the
schools, themselves.

2. The eneroy was ekerted from the pinnacle of the
pyramid to the base.

3. It may be there was not enough awareness of historical
design.

I. Consultant services were available.

5. V-ere is no mention of adult education development
other than mass meetings. One might look for changes
in adult education listings, development of parent
education onportunities, improved involvement of
social agencies in their own programs of adult sex .

education, etc.

In contrast to the foregoing design is one that provides
less opportunity for general social awareness, but which may .

,afford the basis for sturdier growth. In another urban community:
of eomparable size but within one school system rather than a
county unit, the problem of better sex education arose. eor many
years the school had arranged to have local.physicians speak to
the eleventh grade boys and girls, three sessions each. Both the
school superintendent and the doctors knew that this was "too
little" and "too late." Classroom teachers met with the physi-
cians'and in lieu of a better plan, at the moment, they decided
to continue to use the physicians tut designed classes for tenth
and eighth grades. Understanding that this was an expedient
decision, they also hired a family life specialist to assess the
overail program and set up a progressing pattern for the future.:
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Immediately, a committee was called by the family life
specialist. It included in-school membership and some community
iembers as consultantsdoctors, school nurse, a few parents, a
minister, etc. They included elementary teachers, junior high
teachers, senior high school teachers and those concerned about
community'education. They saw K through adult as their area of
concern. They did not include adults simPly to support an in-
.anfines1 preigr.2m, hsvi- har.anc= benlafiA4) .Ault ne.d -for

greater knowledge About sex and sexuality.

Based upon the responses to questionnaires presented to
seventh, eighth, and ninth grades, and one presented to fifth
and sixth grades in.twenty of the elementary schools, the com-
mittee began to design a pattern lor the school program.

The results have been varied and interesting. The growth
is slower initially, but it is firmer. That school system has
now added an assistant director of family life education and has
developed a good program of ill-service training.

There have been several two-day workshops for ancillary
personnel, so that all indiViduals used in any way in the school
and community program are cognizant of goals, materials, pre-
cautions, etc. Teachers receive in-service training in their
regular twelve session self-improvement training program in which
all teachers are involved.

In this program there are some obvious directions:

I. The initiating energy came from within the school.

2. The community 1,sources were involrld but could not
.impose their views.

3. The development has constantly been toward a program
of K through adults.with the school assuming respon-
sibility now for pre-school and adult.

4. The energy moves from the base of the triangle to the
apex.

5. There are no public meetings other than at points of
actual need. For instance this year eight hundred
students in one school will be brought in under the
program--all in groups of thirty or smaller. But,
the parent group initially uill be large. The pur-
pose of the large group is simply to inform and
answer questions.
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THE CHURCH

When one thinks'of the community and sex education pro-.

grams; one must be cognizant of the work which is being done in

relation to on-going church organizations. The Methodist Con-

ference on the.Family, held in Chicago, 1967, is a good illus-

tration of the energy which is being experided in such programs

by the organized church. The Pni- P^n4'eronr.o r+f tho nAthnlic

Church, of Father gmbiorsky's design, is another attempt to meet

the needs of people within,the framework of 'a given religious

philosophy. Whatever our feelings are, in regard to religion
and sex information, it is apparent that no Mafter what kind of

factual information is presented about sex, the individual must

assess such information in relation to the philosophical frame-

work within which he hopes to function. Therefore, the church
affords an excellent opportunity, if they will present a program

which is sufficiently well founded on factual information regard-

ing current practice, current concepts, sociological research,

knowledge of personality, etc. The day is long past when we can

hide behind a framework of moralization which is not founded upon

honest inquiry. Both of the aforementioned programs have made
serious attempts to attack the problem of sex information-giving

as well as sex instruction designed to help those individuals

who find themselves in difficulties in the sexual.area of thei,.

lives. Other of the larger churches of our nation, such as the

Unitarian Church and the Episcopalian Church have designed
forward-looking programs which include direction of their members

in this area.

There are some arguments in favor of persons obtaining sex

information from the church itself. Especially this is true in

relation to parents who are going to help train their children,

and youth, who are trying to establish their value systems, and

certainly couples who plan to be married in the church and who.

plan to adapt their life to the general philosophy of the church

to which they belong. There is a homogeneity which enables them
to assess sexual practice and sexual concern in the light of

their philosophy, and perhaps it is more helpful to them than

'simply giving them a sociological description of sex as it

appears.in today's practice. Granted, one must know.what is

occurring in sexual practice in ordc: to assess it within a

religious framework, but perhaps this is one of the areas in

which there is more opportunity for the individual, be he parent

or youth, to make a personal assessment of information received.

Many churches have done an excellent job in sex education

within the framework of the youth programs of their church. As

a matter of fact, in the United Church of Christ study guides for

youth programs, a great deal of attention is given to not only
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family life education, but to sex information specifically. In
one community (5) the junior high youth was organized for a
period of six weeks in which they had an opportunity to discuss
the sex information contained in study materials.

'The parents were first called together for two meetings
in which they'reviewed the materials and the general information
which was to be presented tn the young.people.
the youth studied such topics as the meaning and significance of
adolescence, body Changes in adolescence, sex information, repro-
duction, and finally the personal assessments of sex from the
youths' viewpoint. The questions wer G. answered honestly. Boys
and girls met together in these groups, and at the last meetings
the youths had an opportunity to ask any questions which they .

wished from a panel of persons who were eminently qualified to
reply. Those persons included a 7)sychologist, a physician, and
young college students who could give answers to some of the .

questions the young people asked about current sex activity and
practice. Such programs are not unusual but they do vary a
great deal in the kind of material presented,. One senior high
group completely rejected the pattern because the material pre-
sented by the minister wag platitudinal, exhortative, and had
little to do with the reality of sex involvement as they saw it.
It is imperative that we reply with the greatest degree of
honesty to the questions which are advanced by youth if we would
have them adhere to any of the ethical values which church groups
obviously lupe will become a part of their experience. We still
have much to learn about the best methods of teaching, how to
present material, etc.

An excitingly new approach is currently being planned for
the subteens of the Methodist youth group of the Methodist

- Michigan Conference. The youth, with guidance, are planning the
sessions luid they are utilizing role playing using adults to do
the role playing and youth as discussion panels. It has been
'used successfully with older youth, but the current program is a
new venture.

OTHER COMMUNITY INSTITUTIONS

Closely related to the youth groups in churches are the
sex education programs which are conducted by such organizations
as the Y.W.C.A. and the Y.M.C.A. There are many snch programs.
Some deal with tl'e problems of youth, some deal with the problems
of the unwed mother, some are in terms of pre-courtship courses,
and a few are programs which deal with the questions relating to
sex adjustment in the young married. These programs2 again, vary
much as do the programs presented by the church, and are almost
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totally dependent upop the kind of leadership which they are able

to obtain.

One of the most extensive programs in the United States,
which can be used effectually to impart sex information, is the

Extension Service. The design of. the Seryice is such that it
reaches larae numbers of neonle in a rather intimate way:
Especially, it enables leaders to reach people in comparatively
small groups so that discussion can become a part of whatever
information is presented. .Unfortunately, the design of the
Extension Service is such that it is much m.ee effective in those
areas of learning in which skills are learned. However, I sup-

pose if we are concerned only with the giving of information,
that information about sex could be passed on as r..;adily in this

design as the skills of glovemaking or same of the other topics

which are presently presented. In line with the philosophy of

this paper, however, it is assumed that individuals will be
thinking about more than biological information. In this case,

the method of training the discussion leaders for the local
groups, does not present an ideal format for'adequate leadership

training. Attempts are being made to modify the existing leader-
ship training programs and certainly afford greater "in depth"

training for them so that they can become more adequate, and that
their knowledge of the topic will be on a much broader scale than
can be presented to them in one training session. One suggestion-

is that they might have one individual in a local unit who
becomes the family life leader for any topic which is presented

in that general area. Then that leader can attend a series of

. meetings and become well-versed in a great variety of topics,
s"

including sex information, so that if thr group reflected an
interest in family life education, the trained individual could
attend a leadership training session for further information and
training in the specific area requested and would then be compe-
tent to return to his group as a leader in this area of learning.

CHALLENGES

RECREATING AND DEVELOPING LEADERS

In recent years there have been many more professionally
led discussion groups in relation to sex'at the adult level than

we have ever had. Planned Parenthood provides leadership in

this area. Sometimes we find physicians who afford leadership
to lccal groups at Y.W.C.A.,s, etc. Certainly the family service

agencies are rendering a real service as they are meeting with
.
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groups of individuals; especially from deprived areas. Despite
these real achievements, however, one of the most pressing needs
4iS for more leaders and for better trained leaders.

The professional groups are trying to do their part by
introducing courses in family life education into the curriculum
of medical schools and theological seminars. Social workers,
nurses, physical educators and health teachers, home economics
teachers, and many-others are getting additional training in this
area. But.in addition to ihese, opportunities for the training
of lay leaders must be provided also if the demand for leadership
at the community level is to be met.

In Michigan, as has been mentioned previously, we do have
a Parent Education Associates group, now numbering some 7,000
persons, who have had three years or more of training to be
parent education leaders. Some of these women have been involved
in the program for a period of fourteen or fifteen years. There
are approximately 1,500 who are in training now.

The Parent Education Associates are drawn from many walks
of life. They have varied backgrounds,as far as education is
concerned, and certainly represent all levels of the economy.
The one essential is that the individual herself be a family
member who has found a certain enjoyment in the rearing of chil-
dren, and that she in turn be willing to devote time to meeting
with other parents in discussion groups. They do not become
pseudo experts, nor do they try to set up groups in which they
dictate to parents or try to admonish them about current prac-
tices of child rearing. The kind of experience which they hope
to provide for parents is an informal discussion in which they
can freely express their own ideas about their problems and their
childrenl.themselves, their husbands, and the problems that arise
from the combination of these family members. The leader is
trained in basic child growth and development concepts; not child
rearing practices, essentially, but in learning more about the
way people function, some of the problems they experience in
adjustment, the significance of aggression, the importance of
.mderstanding individual differences in terms of growth patterns
and needs. They learn about the vsycho-sexual maturation pat-
terns, although we do not put it in this academic framework;
they try to appraise social situations as they exist, and not as
they might ideally be conceived, in a nostalgic recapturing of
the past, so that they tend to be much more comfortable in work.-
ing with parents than the usual parent education leader in the
more highly stylized pavent education programs as they have
existed.

During their period of study, they learn about group
dynamics in a simple way, the elements of good discussion
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involvement, something about the use of soCiodrama and role-

playing, constructive use of films and materials of one sort and

another. This enables them to add variety to the teaching mate-
.-

rial and teaching methods, which subsequently adds to the

'interest of the programs as they carry them out in the community.

As these people complete a three-Year training program in
which they meet once a month for appr--im.t,zly +hroc, hemra, thav

assume leadership .in their own churches or in relation to 'estab-

lished on-going programs of parent education, such as a Child

Study Program. They assist in small group discussions at grade

levels within their own schools, such as the'pre-school mothers,

or they may function in any one of a variety of ways. They do

not establish new organizations within the society through

leaders within the existing structure.

It would seem that some such program is needed on a much
broader basis if the need for local leaders in adult sex educa-

tion is ever to be met.

ADULT SEX EDUCATION IN THE CULTURE OF POVERTY

In the woek'donewith deprived families it is becoming

more apparent ttat we do not as yet know these people well

enough to be of great help to them. Workers have too often
either imposed middle-class practices or have depended upon
sociologic description which too often misses deep, emotional

undertones. For instance, many ascribe great casualness toward

.sexual activity among the poor. They judge, on the basis of

survey findings, that the practice reflects the inner feelings.

This can be questioned. In long-term contact with small groups

of womeny some of whom had as many as nineteen children by

various males, one begins to be aware of many other hidden feel-

.ings, with deep anger about being sexually used. It emerges in

many ways.

It is often assumed that child-bearing would be decreased

if adequate information could be given about contraceptive prac-

tices; yet in one meeting mothers discussed the problem which

confronts them when men with whov they have intercourse puncture

condoms while professing protection to them: The women under-

stood the 'masculine need of impregnation for men who have little

other in life to prove their manliness.

It would be much easier if all we needed to help these

women and their men or their middle-class counter-parts was to

see that they had certain information made available to them.

The aforementioned women understood the use of condoms but they

did not use this knowledge as a guide to their behavior because.

41.11
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they also knew the ne.ed that their men had to feel good about

themselves. The problem then was to help the wometn to more

' iitting ways to help Men feel better about themselves and still

protect themselves, as women, from repeatedly unwanted preg-

nancies. It is my conviction that such learning cannot be
achieved from .lectures to masses of people, pamphlets, etc. It

requires small gcoups, long-term, in deptb learning. It has to

allow for competent leadership at the local level over a long

period of time. Society must allow for this type of learning

if it hopes for change. ,

BUt changes do occur, if not massive Social changes, then
at least very real individual changes. In one group of women

with more children than they wanted, the discussions led them
not only to changed feelings about contraception, but to changed

feelings about themselves. One has recently purchased a mirror

"cause now I can look at myself; cause I likes me better," and

she sees her life with eight children in different persp,,ctive.

One left the house where she had lived to move into a house which

has a key, because she's got a "good enough dob for what she has

now without more children."

Mothers of the poor, for all of their apparent casualness
about sex, have amazing pockets of,shyness, prudery and hunger

for knowledge about their own bodies and the sexual design of the

male. Hovering over and through it all is, "How can we help our
children to make the most of sex in their lives?" Such questions

as, "How can our boys become men when they don't see

"How soon should our girls know about 'the pill'?", etc. We are

far from having the knowledge to aid them in quest of answers.

We must learn from them, too.

.If we admit to not knowing the answers, at least we are

trying. In my own state the Merrill-Palmer Institute, Michigan

pepartment of Social Welfare, and the Michigan Department of

Mental Health are all attempting programs in sex education as a

part of work with groups of A.D.C. mothers; Family Service Asso-

ciation works with""Enable." The Department of Health works

ithrough local units in prenatal programs and educational programs

about venereal disease. Unfortunately such efforts a.e sporadic.

They are only a beginning.

FINANCIAL AND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT

It has already been noted that solid financial support is

one element that helps to assure the success of a community pro-

gram. Moit often the programs that succeed and endure have a
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firm base in some solvent organization whether it be a philan-
thropic foundation or a public agency such as the school

* aistrict.

Increasingly government at all levels is showing a

responsiveness to the needs in this area.. Through mental health,
through social welfare, through special grants and throubh many
other channels funds and other support are becoming available to
back well conceived local programs.

0

Not the least important type of support is the provision
of leadership at the state level. Again, to use my own state as
an example, -.:chigan, under the auspices of the state Council on
Family Relations is attempting to coordinate the efforts of per-
sons assuming statewide responsibility for sex education programs.
This includes government agencies such as health (prenatal, mater-
nal health, venereal disease, and illegitimacy), mental health
(parent education, growth and development, problems involved in
sex adjustment and aberrations), social welfare,(strengthening
family designs, illegitimacy)2 education (the whole problem of
learning for growth from K through adult life), and others with
lesser involvement. All are concerned with aiding local effort.

In addition to government agencies such agencies as state
council of churches, state child study organizations (such as
the cooperative nursery organization) and the broader adult edu-
cation structures all can and must provide leadership. State
councils, in turn, can look to the National Council on Family
Relations and SIECUS for guidance in this effort.

CONCLUSIONS

All of this leads me to a few observerpions and conclusions
which I think are important if we are going to have community
.involvement in sex education being carried on by a variety of
'people, and with as many patterns of presentation of both method
and content as there are people involved:

1. We need more research which is not Jnly sociological
and descriptive. We need to know a great deal more
about people themselves and the significance of
relationships in all phases of life. Our sex prac-.

tices may be so rigidly imposed by a moralistic view,
or casually imposed by povert*: and expedience, that
neither reflects human need and fulfillment. Too, an
erotic design may be so blatantly paraded that many
others come to question their own normalcy.
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2. We need much better training for those who are called

upon for leadership in education, and we vould hope

that distortions of viewpoint are not imposed as codes

of practice, whether inhibiting or verging on an

exhibitionistic freedom.

3. We must utilize all structures4for tlaching in our

comunities, such as Extension Programs, Church,

Adult Education in Public Schools, etc., to help

humav beings to an understanding of self. This makes

sex education a necessity.

4. If sex education is givnn, it should be free of per-

sonal bias, unless the responsible group has the

obligation to its own membership to assist the member

in his task Of assimilation and application suCh as

we find in homogeneous groups within a given philo-

sophic framework.

5. Any innovations must be founded upon 'historic con-

sideration. One example cited in this paper illus-

trates the emergence, the'testing and either incor-

poration or abandonment. No community needs to

"start from scratch." We can learn from the success

and failures in other communities. Sex in an erotic

society is enticing and one can electrify a segment

of the population at any time. The real test comes

from the concerted energies in a given community

combined to assess the strengths and weaknesses of

their own community. Then and.only then are we ready

to look at the existing patterns and problems and to

design the new for each.imUvidual community need.
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This chapter appeared first as SIECUS Discussion Guide

#3. It represents an attempt to provide in brief compass
some guidance to professional persons on this highly
controversial subject.

" CHAPTER 6

MASTURBATION

by Warren Johnson

Clinicians are involved daily in the conflicted attitudes
concerning sex of the young and older men and women with whom

they work. Confusion, fomented by moral and ethical teachings of
earlier decades, is still superimposed on the findings of con-
temporary physiology and psychology. What was considered wicked
and dangerous to health is now seen as part of the growing pro-

.,

TO

cess, which needs to be understood rather than judged. Though
certain religious groups would qualify this, i: is part of a

process that, to many experts, seems normal and necessary. It

is encouraging to have such a point of departure emphasized
A . together with the supporting facts.s

Professional persons with responsibility for education and
counseling of the public need authoritative help and encourage-
ment in connection with all aspects of sexual behavior, feelings
and attitudes. In particular they need to examine their own
biases, prejudices and underlying anxieties to be at peace with
themselves before they can be basically helpful to those whom

they teach and counsel. A persón who believes that sexual expres-

,sion can be a means of spiritual as well as physical Communica-
tion with another human being has the facility of helping others
to relate the various types of sexual expression into a unifying
whole. within the framework of their religious or ethical convic-
tions. This study guide should serve as a Useful step in this

needed direction.

41.11.1111MMIN

. This study guide is intended primarily for professional

The author is indebted to the SIECUS Board Members for their
persistent and tireless efforts toward achieving the present
consensus among so many opinions.
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people in positions (If responsibility for programs for children
and youth and/or counseling programs for parents and teachers,
nurses, physicians, clergymen and other professionals.

WHAT IS MASTURBATION?

Masturbation is sexual self-stimulation. Most writers
use the term masturbation to mean the sexual.self-stimulation
that leads to climax or orgasm, as distinguished from the common
fondling of the genitals observed especially among infarl:s1 young
children and the retarded that is not directed specifically
toward orgasm.

Various terms are commonly used to mean masturbation.
These include autoerotism, self-abuse, play4.ng with oneself,
bad habit and onanism. The last derives from Onan's "spilling
his seed upon the ground" (Genesis XXXVIII:9, but this episode
refers to withdrawal from intercourse before orgasm (coitus

. interruptus) rather than to masturbation. Because all of these
terms involve an expression of judgment about the act, the simple
and descriptive term masturbation is to be preferred. Young
people among themselves ordinarily use such terms as jerking off
or jacking off, or, for females, rubbi.no-off.

""Ctl

HOW IS MASTURBATION PRACTICED?

The-derivation of the term from the Latin manus-hand +
stuprare-to define or rape stems from the observed fact that
masturbation is commonly practiced by stimulation of the genitals
by the individual's own hand. In point of fact, however, there
are many other means of masturbation that do not involve the
hand, i.e. rubbing the thighs together, pressure or friction
against or by an object, often accompanied by erotic reading,
picture* or daydreaming. Masturbation is most often practiced
in solitary fashion, but may also occur in the company of one or
more others of the same or mixed sexes.

HOW PREVALENT IS MASTURBATION?

It is not possible, for obvious reasons, to state with
complete accuracy the prevalence with which solitary masturbation
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is.practiced. Data derived from thousands of people questioned
by means of surveys or in clinical settings indicate that mastur-
bation is e2tremely common among both male and females. Some
auth6rities estimate the prevalence as high as one hundred pel-
cent (at least once to have masturbated to orgasm) among males
and ninety percent among females. Above ninety percent for males,
and above sixty percent for females, over a period of tiMel how
savor, im povhapc A mnra raalictir. f4gira. Ra that aa it may,

masiurbation is common rather than unusual behavior, particularly
among middle-class youth. ,

Although masturbation is usually considered a phenomenon
of adolescence, many boys and girls discover orgasm long before
puberty. Prior to puberty (and not uncommonly in the pre-school
years) the male, like the female, is capable of orgasm even,
though it is not acccmpanied by ejaculation. Masturbation is
also common in the adult years, out of as well as in marriage,
and it is not uncommon in advanced years. Indeed, for many
individuals, masturbation constitutes virtually the only overt
outlet or release of sexual tension. It is therefore rather
univereally practiced, at least occasionally, in spite of its
association with a sense of guilt. The undoubted fact that
masturbation can be highly gratifying makes its wide practice
understandable.

WHAT ROLE DOES MASTURBATION PLAY
IN PSYCHOSEXUAL DEVELOPMENT?

The self-discovery and sel.f-stimulation of mrsturbation
is one of the ways by which a young child comes to accept his
body as pleasurable. These early experiences help to lay the .

.basis for future acceptance of sex as desirable and pleasurable--
unless, of course, the child is led by his parents' negative
reactions to view them as shameful and degrading.

During adolescence, masturbation and its attendant fan-
tasies may not only be a means of releasing sex tension, but
they may often serve as part of the adolescent struggle to
achieve a sense of identity and a sexual self-image. Masturba-
tion may also be used by a young person who is undergoing rapid
physiological changes, to become acquainted with his sex organs
and the sensations they are capable of producing.

Masturbation in adolescence can, on the other hand, be a
symptom of many non-sexual conflicts. Boredom, frustration,
loneliness, a poor self-image, inadequate boy-girl relationships,
conflict with parents, too many pressures in school, etc., can
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masturbation. In sucll cases it is not the masturbation that must
all create tensions that the adole;..ent tries to relieve through

' be examined, but the conflict of which it is a symptom; and

-
counseling or psychotherapy may be indicated.

WHAT ATTITUDES ARE HELD TOWARD MASTURBATION?

Not all societies condemn masturbation--some accept it.

Our own condemning attitudes reflect the influence of two major

. sources: (1) che Judeo-Christian tradition and (2) presently

discarded medical opinion developed more or less in 3ine with.

this traditioa. Among the ancient Jews, whose laws strongly

affected early Christian thinking in this regard, the inten-

tional wasting of seed was considered sinful, a violation of

the divine command imperative on all males to increaSe and

multiply. Only the Orthodox among contemporary Jews maintain

this position at present.

Early Christian thankinn was also influenced by Augustine's

belief that concupiscence, particularly.the concupiscence asso-

ciated with sex, was the result of original sin, and therefore,

that the use of sex could be justified Only for the purpose of

procreation. Later theologians rejected Augustine's view of con-

cupiscence but taught that the deliberate, full- use of sex out-

side of interbourse was wrong. This teaching still furnishes

the basic starting-point for present Catholic thinking on the

morality of masturbation.

Moreover, current theological refinement by contemporary

religious groups continues to stress interpersonal relationship

as the eisence of mature and appropriate sexual expression. To

.the extent, then, that masturbation may turn the individual away

from the use of sex as a means of showing love and giving self

to another, many Christian spokesmen would see deliberate

autoeroticism as falling short of the ideal, and, for this

-reason, not morally indifferent. However, many religionists

'.'today, while not ready to accept masturbation as objectively

amoral in every case, are much more ready to excuse and even to

tolerate masturbatory practices by individuals who, for reasons

of age or specific psychological dynamics, are not always able

to live successfully with the ideal.

There are no laws in the United States against masturba-

tion by the individual in private, but the traditional feeling

against it has been so strong that the existence of such laws is

generally presumed. In Indiana and Wyoming the Supreme Courts .

have ruled that inducing another person to masturbate is sodomy.
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Medical opinion of a century and more ago and in some
instances of today--was certainly influenced by the more primi-
tive.of the religious and moral traditions. In addition it had
been observed that mentally disturbed people, especially those
confined in institutions, masturbated frequently. Masturbation
was thought to be the cause of their difficulties.whereas in
reality it wai only a symptom of the mental derangement. Much
was written on diseases, especially mental, thought to have been
caused by masturbation.

The net effect of older religious and moral traditions
and of medical teachintls was to make masturbation a highly cen-
sored and punishable be:lavior--one that could have such dire
results as insanity, death and possible damnation. Thus, parents
felt justified in going to extremes to "save their children'from
themselves." Beatings and warnings about "going to hell" were
commonplace. Much of our own controversial anti-pornography
legislation (especially that initiated by Anthony Comstock,
creator of the present postal obscenity laws) was based on the
fear of masturbatory activity that was likely to follow upon
exposure to stimulating literature. "Masturbation Clinics" were
conducted under august medical auspices and aluminum mitts were
sold to parents for incarceration of their children's hands at
bedtime.

Today, most religious groups are re-examining some of
their attitudes on masturbation, and medical and psychiatric.
opinion no longer takes seriously the alleged masturbation dis-
ase tie-in. Traditional attitudes remain strong, however, and
one finds them persisting in the continuing practice among many
parents of punishing their children--verbally, if not Physically7-
for masturbation, in the still common belief of young people that
masturbation causes various diseases, including pimples and other
skin disorders, and in the fact that many professionals--even
Thysicians, nurses and teachurs--still believe that masturbation
leads to neurological and mental disorders.

At the present time, therefore, it would appear that four
positions regarding masturbation can be identified: (1) The
traditional view which regards masturbation as always gravely
sinful and as harmful to health--with some modification of its
severity and rigidity in the light of new sóientific knowledge;
(2) the view of many religionists, which sees masturbation often
as an imperfect egocentric eroticism which deilects file individual
from the Christian concept of sexuality as being ideally an essen-
tial relation with another; (3) an attitude of neutrality, which
accepts masturbation, recognizes that further study of its vari-
ous patterns is required but is not prepared to encourage it as
something positively good; and (4)a more radical position, which
views masturbation as not only completely harmless, but
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positively good and healthy, and therefore encourages it among
young people as an aid to more mature psychosexual growth.

k

In.view of this diversity of opinion, it is clear that
there is need today to deal openly with the subject of masturba-

tion in the training of professional people, especially those
who will be responsible in any way.for the education and.counsel-

ing of the public.

WHAT ARE THE PHYSICAL AND MENTAL 'EFFECTS

t

Cf MASTURBATION?

Medical opinion is generally agreed today that masturba-
tion, no matter how frequently it is practiced, produces none
of the harmful physical effects about which physicians warned in

the past. The physical effects of masturbation ai-e not signifi-
cantly different from the physical effects oS any other sexual

activity.

On the other hand, untold numbers of persons have suffered
mental turmoil because of a sense of guilt about their practice

of masturbation. For some, this turmoil has resulted in psycho-

logical damage. It should be clear, but frequently it is not,
that the psychological damage is caused--not by the act of
masturbation itself--but by the feeling that they have done some-
thing wrong, that they have violated a strong cultural, moral or

:1. religious ethic, and that they are aware that they will not be

able to prevent recurrences. These feelings may also occur when.

young people are overwhelmed by the experience of orgasm and are

not prepared for this response.

CAN MASTURBATION BE EXCESSIVE?

Masturbation can only be considere excessive in the same

sense that excessive reading, or excessivt.. watching of television

can be symptoms. In other words neither of these things is in
itself bad, but it may suggest the presence of problems that the
individual is unable to handle. Thus, if an individual is watch-
ing television too much because this represents relief from pres-
sures or because there are no other satisfactions available in

life, then the problem is obviously not his addiction to televi-
sion, but the pressures or the absence of other satisfactions.
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Similarly, the frequent masturbation of chiloren has some-
tithes been found to be due to skin irritation, but more often to

' adjustment problems. When one mother complained that her ten-
year-old son would do little else in his free time but masturbate,
questioning revealed that, because the boy had failed to learn
basic play or sport skills, he was constantly teased and ridi-
culed when he attempted to play with other children. He.had thus
also failed to acquire appropriate social skills, with the result
that the range of the expected sources of satisfaction in his
life was greatly rastricted. Individual work with a physical
educator soon led to the acquisition of the needed play and sport
skills and paved the way for acceptable social play with his
peers. Clearly, his excessive masturbation had been the symptom
of a problem rather than the problem itself.

It should be pointed out that the term excessive is vague
and undefined and that it may in actuality reflect the lesser
sexual drive of the person using the term, in the light of the
very wide individual variations that exist in the desire and
capacity to engage in sexual activity.

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF FANTASY IN MASTURBATION?

Mhsturbation is usually accompanied by fantasies or day-
dreams in about three-fourths of the males who masturbate and
about half of the females. There are differing hypotheses con-
cerning these fantasies.. It has been suggested that masturba-
tion without any fantasy is unhealthy because it then becomes
purely a mechanical act without any interpersonal sexual over-
tones.. Some psychiatrists hold that fantasy of an affectionate
heterosexual relationship can be a healthy accompaniment to
masturbation, while types of fantasy that include sado-
masochistic or homosexual behavior are harmful.

For many religious people, a fantasy of a sex act which,
.if performed in real life, would be against the individual's
moral code, is ethically unacceptable. On the other hand, there
are those who consider that the fantasied act may substitute for
the real act and thus serve as a harmless avenue of release for
more violent and antisocial urges.
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CAN MASTURBATION BE r MD?

As already indicated, in the history of our society both
cruel* and fantastic measures have been taken in an effort to
pr,zvent masturbation. Little more than half a century ago, an
electrical device was patented that wouldaring a bell in a
father's bedroom whenever his son had an erection. The father
could then rush to his son's bedside to "save him from himself."
All evidence indicates that neither this nor any other technique
of repression succeeded except in the sense that a child became
ever more clever in hiding his masturbationi.ever more guilt-
and anxiety-ridden in the practice of it, or even repressive in
the handling of his basic sexual attitudes.

DOES MASTURBATION IN YOUTH REDUCE SEXUAL
GRATIFICATION IN MARRIAGE?

There is no evidence.that masturbation in youth reduces
for either the male or female satisfaction in'marriage. Kinsey's
findings indicate that females who have not experienced orgasm
prior to marriage take longer to become as good sex partners as
those who already have some knowledge of sexual satisfaction.
It is therefore unlikely that female masturbation reduces grati-
fication in marriage. A woman who has masturbated in a particu-
lar way may not fully enjoy sexual.activity with a husband if he
fails to stimulate her .in exactly the same way. In many cases,
she need only explain her preferences to him.

There are males who, discovering that they suffer in
marriage from premature ejaculation or impotence, jump to the
conclusion that earlier masturbation was the cause, but clinical
evidence suggests that the problem is generally found to have
had its origin in some other cause.

Married individuals, incidentally, frequently use mastur-
bation (solitary or mutual) for the release of sexual tension
when, for any of a variety of reasons, sexual intercou, se with
the mate is not possible.

sawr ADVICE SHOULD BE GIVEN CONCERNING MASTURBATION?

Students of human sexuality and of mental health seem
. increasingly to be taking the position that masturbation may

be regarded as part of the normal process of s'exual maturation. .

S.
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From a strictly me:11gal and mental health point of view, there
is' no reason to try to prevent masturbation. As a general rule,

' Parents and adults concerned with youth are best advised to dis-
regard evidence of private masturbation in juveniles, not tc look

.for it nor try to prevent it directly, or even indirectly by
'attempting to.divert the youngster's attention to other activi-
ties. As with other bodily functions, howevers young children
can be helped to become aware of the distinction that every
individual must learn to make between what is acceptable as
public and as private behavior, without implying that the pri-
vate behavior must be in any way inferior or. bad. In adulthood
as well as in childhood, masturbation by individuals in private
is coming more and more to be regarded as an acceptable means
of releasing sexual tension.

Urging individuals troubled by the frequency of their
masturbation to make earnest decisions to stop is not realistic'
and often may actually cause the frequency to increase. In fact,
the acts may tend automatically to become fewer as the overlay
of anxiety disappears. In the infrequent cases wtere compulsive
masturbation is found in conjunction with severe personality
disorders or juvenile psychoses, it is for these underlying
conditions that psychiatric help is probably indicated.

Teachers, physicians and other counselors should recognize
that full and accurate, information about masturbation is required
'by both parents and youngsters and the subject should be given
due attention in any formal or informal program of sex education.
In such discussions, a simple non-judgmental, informative approach
and manner will do much to dissipate the fear,. and anxieties
about it that are so commonly found to block the road towards a
mature acceptance of oneself as a sexual being.

4
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Whatever'values the teacher himself believes in he
cannot ignore the wide variety of values which obtain
in a pluralistic society. Ira Reiss has made very
clear that several standards with respect to premarital
sexual relations are, so to speak,' "fighting it out"
11.01.1 the current scene and the one that seems to be
emerging is one that demands affection as a criterion
for judging any relationship, As we have noted many
times, different schools will use this information in
different wayp. But no teacher can afford to ignore
it.

CHAPTER 7

PREMARITAL SEXUAL STANDARDS*

by Ira L. Reiss

Th::: best way to gain insight into premarital sexual

standards today is to start with the realization +hat among
young people abstinence is not the only nor in cases the
dominant standard. This is a fact that all of us must face
whether or not we approve of such a state of affairs. The

researches of Kinsey (10, 11), Ehrmann (4), and most recently,
Reiss (15) make this apparent. On the other hand, one key
characteristic of the new permissiveness is, as seen in the
researches mant!:oned above, its relatively heavy reliance on
'affection and its low evaluation of promiscuity. In sum, then,
there is a vood deal of premarital sexual permissiveness, but
it is largeLy regulated, particularly for females, by the amount
of affection of the participants. It.is the objective of this
paper tc spell out in greater detail what this means and to
examine-some of the research data in this area. The reader
should appreciate that the present analysis.is appropriate for
middle-class Americans and deals only with heterosexual kissing,
petting, and coital relationships and not with homosexuality or
masturbatlon.

This is.a revised version of Discussion Guide #5 written for
SIECUS.
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g more people doing the same things, one is prone to believe some-

,

thing new is happening. For when twice as many people do some-

thing it becomes more visible even though the rate or percent

remains the same. A second reason is greater willingness to talk

about exual matters. Not only are there more people having

coitus (not a hijher percentage), but there is more open ti..1k

"about' what is going on. This also increases public awareness.

Relatedly, there aPpears to have been a change in attitudes about

sexuality. Reiss (13, 15) presents recent evidence on this.

,Thus, although the same percentage of females have coitus, more

,.of them accept this behavior as proper. Such a change in atti-
,

tudes is a bolder and more direct attack on the established'

standard of abstinence and this, too, may raise the level of

public awareness and anxiety. In sumMary, ihen, it takes time

for the public to become aware of widespread changes, and fac-

tors such as those mentioned above have slowli broughl about this

awareness.

TRENDS IN pREMARITAL SEXUAL PERMISSIVENESS

s

RECENT CHANGES

The common belief that the proportion of non-virginity has

risen markedly during the past 20 years is not supported by the

evidence of research. The best source for data on trends comes

froth the Kinsey stUdies (10, 11), which show that the big change

in female ,non-virginity ocCurred between those born before 1900

and those born subsequently. There was comparatively little dif-

ference in non-virginity among the groups of females born during

the first, second, and third decades of this century. Differ-,

ences were found among these three birth cohorts regarding

petting to orgasm. In this activity there was a sharp increase

in each group, but there was no comparable rise in non-virginity.

When one examines more recent studies by Ehrmann (4), Freedman

(6), Kirkendall (12), Reiss (15), and Schofield (17), made in the

1950's and 1960's the same results appear. Thus, although the

evidence is surely not perfect, it does currently suggest that

there has not been any change in the proportion of non-virginity

for the past four or five decades equal to that which occurred

during-the 1920's.

Why has this widespread belief regarding sharply increased'

female non-virginity developed? Visibility is the first reason.

There are almost 200 million Americans today, whereas 50 years

ago there were only approximately half that many. When there are

It may be interesting to note that a similar lack of gen-

eral awareness exists in the area of divorce. Actually, the

divorce ratc (the number of divorces per thousand married

females) has not changed radically in the past 25 years. .The
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rate was slightly higher in the 1940's than in the 1950's; it has

been rising slightly in the 1960's (18). Despite this fact there

;is a widespread belief that the divorce rate has been constantly .

;

sharply increasing. In reality the sharpest sustained increase

occurred about the time of World War I. It generally was main-

tained during the 1920Is and fell some during the 1930's and then

rose somewhat during the 1940's. The reasons for this miscon-

ception are similar to our above discussion. Due to accumulation

over the years there are more people today who have experienced

divorce and thus visibility is greater and since acceptance has

risen there is more public discussion of divarce. So here too

one can see the myopia which afflicts the public vision. One of

the key values of social science research is that it can thelp

serve as a corrective lens for the "common sense" beliefs throligh s

which the public views society.

As noted above, there have been changes in attitudes since

the great breakthrough in sexual behavior during the 1920's (13). .

The non-virginal fcmale in the 1920's may well have been a rebel;

the non-virginal feAale during the 1960's maY well be a conform-

ist. On the part of males, we can see that the male is today

probably a "ta:aer" sexual creature than his father or grandfather

was in the 1920's. Today the male is less likely.to visit.a

prostitute and more likely to value affection as an element in

sexuality (4, 10). This is not to deny that perhaps the majority

of cases of male coitus are still lacking in affection but rather

it is to assert that the proportion of coitus that involves

affection may well be at an alltime high.

THE FOUR MAJOR PREMARITAL SEXUAL STANDARDS

What are the major premarital sexual standards that exist

today? The author has delineated four (13): (1) Abstinence:

he formal standard forbidding intercourse to both sexes;

(2) Double Standard: The Westet:n World's oldest standard, which

allows males to have greater access to coitus than -remales;

(3) Permissiveness With Affection: Attitudes favoring this

standard have grown in popularity--intercourse is accepted for

both sexes when a stable affectionate relationship is present;

and (4) Permissiveness Without Affection: Coitua is accepted

for both sexes on a voluntary 'oasis regardless o:!' affection.

This last standard has a quite small number of followers but it

is most newsworthy and thereby misleads the public as to the size

of its following.

The question of love and how to recognize it is important

to many of these standards There are many types of love (5,

13). Most adherents seem to mean by love a subjective feeling
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of deep affection based upon detailed acquaintance with the ofher

party. But othcr types of love are also possible. One might

, think that males could exploit females by pretending love, but it
is believed that the female today is quite sophisticated and is
not very often fooled by such "lines." However, the female may
deceive herself in order to justify her own sexual behavior.
Self-deception of some sort is possible under any of the four
major standards since all involve some.sort of restriction on
coitus which one might want to evade.

During the nineteenth century the standards that dominated
the courtship scene were abstinence and the double standard.
Lest we mythologize our past, we must remember that this was one
of the "golden" periods of prostitution:and that, televigion not-
withstanding, in the real Old West the dance hall girls did more

than dance. Cities in the East spawned their own brand of houses

of prostitution. It would seem that abstinence was then, as it
is now, predominantly a standard practiced by females and that
males were largely double standard. It is hard to estimate how
many females were also double standard, butone can say that a
sizable number believed they must accept the fact that "this is
a man's world." Many males were affected by abstinence beliefs
more to the point of increasing their guilt than of restricting
their behavior.

The real shift in the twentieth century was not from an
era of "purity" and abstinence believed in and practiced by both

%,:sexes, but from a period of a strong double standard, of power-
ful repressions on the part of many females and some males/ and

.of vast networks of underground sexuality, both professional and
non-professional, involving some of the world's most "hard core"
pornography, and established prostitution. In respect to males,
this was not so unusual, for during the past 2,000 years, the
Western World has never succeeded in bringing to adulthood as
virgins the majority of even one generation of males.

The open type of courtship system and marital choice that
.was evident in America even in the nineteenth century, came into
full growth in the twentieth. Together with this courtship sys-
tem's maturity came a shift in power regarding sexual activity.
Without-chaperonage, in a large city, with access ,to privacy in
cars, apartments and hotels, the young person increasingly came
to exercise his or her own judgment regarding what type of sexu-
ality was permissible. Because these youngsters were under the

stress of their own sexual drives and the perMissive 'pressures
of the dating system of urban society, they devised sexual codes
that were considerably more liberal than those of their parents.
Reiss (15) has documented the high association between having.a
participant-run courtship system and the acceptance of premarital

coitus.
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It was in the 1920's that the new system burst upon the

public consciousness of Americans. The pressures of an increas-

ingly industrialized ind urbanized society and the autonomy

implicit in our marital and family system for generations had

bred a new type of courtship system. The highly permissive

behavior during the 1920's was most likely accompanied by a

great deal more guilt and self-recrimination than is now the

case. Young people today have the benefit of the therapeutic

effects of open discussion and they have two generations of

practice to make easier their acceptance of the new permissive-

ness. The psychological aspects of this situation are discussed

carefully in a recent report by the Group for the Advancement of

Psychiatry (7).

Recent evidence indicates that even those females who

accept abstinence are most likely to accept intimate forms of

petting, sometimes to the point of orgasm, when they are involved

in an affectionate relationship (12, 15, 17). Even those males

who accept the double standard are likely to accept intercourse

for females when they are in love. Thus, al.l our premarital

sexual codes--both old and new--have been "liberalized." Absti-

nence is still the dominant-code for most females and a sizable

minority of males, particularly those under 20. The double

standard is still the dominant code for many males and females,

but permissiveness with affection has today achieved a respecta-

bility and a sizable minority following among both sexes. The

choice of a premarital sexual code has become, among young

people, a legitimate choice among valid alternatives, and even

those who accept abstinence defend the right of others to choose

permissiveness. The legitimation of choice is a significant

change and one that goes along with the trend toward more per-

missive sexual attitudes.

CONFLICTING VALUES

SOME CAUSES OF PERMISSIVENESS

-

Parents are under different pressures from their courting

children and they are also responsible for iheir children. Con-

sequently they are generally less permissive._ They exert their

strongest influence in the values they pass on to their children

during the early years. In many cases these are values that are

unintentionally congruent with permissiveness. This should be

expected because these parents were themselves quite permissive

when in the courtship role and thus tend to stress values such as

pleasure; autonomy and psychic satisfaction--all congruent with

permissiveness. It is estimated that a few hundred thousand
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girls each year are pregnant when they marry; the same number of

single women undergo illegal abortions each year and an equal

number will become unwed mothers. Venereal diseases also involve

hundreds of thousands of young people. Anderson (1), Gebhard (8)

and Vincent (19), all offer specific and relevant data and dis-

cussion here. Parents are naturally concerned lest their off-

spring become part of these -tatigtics. However; it should be

noted that--despite the popular press--:teenagers are relatively

low on venereal disease rates compared to older persons.

The difficulties of doing anything about the consequences
of greater permissiveness become apparent when one realizes that

our type of courtship inevitably involves a Certain amount of

such consequences. The same parents %%to decry the consequences

favor a free courtship system--a system that encourages permis-

siveness. Even more paradoxical is the stress parents place on

love as the basis for marriage and happiness. Ehrmann's (4)

research findings on female permissiveness indicate that love is

a key factor promoting sexual intercourse. Thus, the more

parents stress love the more their daughters will engage in

coitus. In short, the causes of our high permissiveness are
often activities of which parents approve and are therefore

unlikely to alter.

CONTROL OF CONSEQUENCES: THE CASE OF CONTRACEPTION

There are conflicting values regarding "cures" as well as

causes. Disseminating contraceptive information would likely
reduce the premarital pregnancy rate, yet many people fear that

it would encourage permissiveness. One may question thi, fear

because the available evidence indicates that it is one's basic

values and the pressures of the situation that actually determine

whether intercourse takes place (15). The knowledge of effective

contraception may be a minor factor in such a decision, but it

would rarely be a determining force. 'lost of the increases in

sexual behavior occurred before technixal advances in contracep-

tion became widespread. The best contraceptively informed groups

are not necessarily ihe most permissive. Boys are not neces-

sarily better informed than girls, Negroes than whites, lower
classes than upper classes, and yet permissiveness varied con-

siderably among these groups. It is not always in the direction

of the better informed being the most permissive. Nevertheless,

one may still object for religious or moral reasons to-the giving

of contraceptive information. Rightly or wrongly, there is a

rapid increase in the willingness of the Federal and State jovern-

ments and of private groups to give contraceptive information and,

in many cases, contraceptive devices also. This develdpment does

not mean that parents fully accept the new permissiveness.
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Rather it is a concession made by some to the prevention of pre-
.

mai.ital pregnancy and venereal disease.
I. A ,

AA.

- The role of parent involves such different demands and
perspectives from those of the courtship role as to make it
likely that we shall witness conflict between the generations
as long as we have a relatively free courlship system. It should
also be clear that premarital pregnancy cannot be controlled by

"devices." Clearly, attitudes have to change also. Many females
cannot use a diaphragm or Ppill" because they cannot conceive of
themselves as being prepared for coitus all the time. They must

be emotionally carried away for coitus to ocCur. Such a self-
image is common and blocks the effective use of many contracep-

tive devices. Contraceptive information can lessen somewhat the
number of unwanted pregnancies but a full solution requires
deeper attitudinal changes regarding the acceptability or non-
acceptability of premarital coitus.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

THE SOCIETAL SETTING

The choice of a premarital sexual standard is a personal
moral choice and no amount of facts or trends can "prove"
scientifically that one ought to choose a particular standard.
Thus, the individual is in a sense "free." In reality, broad
societal and cultural pressures produce trends that are diffi-
cult for individuals to overcome. The courtship system charac-
teristic of Twentieth Century America is one that has been
developing here since the appearance of the first white man.
It involves a set of values stressing autonomy of choice that
vchoes our frontier days, a set that fits with the high mobility
of our small nuclear families of today and with the equalitarian-
ism of our male-female marital relations. Our religious institu-
.tion also stresses autonomy of choice as does our political

;

system. There are signs in the political institution supporting
the permissive trends with the governmental dissemination of
contraceptive information and generally liberal censorship deci-

sions by the Supreme Court. The religious institution also
seems to be in part mc--..e acceptant of views held by men like

Bishop Pike and Harvey Cox and John Robinson (16). (See also

the famous Quaker Committee statement (9).) Even the mass media
are beginning to present informrtive shows on unwed mothers and
venereal disease. All these institutional structures are respond-
ing to our general type of society and displaying increased
permissilieness.
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THE ASSOCIATION OF SEX AND AFFECTION

1

The higher permissive sexual standards of today are tied

to the love notions of young people. Females in particular

associate sexuality with stable affectionate relationships.
Increasingly males seem to value the associatio.1 of sexuality

with affection,. Our going steady, pinned and engagement customs

all evidence this fact. The trend is ioward the acceptance of
sexual permissiveness in an affectionate context, i.e., toward a
person-centered rather thail a body-centered type of permissive-

ness (2, 13). This can be seen in abstinence with the accept-

ance of petting when affection is present, in the double standard .

by the acceptance of coitus for females when in love, in 'permis-

siveness with affection by the popularity of this standard and
in permissiveness without affection by the lack of a widespread

following.

The Scandinavian countries have developed even further

than we a type of affection-centered premarital sexual permissive-

ness (5). [See Christensen's chapterj We seem to be heading

toward a Scandinavian type of sexuality. This statement should

be qualified. A country of 200 million people could never accept

a single sexual standard. Change will be slow, and the old
standards of abstinence and the double standard will surely not

vanish. There will exist into the foreseeable future the four
competing sexual codes described above. The respectability of
abstinence, however, has now been partially spread to other, more

minor sexual codes. In particular, it seems that permissiveness
with affection will have a larger role to play in courtship in

America in generations to come. It is interesting to note that

many Scandinavians view our females as more promiscuous than

Swedish females. They feel tilts= the American female defines

"sex" too much in terms of just coitus and therefore pets inti:
mately with many boys while remaining virginal. The Swedish

lemale is more discriminate about petting, but when she is
affectionately involved she is more likely to have coitus.

Although this paper is more relevant for the middle class
in America, the reader should be aware that even this class is

diverse.and that there are groups of young people in our country

'wherein most girls and perhaps a large proportion of the boys

will continue to accept abstinence. There ire smaller groups in
which the vast majority of both sexes will accept permissiveness

without affection. Abstinent people will str'ess the importance

of saving coitus for marriage and permissive people will empha-

size the value of physical and psychic rewards. The point is

that the average of the new middle class in our country has
veered off in a more permissive direction. This is not a sudden

change--it is not a revolution (6, 13). It is., rather, a gradual

evolvement of a courtship system that reflects many other aspects
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of our society. It is a broadening of our image of masCulinity

and femininity. The.entire area of the development of mascu-
linity and femininity requires detailed treatment as a related

/ and important topdc and will be handled in other discussion

guides.

The evOlving system among young people stresses the
nrational" examination of consequences of permissiveness. If

one is interested in examining the consequences that follow from
adherence to a paiticular sexual standard, then one is confronted
by the fact that the same sexual standard may have quite differ-
ent consequences depending on the type of pei-son and his situa-

tion. ,Christensen and Carpenter (3) have shown that the,conse-
-quences of coitus in Denmark, Indiana and Utah differ oansiderably.

[See Chapter 13:] Such findings encourage young people to

tolerate other standards. One may personally object to this
tolerance owing to a belief that one sexual standard is correct
for all regardless of consequences, but such a position would
encounter opposition among many young people today. Those in

authority.who accept one sexual standard as correct for all are
learning to proceed softly in order to gain adherents among
young people.

SUMMARY

Sexual attitudes and behavior today are more overt than
1. ever before. For more specific information on how various

social groups differ from each other, see the author's most
recent national study (15). Realistically speaking, one can

expect the gradual growth in permissiveness to continue. ;now

that our texual attitudes and behavior are more in line with

each other, we may well soon witness a more rapid increase in
*permissive sexual behavior and/or attitudes. Our system is not
inevitably anti-abstinence as much as it is acceptant of permis-

siveness as an alternative. Organizations like the Sex Informa-
ition and Education Council of the U.S. (SIECUS) are aware of this

,
extensive cultural change regarding sexuality and they are con--
cerned With increasing information and education in this area.
Current knowledge, though increasing, js still limited; it is
important to comprehend more deeply our texual customs. Our

sexuality is not an isolated aspect of ourselves. Rather, it is

a basic reflection of the type of person we are and the type of

soc:!ety in which we live. Whether or not one approves of the
direction in which we as a people are moving, he may well 'rant
to gain greater clarity on the nature of our'system.
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Contains articles by appmeimately 100 authorities in
the field.

Freedman, Mervin B. "The Sexual Behavior of American College

Women: An Empirical Study and an Historical Survey,"
Merrill-Palmer Quarterly of Behavior and Development,
11, January 1965, pp. 33-48. A detailed study of
eastern college girls which affords more recent data
than the Kinsey studies.

7. Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry. Sex and the College

Student, New York: Atheneum, 1966. A widely read
statement with psychoanalytic leanings but with much

-.practical advice for the ollege administrator.
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9. Heron, Alastair (ed.). Towards a Quaker View of Sex,
Waal.

London: Friends Home Service Committee, 1963. A
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Gebhard, Paul. Sexual Behavior in the Human Female,
Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders, 1953. The Kinsey study
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.12. Kirkendall, Lester A. Premarital Intercourse and Inter-
personal Relationships, New York: Julian, 1961.
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relation and analyzes the sex lives of 200 college males
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13. Reiss, /ra L. Premarital Sexual Standards in America. New

York: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1960.--An analysis of
all the major social science studies on premarital sex
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Reiss, Ira L. (ed.). "The Sextial Renaissance in America,"
Journal of Social Issues, 22, April 1966, pp. 1-137.
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Bell, Jessie Bernard, Carlfred Broderick, Harold
Christensen, Paul Gebhard, Lester Kirkendall, Roger
Libby, Lee Rainwater, Ira Reiss, Robert Sherwin, and
park Vincent.
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Permissiveness, New York: Holt, 'Rinehart, Winston,

Inc., 1967. The first empirical sociological study
to use a national sample of adults and samples of

students to test and develop an integrated theory of

premarital sexual permissiveness.

16. Robinson, John A. T. Christian Morals Today, Philadelphia:

Westminster Press, 1964. A statement of.a permissive

position by an English Bishop.

17. Schofield, Michael. The Sexual Behavioi- of Young People,
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executed study of English teenagers with much fascinat-
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of the National Center for Health
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1 Kirkenaall and Libby have elaborated in greaer
detail the standard -thich Reiss has shown to be

emerging. Through a review of relevant research
they.show the significance of the quality of the
interpersonal relationship in sexual matters.

CHAPTER 8

SEX AND INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS*

Lester A. Kirkendall'and Rober W. Libby

Many influential people are moving toward the idea that

sexual morality must be regarded more in terms of relationships

rather than in terms of renouncing or accepting a particular

sexual behavior code. Thi'S View holds true even for liberal

religious leaders who argue that the first consideration in

sexual morality must be genuinely responsible sexual conduct

guided by a sincere regard for the rights of others. In other

words, the shift is from emphasis upon an act to emphasis upon

the quality of interpersonal relationships.

If an increasing concern for sex as an interperdonal rela-

tionship is the trend of the sexual renaissance, and we think it

is, then clearly we must know how sex and sexual functioning are

affected by relati)nships and vice versa. An extensive psycho-
.

logical literature has been developed to explain individual

fufictioning; individual differences, individual growth patterns,

individual cognitive development have all been explored. But

relatively little is known about "relationshiis" as such--their

components, or what precisely causes them to flourish, or to

wither and die. A psychology more concerned with interpersonal
relationships is now much needed. This also suggests the need

to develop a field of research devoted to understanding sex and

interpersonal relationships.

This chapter is adapted from an article first .appearing under

the title, "Interpersonal Relationships--Crux of the Sexual

Renaissance," Journal of Social Issues, 22, April 1966, pp. 45-

59.
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Finally,'as aysychology and a sociology of relationships
is' developed, and as research findings provide a tested body of

' Content for teaching, parents and educators may find a new
stance: They can become less concerned with interdicting sexual
expression of any kind, and more concerned with building an
understanding.of those factors which facilitate or impede the
development of interpersonal relationships.

RESEARCH ASSOCIATING SEX AND INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

It is only within the last few years that some research
has come to focus on interpersonal aspects of sexual adjustment.

That this is a fruitful approach is already evident from'
the results of some of the recent studies. Such,research is
still meager in scope and its methods and procedures will undoubt-
edly be much improved with experience. Mucif still remains in the
realm of speculation and conjecture. But a beginning has been
made, and the findings are enlightening and exciting.

One generalization growing out of the studies can be
advanced at this point. A sexual relationship is an 1*

personal relationship, and as such is subject to the sa
principles of interaction as are other relationships. It too
is affected by social, psychological, physiological and cultural
forces. The effort, so characteristic of our culture, to pull
sex out of the contxt of ordinary living, obscures this simple
btri. important generalization. Yet research.findings constantly
remind us of it.

THE IMPACT OF AFFECTION ON SEXUAL BEHAVIOR

Ehrmann (5) examined the association of premarital sexual
.behavior and interpersonal relationships. He studied the pro-
gression of individuals through increasingly intense stages of
intimacy as they moved toward or rejected premarital intercourse.
He was interested in understanding the various stages of intimacy
behavior in relation to a number of factors. The stages were
related to the attitudes with which acquaintances, friends and
lovers regarded sexual intimacy, the kinds of controls exercised,
and other factors which helped build certain feelings and atti-
tudes in interpersonal relationships.

Two conclusions will illustrate the character of his find-
ings. In discussing the differences in male-female attitudes

.

which are found as affeCtional ties deepen, Ehrmann writes:
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. males are more conservative and the females
are more .liberal in expressed personal codes of sex con-
duct and in actual behavior with lovers than with non-
lovers. Ln other words, the degree of physical intimacy
actually experienced.or considered permissible is among
males inversely related and among females directly
related to the intensity of familiarity and affection
in the male-female relation. . . Female sexual expres-
sion is primarily and profoundly related to being in
love and going steadily. . . . Male sexuality is more
indirectly and less exclusively associated with romanti-
cism and intimacy relationships (5, p. 269).

Ehrmann, then, has educed evidence that maleness and
femaleness .and.affectional level influence the character of those

. interperSonal relationships expressed in sexual behavior.

Similarly, Schofield (18) in a study of 1t873 London boys.
and girls betwgen the ages of 15 and 19 found that:

Girls prefer a more permanent type of relation-
ship in their sexual behaviour. Boys seem to want the
opposite, they prefer diversity and so have more casual
partners . there is a direct association between
the type of relationship a girl has achieved and the
degree of intimacy she will permit. . . (18, p. 92).

Eirkendall (11) conducted a study which centered upon
understanding the association which he believed to exist between
interpersonal relationships and premarital intercourse. He
posited three components of an interpersonal relationship--
motivation, communication and attitudes toward the assumption of
responsibility--and studied the impact of premarital intercourse
on them. Two hundred college-level males reported sexual
liaisons with 668.females. These liaisons were arrayed along-a
continuum of affectional inv"olvement. The continuum was divided
iLto six segments or levels which ranged from the prostitute
level, where affection was rejected as a part of the relation-

:ship, to fiancees--a level involving deep affection.

The relationship components were then studied to deter-
mine their changing character as one moved along the continuum.
Thus it was found that communication at the prostitute level had
a distinct barter characteristic. At the second (pickup) level
there.was a testing and teasing type of communication. At the
deep affectional and the fiancee level there was much more con-
cern for the development of the kind of communication which would
result in understanding the insight.

IP
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Similarly, the.apparent character of the motivation cen-
tral to the sexual relationship changed from one end of.the

"Continuum to the'other'. As depth of emotional involvement
increased, the motivation changed from a self-centered focus to
a relationship-centered one. And, increasing emotional involve-
ment resulted in an increasing readiness to assume the responsi-
bilities involved in the sexual reiationsfiip.

The study thus provides clear evidence that considering
premarital intercourse in blanket terms--as.though intercourse
with a prostitute could .be equated with intercourse with a
fiancee--submerged many nuances and shades of meaning. Until
these interpersonal differentiations are taken into account,
there is little chalice of any realistic or meaningful under-
standing of the character of premarital intercourse.

THE IMPACT OF SEXUAL INTERCOURSE UPON AFFECTIONAL, RELATIONSHIPS

Burgess and Wallin (4) explored the pOssibility that pre-
marital intercourse might strengthen the relationship of engaged
couples who engaged in it. They asked those subjects (81 men and
74 women) who reported experience in premarital intercourse if
they felt the experience strengthened or weakened their relation-
ship. Some 92.6% of the men and 90.6% of the women attributed a
strengthening effect to intercourse, and only 1.2% of the men and
5.4% of the women considered intercourse to have a weakening
effect. The remainder noted no change either way. Burgess and
Wallin comment:

. . This finding could be construed as*
testimony for the beneficial consequences of pre-
marital relations, but with some reservations.
First, couples who refrained from having premarital
intercourse were not asked whether not doing so
strengthened or weakened their relationship. They
might have reported unanithously that their relation-
ship had been strengthened by their restraint.

Such a finding could be interpreted as sig-
nifying one of two things: (a) that both groups are
rationalizing or (b) that given the characteristics,
expectations, and standards of those who have inter-
course, the experience strengthens thefr relation-
ships, and, similarly, that given the standards of
the continent couples the cooperative effort of
couple members to refrain from sex relations
strengthens their union (4, pp. 371-372).
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Kirkendall (11), after an analysis of his data, reinter-
preted the findings of Burgess and Wallin. He envisioned a more
complex interplay than simply a reciprocating association between
sexual experience and the strengthening or weakening of a rela-
tionship. He suggested this interpretation:

-Soie deeply affectionate couples have, through
the investment of time anA mutual Aiwtrevti^ni 1-milt a

relationship which is significant to them, and in
which they have developed a mutual respect. Some of
these couples are rblatively free from the customary
inhibitions about sexual participation. Some couples
with this kind of relationship and background cans
and do, experience intercourse without damage to their
total relationship. The expression "without-damage"
is used in preference to "strengthening," for it seems
that in practically all instances "non-damaging" inter-
course occurred in relationships which were already so
strong in their own right.that intercourse did not
have much to offer toward strengthening them (11,
pp. 199-200).

THE IMPACT OF INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS ON SEXUAL BEHAVIOR PATTERNS

Several studies have linked sexual behavior at the adoles-
cent or young adult le-el with presumed causal relationships
which existed in childhood, particularly those involving sothe
sort of deprivation, usually affectional. This view, of course,
will be nothing new to those familiar with psychiatric literature.

An interesting study which demonstrates this linkage is
reported by Harold Greenwald (9). Greenwald studied 20 call
girls, prostitutes who minister to a well-to-do clientele. He.
found that " many of the tendencies which lead to the choice
of the call girl profession appear early. in youth. . ." (9,
p. 182). The childhood backgrounds of the call girls appeared
to be lacking in genuine love or tenderness. "The fundamental
preventive task, then, becomes strengthening the family as a.
source of love and growth" (9, p. 182).

Ellis and Sagarin (6), in their study of nymphomania, also
suggest that its causation has its roots in inadequate childhood
relationships.

In studies made at the San Francisco Psychiatric Clinic,
Lion (13) and Safir (17) found that promiscuity was related to
personality deficiencies, and that these in turn were related to
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homes characterized hy disorganization, weak or broken emotional
ties, and lack of loyalties or identification with any person or
group.

If a tie of this kind does exist, it would seem logical
that changes in the capacity to experience improved relation-
ships (arisina, for example, throuah therapy) should result in
some change in the sexual pattern. Support for this view comes
from Berelson and Steiner (1). In their inyentory of scientific
findings concerning human behaviori they say that:

Changes toward a more positive attitude regard-
ing sexual activity and toward freer, more enjoyable
sexual activity than the patient was previously capable'
of having, are reported as correlates of psychotherapy
from several camis (1, p. 290).

Graham (8) obtained information on the frequency and
degree of satisfaction in coitus from 65 married men and women
before they began psychotherapy. The data from these couples
was compared with similar information from 142 married men and
women who had been in treatment for varying periods of time.
The results indicated, with certain reservations, that psycho-
therapy did free'indviduals for "more frequent and more satis-
factory coitus experience"(8, p. 95).

Let us explore this logid trim-another side, .If disor-
ganized and aberrant sexual patterns are more frequent in adoles-
cents or young adults who have experienced some form of emotional
deprivation in childhood, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that
those who had experienced normal emotional satisfactions should
display more of what is considered conventional in their sexual
practices. . Since studies are more commonly done with persons
who are recognized as problems, this possibility is not so well
.documented. There is, however, some evidence to support this
view.

Loeb (14) in a study involving junior and senior high
school youth, attempted to differentiate between boys and girls
who do and do not participate in premarital intercourse. He
advanced these conclusions:

First, teenagers who trust themselves and their
ability to contribute to others and have learned to
rely on others socially and emotionally are least
likely to be involved in irresponsible sexual activity.
Second, teenagers who have learned to be comfortable
in their appropriate sex roles (boys who like being
boys and wish to be men, and girls who like being



that:

girls and wish to be women) are least likely to be

involved.in activities leading to indiscriminate

sexuality (14).

In an analysis of British teenagers Schofield (18) found

. . . girls who got on very well with their

fathers were far less likely to be sexually experi-

enced. . . .

boys who did not get on well with

their mothers were more likely to be sexually

experienced. . . .

. . . girls who got on well with their

mothers were less likely to be sexually experi-

enced. . . (181 p. l44).

Both of these studies point to a greater degree of sexual

restraint, and probably of sexual responsibility, in children

whose early affectional relationships have been satisfying.

SEXUAL BEHAVIOR PATTERNS ANM DEVELOPMENTAL LEVELS.

Maturity and developmental levelsrepresent still other

factors. Broderick (2, 3) has made some interesting studies on

. the appearance and progressive development of various sexual

manifestations with age. In a study of children in a suburban

community he found that for many children interest in the oppo-

site sex begins in kindergarten or before. Kissing "which means

something special" is found among boys and girls as early as the

third and fourth grades. In some communities dating begins for

t substantial number of children in the fifth and sixth grades,

while "going steady" is common at the junior high school level.

The level of maturity at which such experiences are

encountered apparently has some consequence. Schofield (24),

found, for example, that "those who start dating, kissing, and

inceptive behavior at an early age are also more likely to have

early sexual intercourse" (18, p. 73).

Level of maturity even has consequences for the sexual

experience of adults, according to Maslow (19). In his study of

self-actualized people he makes several comments about the char-

acter of sexual functioning and sexual satisfaction in people

who are considerably above the average so far as emotional

health ii concerned. He says:
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. . sex.and love can be and most often are
very perfectly fused with each other in (emotionally)
healthy people: . .

self-actualizing men and women tend.on
the whole not to seek sex for its own sake, or to
be satisfied with it alone when itIcomes. . .

sexual pleasures are found in their most
intense and' ecstatic perfection in self-actualizing .

0

people

These people do not need sensuality, tagey
simply enjoy-it when it occurs (15, p.

Maturity as discussed here is closely allied to the con-
cept of interpersonal competence, and the capacity for close- .

ness. To that extent, these studies further underscore the
significance of the quality of the interpersonal 'relationship
in determining the quality of the sexual retationship.

REQUIREMENTS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

-The theme of this chapter has been that a concern for
interpersonal relationships as the central issue in the manage-
men c. of sexuality is displacing the traditional emphasis on the
avoidance or renunciation of all non-marital sexual experience.

Some requirements, however, face social sci-entists- who
wish to understand this shift. We have four to suggest.

I. It will be necessary to commit ourselves fully to theIIMIONMOMMOMMO. NRIB .1=MININD
-study of relationships rather than simply reflecting on themON1111 MIIMIMMEIMEOP =1
occasionally. In the area of spx, concern has been over-focused
on the physical acts of sex. Thus the senior author, while doing
the research for his book, Premarital Intercourse and Inter-

"7--7
laersonal. Relationships, became aware that he was giving undue
attentidn to the act of premarital intercourse, even while trying
to set it in an interpersonal relationship context. As a conse-
quence, crucial data were ignored. For example, in selecting
subjects, if one potential subject had engaged in much carressing
'and petting, but had renounced the opportunity for intercourse
many times, while anotherpossible subject had merely gone
through the physical act of copulation a single time, the latter
one was defined as a subject for the research and the first was
by-passed as though he had engaged in no sexual nor any inter-
personal behavior.
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With this realization came a decision to do research on
decisions made by individuals concerning sexual behavior, regard-

less of whether 'they had had intercourse. The result is a
recently-completed preliminary study in which 131 non-randomly

selected males were interviewed (10). Of this group 72 (55%) had

not had intercourse, but apparently .cnly 17 (13%) had not been in

a situation whi-h r°q;r..A A Aaisicinn. Pleven nf these had made

a firm decision against intercourse, quite apart from any decision-
making situation, thus leaving only six who had never faced the

issue of decision-inaking. ,In other.words, when one thought of
sexual decision-making as an aspect of interpersonal relation-

ships, rather than continuing to focus on whether or not an act

had occurred, one greatly increased the number who were Rotential

subjectsl-and vastly increased the range of interpersonal

behavior available for study.

We offer one further illustration of the reorientation in
thinking necessary as we come to accept a concern for relation-

ships as the central issue. The view which emphasizes the qual-.
ity of interpersonal relationships as of fommost concern is
often labelled as "very permissive" when sex standards and
behavior are under discussion. This conclusion is possible when,

concern is focused solely on whether the commission of a sexual

act is or is not acceptable. Certainly the emphasis on inter-
personal relationships diverts attention from the act to the

consequences. But having moved into this Position, one finds

himself in a situation which is anything but permissive. Rela-

tionships and their outcome seem to be governed by principles

which are unvarying and whiCh cannot be repealed. The fiat of

parents or the edicts of deans can be softened, but there is no

tempering of the consequences of dishonesty, lack of self-
discipline, and lack of respect for the rights of others upon

interpersonal relationships. If one wishes warm, accepting
interpersbnal relationships with others he will be defeated by.
these practices and no one, regardless of his position of author-

ity can change this fact. Proclamations and injunction will be

of no avail. There is no permissiveness here!

2. Conceptual definitions of relationships will have to

be developed. Several social scientists have initiated work on

this. For example, Foote and Cottrell (7) have identified six

components Of interpersonal competencehealth, intelligence,

sympathy, judgment, creativity and autonomy. Schultz (20) has'

developed the FIRO test to measure interpersonal behavior around
three interpersonal needs--the needs for inclusion, control and

affection. As has been noted, Kirkendall (11) centered his
study around three compcnentsmotivation, communication and
readiness to assume responsibility. Communication and motiva-

tion have both been frequently recognized aspects of inter-

personal relationships.
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However, the conceptualization of relationships in a
manner which will permit effective research is still at an

o.bmbryonic level. The numerous (for there are undoubtedly many)
components of relationships have still to be determined, and
methods and instruments for their measurement must be developed

and perfected.. Interpersonal relationships as a field of psycho-
logical study should be developing concuri-ently, for only in this'
1..my f.san wp gnin the nePried hmadening cf nur horizone.

3. Methods and procedures will have.to be devised which
will enable us to study relationships. The perceptive reader
will have noted that while studies have been'cited because, in
our estimation, they bore on interpersonal relationshipst all of
them with the exception of that by Burgess and Wallin. (4)
obtained their information on interpersonal relationships by
using individuals rather than pairs or groups as subjects. This

is quite limiting. Would we not get a different view of pre-
marital intercourse if we could interview both partners to the
experience rather than one?

Methods of dealing with couples and groups, and research
procedures which can zero in on that subtle, intangible, yet real
tie which binds two or more people in an association are needed.
Some work has already been done in this direction, but it has not
been applied to sex and interpersonal relationships.

4. The isolation of the most important problems for
research is a requirement for progress. Opinions would naturally

differ in regard to what these problems are. We would suggest,

however, that since sex relationships are interpersonal relation-
ships, the whole field of interpersonal relationships with sex as
an integral part needs to be attacked.

iKi-rkendall (11) has suggestions for further research .

scattered throughout his book. He suggests such problems as an
exploratlon of the importance of time spent and emotional
involvement in a relationship as a factor in determining whether
a relationship can sustain intercourse, the factors which produce
,flloss of respect" when sexual involvement occurs, the meaning of
sexual non-involvement for a relationship, factors which impede
or facilitate sexual communication, and the relation of knowledge
of various kinds of success or failure in sexual relationships.

His study poses many questions which merit answer'rig. How

do ths emotional involvements of male and female engager Ln a
sexual relationship differ, and how do they change as the rela-
tionship bec,--es more (or less) intense? How nearly alike, or
how diverse, are the perceptions which male and female hold of
the total relationship and of its sexual component at various
stages in its development? How does the rejection of a proffered

S.
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sexual relationship by either partner affect the one who extenaed

the offer? And what 'are the reactions and what produced them in

the person receiving it? If there are no sexual overtures, how

does :this affect relationships?

Which value systems make it most (and least) possible for
a couple to communicate about sex? To adjust to tensions which
may accompany intercourse or its cessation? Which enable a

couple to cope most affectively with tlie possible traumas of

having their relationship become public knowledge, or of preg7

nancy?

In what diverse ways do premarital sexual experiences
Affect marital adjustments? What enables some Couples who have
been premarital sexual partners to separate as friends? Why do

others separate with bitterness and hostility? What relation
has maturity in other aspects of life to maturity in assessing
the meaning of and coping with sexual manifestations of various
kinds in the premarital period?

The questions could go on endlessly, yet the isolation of
important areas for research remains one of the important tasks

before us.

1
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In this Provocative editorial, Jessie Bernard
. discusses the issues involved when high school

teachers have to deal with "the $64 question"

of premarital sex.

CHAPTER 9

THE SENSITIVE QUESTION

Jessie Bernard

In the lower grades and, perhaps, even immediately after

puberty, the major interest of students will. be to satisfy their

curiosity about the nature of sex, in themselves and in the other

sex. But in the senior high school, especially around the age of

15 and on, there is likely to be a great deal of concern about

the relations between the sexes. And sooner or later, at some

time or other, at least once in his teaching career, the teacher

at the high school level is going to face the question "What's

wrong with premarital sexual relations?" "Why shouldn't we do

it?" Some questioners are, in effect, asking the teacher to

give them permission to engage in premarital sexual relations or

to sanction what they are already doing; some; by the same token,

are asking for support in their desire not to engagq in them.

"The choice of a premarital sexual standard," Reiss noted

in Chapte.r 7 above, "is a personal moral choice and no amount of

facts or trends can 'prove' scientifically that one ought to

Choose a particular standard." This fact does not solve the

teacher's dilemma. He cannot answer the students' serious ques-

tion with a shrug or with a quip to let their conscience be their

.guide. How to handle this question is often seen as the very

core of pedagogy in sex education.

At the college-age level, there is a.great deal of discus-

sion in process and arguments on the pro side of the debate on

premarital sexual experience are aired as persuasively as are

those on the con side. At the high-school level, however, where

the teachers this book is addressed to are likely to meet the

.problem, there is likely to be far less permissiveness. Parents,

les Reiss noted above, tend to be conservative. Even the most

permissive parents--usually of private-school studentshope
their high-school daughters will not engage in premarital sexual
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relations; they woul4 even prefer the same for their sons.
Aceeptance by even permissive adults of the new code which Reiss
(Chapter 7) has traced and which Kirkendall and Libby (Chapter

8) have described is likely to be limited to college-age young
men aild women who, presumably, are mature enough to understand
the responsibility that goes with it. The parents of public-
school and parochial school students are not at all likely to
be permissive for this age.

The school, unlike the university, is a conserving insti-
tution. The community does not look to it for innovation.
Since, as Reiss notes, there is no clear-cut scientific impera-
tive to give unequivocal guidance, the teacher has no moral
obligation to fight for--or against--change. In some communities

he may judge it important to tip the scales in the direction of
greater permissiveness; in others, however, in the direction of
greater control. Students in a school in which parents have made
a demon of any expression of sexuality may need exposure to a

more liberating, if not totally Permissive, point of view. Just

admitting that there are arguments pro and cbn with respect to
premarital sexual relations.may have a de-fusing effect. Those

in a school in which parents have expressed themselves as accept-
ing of anything their children care to do, may need exposure to
a more restraining, if not completely inhibiting, point of view.

In brief, here as elsewhere, the point of view that is taken in
the classroom has to fit the needs of the students themselves.
And, again, if or when there are some who seem engaged in a gen-
uine conflict about their behavior, counseling services should be
made available.

Although it is here recommended that the teacher suit his
teaching to the needs of his students, this does not mean that he
should haye no point of view himself. The permissively-inclined
teacher who pussyfoots or beats around the bush or hides his own
convictions will earn the contempt of the students. He should

have the courage of his convictions. But he is honor-bound to
state them as his opinions and not to propagate them aggressively
as science.

The chances are high that the teacher is not permissively
inclined. If anything, the chances are that he is fairly con-

servative in his attitudes. He should, however, not be defensive

about them. He should not permit himself to become angry if he

is challenged. He should not al' ur himself to be put in the

position of being dismissed by hi: -Wdents as out of touch with
the current scene.

In neither case should the teacher--permissive or conser-
vative in his own attitudes--permit the discussion to degenerate
into a debate in which one side has to win and one to lose. The
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teacher should be prepared to offer the evidence of both sides,
leaving to the students themselves the decision. He cannot, in
any event, as Reiss notes, make the decision for them.

It makes a difference how the arguments for or against
any premarital sexual standard are presented. If the pro side
is offered first and then demolished, that favors the con argu-
ment; if the con is offered first and then demolished, that
favors the pro argument. This:principle is illustrated in the
following sequence of arguments based primarily on the work of

Kinsey and his associates. In each case, the pro or permissive
argument is offered first and then answered.

One of the positive arguments in favor of early coital
experience for girls, according to Kinsey and his associates, is
that it constitutes an important learning experience.

In socio-sexual contacts, individuals may become acquainted
with each other, learn to adjust physically and.emotionalli, come
to understand each other, and come to apprediate each other's
qualities in a way which is.not possible in any other type of
social relationship. Learning to respond emotionally to a sexual
partner may contribute.to the effectiveness of one's other, non-
sexual, social relationships (21 p. 327).

So much.for the pro argument.

On the con side, it may be said that whatever the validity
of this argument may have for more mature young women, it has not
been demonstrated for girls at the high-school level. And
Kirkendall above cited research which showed that "as the length
of elapsed time in a dating relationship prior to intercourse
increasedl-there was an increase in the amount of communication
devoted to understanding . ." Until, therefore, more is
.known about the educational value to girls of coitus in the early
and mid-teens, it could be argued equally persuasively that
coitus puts a ceiling on the learning process, that once coitus
has taken place, further mutual exploration of personality is
muted. Neither this nor the Kinsey conclusion can be documented
in detail; one is as persuasive as the other.

Another criterion Kinsey and his associates advance for
evaluating a sexual code is the gain that would accrue in resolv-
ing the conflict between sexual urges and societal prohibitions
and inhibitions; and this criterion, presumably, favors greater
permissiveness. But this criterion is not cogent in the case of
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girls. The conflict they are exposed to is hot from any uncon.-

trollable sexual urge on their part but from the urges on the

part of the boys.'

Another test Kinsey and his associates suggest for evalu-
ating premarital coitus is the overall effect it has on marriage.

In the absence of relevant data--the Burgess-Wallin data.cited by

Kirkendall above were for engaged e-^liplc.,4--they substitute as the

basis of evaluation the "subsequent caPacity to respond to the

point of orgasm in-her marital coitus" (2, p. 328). On this

basis they conclude that girls who had achieved orgasm in pre-

marital coitus were better off than those who had not since they

were more likely to achieve orgasm in marriage. They concede

that there was a selective factor at work, but they do mit con-

cede that this is the whole story. They believe that:

. . . there are psycholoaic and sociologic data
which show the importance of early experience in the
establishment of habits of thought and attitudes which
are very difficult to alter or counteract in later

years. That the capacity to respond to the point of
orgasm may be developed is evidenced Iv a variety of

data, bUt particularly by the fact that some women who
are unresponsive in their early marriages may improve

in the course of some years in their capacities to
reach orgasm (2, p. 329).

They argue that inhibitions and negative response create inter-
., ference with the kind of autonomic and involuntary responsess

necessary for satisfactory sexual.relations. Thus:

-

restraint, and an avoidance of physical contacts and
emotional contacts before marriage, acquired inhibi-
tions may do such damage to the capacity to respond
that it may take some years to get rid of them after
marriage, if indeed they are ever dissipated (2,

p. 330).

When there are long years of abstinence and

-

On the con side is what seems to be a fallacy in this

conclusion. Aside from the fact that we ard not talking about

1Even on the part of the boys, Kirkendall hs reported, the urge
is not as all-consuming as the popular cliche would suggest.
See L. A. Kirkendall, Premarital Intercourse and Interpersonal
Relationships, Julian Press, 1961.
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"long years of abstinence and restraint," -t1;e' fallacy lies in
the fact that girls who engage in premarital coitus but who do
not achieve orgasm--about half (2, p. 334)--are wbrse off so far
as subsequent marital orgasm is concerned than those who did not

engage in premarital coitus at all. The relevant data are shown

in Tables 10-1 and 10-2.
4

Mbre recent data tend further to confuse the significance
of the Kinsey findings. A study of 80 virginal college women,
40 non-virgins who had experienced orgasm, and 40 non-virgins who
had not, using the Adams Marital Happiness Prediction Inventory,
reported a low, positivwcorrelation between-marital virginity
and high predicted marital happiness, as earlier studies had, and
also Predicted sexual adjustment in marriage; but no difference
was found between the non-virgins who had and who had not experi-

enced orgasm VO.

In the next three arguments, the con or conservative argu-
ment is put first and then demolished, leaving the impression
that the pro side is right. The first conservative argument is
that premarital sexual intercourse may result in unwanted preg-

nancy. Kinsey and his associates reply that the actual concep-
tion rate is extremely small--one pregnancy in a thousand

4

copulations--and with modern contraception this hazard could be
entirely eliminated (2, p. 327).

Another conservative arguMent is that premarital sexual
intercourse fosters the spread of venereal diseases. Kinsey and
his associates make essentially the same argument here; modern
medical techniques can reduce these diseaies to little importance
(2, p. 327).

Premarital sexual intercourse has a bad psychological
effect, filling girls with shame and guilt. Kinsey and his
associates show that relatively few women state that they regret-

ted premarital coitus (21 p. 345). They noted that the younger
women reported more regret than.the older women, but explain this

fact away on the basis of the more limited experience of the

younger women. "Initial regrets are often resolved as an indi-
vidual matures and acquires more experience."

The point of the above demonstration.is that.even the man-
ner of presenting material may bias the message. It would be

possible for two teachers to present identical factual material
and transmit quite different conclusionc.

We implied above that different schools might require
different approaches. In some, a permissive slant might be

.important; in others, a conservative one. Class is one factor

that would determine the angle. Among the male students who are
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TABLE 10-1

Percent of Women Who Fail to Achieve Coital Orgasm
in Marriage, by Premarital Sex Experience
(Adapted from Kinsey (2, Table 9, p. 406))

Percent Failins to Achieve Orgasm in
First Year Fifth Year Tenth Year
ofMarriage of Marriage of Marriage

No Premarital Coitus

Premarital Coitus
without Orgasm

40

56

28

.43

,25

30

a

_TABLE 10-2

Percent of Women Who Almost Always
.(at least 90% of the time)

Achieve Coital Orvasm in Marriage
(Adapted from Kinsey (2, Table 9, p. 406))

First Year Fifth Year Tenth Year

of Marriage of Marriage of Marriage

No Premarital Coitus 29. 31 34

Premarital Coitus
without-Orgasm

17 23 31
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not preparing for college, a very considerable proportion (44.7%)
have already engaged 'in sexual relations by the age of 15 and
more than two-thirds (68.3%) have done so by the time they gradu-
atel.at age 17. Their peer-group culture has encouraged it and
they are not likely to be influenced one way or another by school
discussion of the subject. They are not likely even to raise the
question. The college-preparatory male students show less
experience; only 9.5% by age 15 and 234% by age 17. Their peer-
culture is probably less supportive of premarital coitus; they
may really be anxfous for puidance.

The class differences in the attitudes of young males--

.
those under 25 years of age--toward prealarital sexual relations

may be summarized from the Kinsey findings as shown in Table 10-
3.

TABLE 10-3

a

Attitudes of Males on Pre-marital Intercourse
at Two Educational Levels

(Adopted from Kinsey (1, p. 364))

Restraints on Intercourse Educational Level
9-12 13+

Moral objections 22.8 62.5
Fear of public opinion 12.0 21.5
Fear of pregnancy 18.6 28.0
Fear of venereal disease 23.8 25.1
Lack of opportunity 37.5 51.4
Lack of interest in having more 45.1 18.7
Desire to marry a virgin 40.8 50.7

The "regret" argument against premarital coitus is most
persuasive in a religious setting, for the proportion of devout
women, especially Catholic women, who expressed regret was
greater.than for others (p. 345), Kinsey and his associates
also note that if there is guilt or regret, it is the result of
the cultural taboos and not of anything intrinsic in the act
itself.

The pedagogical problems involved are also compounded by
sex differences. As compared to the boys, relatively few of the
girls will have engaged in premarital coitus when the high-school
teacher meets them--five percent by the age of 15 of those who
will not be going on to college and two percent of those who will,
and perhaps 15 and 11 percent respectively by age 17 (21 p. 333).
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And even these, only very infrequently. What they want from the

young men is not coitus but affectionate attention. Most are

sexually quiescent in the genital sense; they are extremely

sensitized in the socio-sexual sense. Most of them are probably

hoping for support from the teacher in withstanding the pres-

sures from the boys for intercourse. They want to know how they

can retain the interest and attention of tha ilnys without "goino

all the way." Morality plays a large part in their thinking, as

shown by the following Kinsey-based table.

TABLE 10-4

Attitudes Toward Premarital Coitus by Females

(Adopted from Kinsey (2, p. 344))

Attitudes of Restraint Responses Given
.111

Yes More or Less No

Moral objections 80 9 . 11

Sexual unresponsiveness
.

32 13 55

Fear of pregnancy 21 23 56

Fear of public opinion 20 24 56

Lack of opportunity IA 8 78

Fear of venereal disease 5 9 86

Desire to marry a virgin
male

Yes No Preference No Undecided

23 42 32 3

It should be noted that permissiveness tends to favor the boys,

conservatism, the girls. If the permissive arguments are made

too persuaiive it will be at the expense of the girls; if the

conservative arguments, of the boys.2

01101111*

2
The fourth Kinsey criterion--"the actual damage that such activi-

ty may do to the social organization" (Ibid., p. 330)--is not

here discussed in detail. It is extremely difficult to make

societal factors significant to young people. What possible sig-

nificance can their private, individual sexual intercourse have

for society as a whole? The sociology of the so-called Protes-

tant Ethic (which, of course, many Catholicwshare) seems

extremely remote. Why does our society dependon the discipline

imposed by delayed gratification when so many cultures around

the world can permit premarital sexual relations without any

damage at all? There was a time when the argument that our

civilization was "paid for" by inhibiting many human impulses--

so called "sublimation"--was persuasive. But many young people

A
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It should be clear by now why it is impossible to lay

down unequivocal rules for dealing with the $64 question. The

achievement of healthy sexuality in one situation may call for

one ipproach, in a different situation, for another. If there

is a rule it is probably that doctrinaire dogmatism has no place

in helping.young people work their way through to a mature

standard of sexual behavlor.

; .

today--especially those of the anti-establishment school of

thought--have come to challenge this point of view and general

affluence has blunted its point. This is an argument for sexual

discipline but it is not likely to be useful with high-school

students.
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It would be a mistake to assume that sex values and

practices were alike in all social groups. Quantita-

tive data from the Kinsey report and other studies

have shown that different social groups have differ-

ent patterns. Here Rainwater reports on an attempt

to get at qualitative as well as quantitative differ-

ences between groups. We lack the data to know how

general the patterns he found are among the power

groups of this society, but this research clearly

underlines the necessity for awareness of subcultural

differences.

CHAPTER 10

SEX IN THE CULTURE OF POVERTY1

Lee Rainwater

An article dealing with lower z:lass sexual behavior would

be expected to describe a group of happy God-forsaken sinners

who derive a great deal more sexual gratification in their

society than do middle class respectables in theirs.2 However,

1This chapter appeared originally as, "Some Aspects of Lower

Class Sexual Behavior," Journal of Social Issues, 22, April

1966, pp. 96-108.

2
John Dollard has analyzed someof the attitudes that white

Southerners have toward Negroes, which compound both the posi-

tive and negative views of lower status naturalness. In his

analysis he perhaps took somewhat too seriously the notion that

lower class Negroes gain from the greater sexual freedom allowed

them by the cas-e system (6). Allison Davis, an insufficiently

appreciated pioneer in the study of lower class cultures, seems

to have been similarly taken in by the myth:. "In the slum, one

certainly does not have a sexual partner for as many days each

month as do middle class married people, but one gets and gives

more satisfaction over longer periods, when he does have a

sexual partner" (5, p. 33).
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the little empirical research which examines lower class sexual

behavior--and, more important, lower class subjective responses
to sex--tends to support quite a different view.3 Since we have

/ fuller comparative Information on sexual relations withdn marriage

for lower, working and middle class couples, we will examine sex

within the context of marriage first.

I.

MARfTAL SEXUALITY IN THE LOWER CLASS

At all class levels, marital sexual relations provide the

major source of sexual outlet for most men and women during their

sexual careers. In all social classes also, marital sexual rela-
tions are considered the preferable and most desirable outlet.

Other sources of outlet are most often seen by their seekers as

compensations or substitutes rather than really preferable alter-

natives. We start, then, with a comparison of the ways husbands
and wives in the lower, working and middle classes evaluate mari-

tal sexuality, the attitudes they have toward sexual relations,

and the gratifications and dissatisfactions they find in these.

The material which follows is drawn from a:larger study

(18, 20) which examines marital sexuality as part of the family
context for family size decisions and family limitation behavior.

The study is based on interviews with 409 individuals--152
couples, and 50 men and 55 women not married to each other.

Thus 257 families are represented. The respondents lived in

3The shift to a more jaundiced view of the happy impulse-free
versio-1 of lower class sexual life is paralleled by a similar,

shift in t're understanding of lower class delinquency. Bordua,

in comparing the work of Frederick Thrasher in the 19201s with

that of Walter Miller, Albert Cohen, Richard Cloward and Lloyd

Ohlin, comments, "All in all, though, it does not seem like much

fun any more to be a gang delinquent. Thrasher's boys enjoyed

themselves being chased by the police, shooting dice, gkipping

school; rolling drunks. It was fun. Miller's boys do have a

little fun, with their excitement focal concern, but it seems

so desperate somehow. Cohen's boys and Cloward and Ohlin's

boys are driven by grim economic and psychic.,necessity into

rebellion. It seems peculiar that modern analysts have stopped

assuming that 'evil' can be fun and see gang delinquency as
arising only when boys are driven away from 'good?" (1, p. 136).
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Chicago, Cincinnati or Oklahoma City and were chosen in such a

way as to represent the social class range of whites from upper-

' Middle to lower-lower and Negroes at the upper-lower and lower-

lower class levels.

Men and women were
their sexual relations in
the dissatisfactions they
riages and the importance

asked to discuss their feelings about
marriage, the gratifications they found,
had, the meaning of sex in their mar-
it had to them and to their spouses.

0

One dimension emerging from the answers tc all of these

questions can be thought of as a continuum ol interest and enjoy-

ment in sexual relations, which ranges from very great interest

and enjoyment to strong rejection. The range is most apparent

among women, of course. Men only rarely say they are indifferent

tc, or uninterested in sexual relations, but women present the

gamut of r.sponses from "if God made anything better, He kept it

to Himself," to "I would be happy if I never had to do that

again; it's disgusting." On the basis of each individual's

response to all of the questions about sexual relations he was

classified as showing either great or mild interest and enjoyment

in sex, slightly negative feelings about sex, or rejection of

sexual relations. Table 1 presents the results on this variable

by social class. (Since there were no differences between the

upper and lower portions of the middle class, these groups were

combined in the tables.) It is apparent that as one moves from

higher to lower social status the proportion of men and women who

show strong interest and enjoyment of sex declines. Among men

the proportion showing only mild interest and enjoyment increases

as one moves to the lower-lower class level. Among women the pro-

portion who are slightly negative or rejecting in their attitudes

toward sexual relations increases systematically from the middle

to the upper-lower to the lower-lower class. (There is a small

but consistent tendency for Negroes in the lower-lower class to

show somewhat more interest in sex than similarly situated

whites.)4

It should be noted that the careful and detailed study of blue-

collar-marriages by Komarovsky (13) reports that there were no

differences in sexual enjoyment between higher and lower status

wives within the working class (status eduaated by high school

education or less than high school education). I have an expla-

nation for this difference in findings between two studies which

parallel each other in most other respects, but the readers

should be aware of Komarovsky's contrary findings (see especially

PP. 93-94). However, the less educated wives did view sex as

more of a duty, and refused less often.
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TABLE 1

, The Lower the.Social Status, the Less Interest and Enjoyment

Husbands and Wives Find in Marital Sexual Relations

Husbands

Mi4ddle

Upper-
Lower

Lower-
.Lower
Class

Show great interest and'enjoyment 78% 759.6 44%.

Mild interest and enjoyment 22% 25% 56%

Number of cases (56) (56) (59)

Wives
Great interest and enjoyment 50% 53% 20%

Mild interest and enjoyment 36% 16% 26%

Slightly negative toward sex 11% 27% 34%

Reject sexual relations 3% . 4% 20%

Number of cases (58) (68) (69)

It would seem, then, that social status has a great deal

to do with the extent to which couples manage in marriage to find

sexual relations a valued and meaningful activity. This result

is consistezt with the findings of the Kinsey studies (9, 14, 15).

For women the Kinsey study reports that erotic arousal from any

source is less common at the lower educational levels, that fewer

of these women have ever reached orgasm and that the frequency

for those who do is lower. For men, the pattern is less clear-

cut as far as frequency goes, but it is apparent that fore-play

techniques are less elaborate at the lower educational levels,

most strikingly so with respect to oral techniques. In posi-

tional variations in intercourse, the lower educational levels.

show somewhat less versatility, but more interesting is the fact

that the difference between lower and higher educational levels

increases with age, because positional variations among lower

status men drop away rapidly, while-the decline among more edu-

cated men is much less. This same pattern characterizes nudity

in marital coitus.

The lesser elaboration of the sexual.relationship among

lower class ,x)uples which t'..s suggests is apparent in our quali-

tative data. The longer lower class man is married, the

more likely he is to expr, s a reduced interest in an enjoyment

of sekual relations with his wife, as well as indicating reduced

frequency of intercourse. In the middle class, while reduced

frequency is universally recognized, there is much more of a

tendency to put this in the context of "the quantity has gone

down, but the quality gets better and better." An examination
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of the very small body of literature dealing with attitudes
toivard and feelings about sexual relations in lower class popu-
lations in othei countries suggests that this pattern is not
confined to the United States (16, 19, 25, 26, 27).

Having.observed that lower class husbands and wives are
less likely than afe middle class ones toafind sexual relations
gratifying, we become interested in why that should be. The
major variable that seems related to this class difference con-
cerns the quality of conjugal role relationships in the differ-
ent classes. In this same study we found that middle class
couples were much more likely to emphasize patterns of jointly
organized activities outside.the home, while working and,lower
class couples were Much more likely to have patterns of role
relationships in which there was greater emphasis on separate
functioning and separate interests by husbands and wives. Fol-
lowing Bott (2) we have classified couples who show a fair degree
of separateness in their conjugal role relationships as highly
segregated, those who show a very strong degree Of joint partici-
pation and joint involvement of each in the *other's activities
were characterized as jointly organized. Those couples who fall
between these two extremes we have characterized as having inter-
mediate segregation of conjugal role relationships. Very few
working or lower class couples show the jointly organized pat-
tern, but there is variation in the intermediate to the highly
segregated range. When the influence of this variable on sexual
enjoyment and interest is examined, we find a very strong rela-
tionship. .

Table 2 indicates that it is primarily among couples in
highly segregated conjugal role relationships that we find wives
who reject or are somewhat negative towards sexual relations.
Similarly, it is primarily among couples in less segregated
conjugal role relationships that we find husbands and wives who
express great interest and enjoyment in sexual relations.

These results suggest that the lower value placed on
sexual relations by lower class wives, and to a lesser extent by
lower class husbands, can be seen as an extension of the high
degree of segregation in their conjugal role relationship more
ogenerally. The couple emphasizes separateness in their other
activities; therefore separateness comes to.be the order of the
day in their sexual relationship. Since the wife's interest in
sex tends to be more heavily dependent upon a.sense of inter-
personal closeness and gratification in her total relationship
with her husband, it is very difficult for her to find gratifi-
cation in sex in the context of a highly segregated role rela-
tionship.
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TABLE 2

Lower Class Couples in Highly Segregated Conjugal Role
'Relationships Find Less Enjoyment in Sexual Relations

White Couples Negro Couples
Inter- Inter-

.

mediate Highly mediate Highly

Segre- Segre- Segre- Segre-
gation* gated gation* gated

Husbands
Great interest and
enjoyment 72% 55% 90% 5E%

Mild interest and
enjoyment 28% 45% 10% 44%

Number of cases (21) (20) (21) (25)

Wives
Great interest and
enjoyment 64% 18% 64% 8%

Mild interest and
enjoyment 4% 14% 14% 40%

Slightly negative
taward sex 32% 36% 18% 32%

Reject sexual relations 32% 4% 20%
Number of cases (25) (22) (22) (25)

Includes the few jointly-organized couples.

Close and gratifying sexual relationships are difficult'
Ao achieve because the husband and wife are not accustomed to
relating intimately to each other. It may well be that a close

sexual relationship has no particular social function in such a
system, since the role performances of husband and wife are
organized on a separatist basis, and no great contribution is
made by.a relationship in which they might sharpen their ability
tor cooperation and mutual regulation. Examination of the six
negative cases in our sample, that is, those in which despite a
highly segregated role relationship the wife enjoys sex a great
deal, indicates that this comes about when the wife is able to
bring.to the relationship her own highly a .lomous interest in

sex. To the extent that she is dependent ueon her husband for
stimulation, encouragement and understanding on the other hand,
she seems to find frustration in sex.
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Husbands whose wives do not enjoy sexual relations are not
particularly comfortable about this fact and in various ways
either express some guilt, or try to conceal the state of affairs
from _both themselves and the interviewers. However, they seem to

do little to correct the situation. Husbands in segregated rela-
tionships oonsistently overestimate the degree of gratification
that their wives find in sex. Thus, half-of the men in highly
segregated relationships indicated that their wives enjoyed sex

mom than the wives themselves indicated, compared to only 21%

of the men in less segregated relationships.

Lower class men in highly segregated relationships seem to
make few efforts to assist their wives in achieving sexual grati-

fication, and place little emphasis on the importance of 'mutual

gratification in coitus. For example, while 74% of the lower and
working class husbands with intermediate relationships give some
spontaneous indication-that they value mutual gratification in

the sexual relationship, only 35% of the husbands in segregated
relationships speak of mutual gratification. It is not surpris-

ing, then, that a considerable number of wives complain about

their husbands' lack of consideration. Forty percent of the

wives in segregated relationships spontaneously indicate that
their husbands are inconsiderate of them in connection with
sexual-relations, compared to onl y 7% of wives in'intermediate

relationships. Similarly, 38% of those in highly segregated
relationships spontaneously indicate that they consider sex
primarily as a duty, compared to only 14% of the wives in inter-

mediate relationships.

These differences among classes, and within the lower
class between couples in intermediate and highly segregated role

relationships, continue to appear when the focus of inquiry is

shifted from degree of enjoyment of sexual relations to the ques-
tion of the psychosocial functions which people think sex serves

for them. TWo common themes stand out in the ways couples talk

'about what s "does" for men and women. One is .that sex pro-

vides "psl, aysiological" relief--it gets rid of tensions,

relaxes .
physical relief ("It's like the back pressure on

a car tb foil have to get rid of.") and provides sensual plea-

sure in the form of orgasm. The other theme emphasizes, instead,
the social-emotional gratifications that come from closeness with

the partner, a growth of love, a sense of oneness, of sharing,

of giving and receiving. Almost all of the respondents who men-
tioned one or the other of these functions mentioned the physical
aspect, but there is quite a bit of variation in whether this is
mentioned by itself or in combination with social-emotional

closeness. Table 3 provides distributions by class and role
relationship of the relative emphasis on these two themes.
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TABLE 3

Lower Class Couples in

Highly Segregated Conjugal Role Relationships

See Only Psychophysiological Pleasure and
Relief in Sexual Relations

Lower Class

Middle Intermediate Highly

Class Segreaation Segregated

Husbands
Socio-emotional closeness 75% 52% 16%

and exchange
Psychophysiological 25% 48% 84%
'pleasure and relief only

Number of cases (56) (40) . (31)

Wives
Socio-emotional closeness

89% 73% 32%
and exchange

Psychophysiological 11% 27% 68%
pleasure and relief only

Number of cases (46) (33) (22)

The findings emphasize further the fact that one of the

main differences between the middle class and the lower class,

and within the lower class between couples in intermediate and

highly segregated role relationships, has to do with the extent

to which the sexual relationship is assimilated with other

aspects of the on-going relationship between husband and wife..

It seems very clear that in the middle class, and among those

'lower class couples with conjugal role relationships of inter-

mediate segregation, the sexual.relation is seen-as an extension

of an overall husband-wife relationship which emphasizes

"togetherness," mutual inmolvement and give-and-take. In the

lower class, among couples in highly segregated.conjugal role

relationships, on the other hand, the sexual relationship is

isolated from aspects of the husband-wife relationship and

stands in sharp contrast to these other aspects because it

requires concerted cooperation on the part of the two partners.

Other data showed that in a great many cases, the wife's response

is to-cooperate only passively, by making herself available when

her husband "wants it." In a few cases the wife is able to bring

her own autonomous psychophysiological needs to sexual relations

and find enjoyment in them.
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LOWER CLASS NON-MARITAL SEXUAL RELATIONS

We have much less systematic knowledge of lower class
attitudes and customary behaviors concerning non-marital sexual
relations than for marital sexual relatiops. We do know, how-
ever, a fair amount about the incidence of non-marital sexual
relations from the Kinsey studies as this varies by social status
(educational level). The considerable literature dealing with
lower class adolescent peer groups also provides some insight
into the place of premarital sexual relations in the peer group
activities of young lower class boys and girls.

From the Kinsey studies of white males and females it
seems clear that before the age of 20 both lower class boys and
lower class girls are much more likely to have preinarital coitus
than are middle class boys and girls. However, even lower clasS
girls are not as likely to have premarital sexual relations as
are middle class bc*s; the overall cultural double standard seems
to operate at all class levels. Further, after the age of 201
status seems to influence premarital coitus in opposite ways for
men and women. After that age middle class girls are more likely
than lower class girls to have premarital relations, perhaps
because the lower 61ass girls are so quickly siphoned off into
marriage, while lower class boys continue more frequently to have
premarital relations.

From the Kinsey studies, we know that there are very great
differences between white and Negro females in the extent to
which they engage in premarital coitus. While the social class
influence is the same in both groups, in the teens the level of
exposure to sexual relatlons is on the order of three to four
times higher for Negro girls than for white girls. Thus, while
at age 20 only 26% of white grammar school educated girls have'
had premarital sexual relationships, over 80% of comparable Negro
girls have.

These findings concerning premarital coitus are consistent
.with the impressions one gains from literature which deals with
the peer group systems of white and Negro lower class adolescents
and young adults (31 4, 8, 10, 11, 19, 211 241 29). In the white
lower class there is a great deal of emphasis on the double
standard, in that white lower class boys are expected to engage
in sexual relations whenever they have an opportunity, and pride
themselves on their ability to have intercourse with many differ-
ent girls. Making out in this fashion is turned into valuable
currency within the boys' peer groups; there is much bragging and
competition (leading to not a little exaggeration) among white
slum boys about their sexual conquests.
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The girlst position in this group is amuch more complek

one. White slum groups tend to grade girls rather finely'accord-

ing to the extent of their promiscuity, with virgins being highly

valued and often protected, "one man girls" still able to retain

some respect from those around them (particularly if in the end

they marry the boy with whom they have had intercourse), and more

promiscuous girls quickly put into the category of an "easy lay."

In groups, then, although boys are constantly exposed to stimula7

tion to engage in sexual relations, efforts are made to protect

girls from such stimulation and even to conceal from them elemen-

tary facts about sex and about their future sexual roles.

Mothers do not discuss sex with their daughters, and usually do

not even discuss menstruation with them. The daughter is left

very much on her own with only emergency attention from the
mother--for example, when she is unable to cope With the trauma

of onset of menses br seems to.be getting too involved with boys.

When women at this level assess their premarital knowledge of

sex, they generally say that they were completely unprepared for

sexual relations in marriage or for their first premarital

experiences, that no one had ever told thempluch about sex and

that they had only a vague idea of what was involved. There is

little evidence that in this.kind of white lower class subculture

many girls find the idea of sexual relations particularly attrac-

tive. Although they may become involved with fantasies of
romantic love, they seem to show little specific interest in

sexual intercourse.

In the Negro lowe'r class the clear-cut differences between

the amount of sexual activity respectively permitted girls and

boys (and men and women) that seem to obtain in the white lower

class are absent. Indeed, at age 15, according to the Kinsey

results, more grammar school educated Negro girls have experi-

enced coitus than white boys; this is also true at the high

school level. With over 60% of grammar school educated Negro-
girls having had intercourse by the age of 15, and over 80% by.

.the age of 20, it seems clear that within the Negro slum com-

munity, whatever the attitudes involved, lower class Negro girls

are introduced to sexual relations early and, relative to white

girls, engage much more frequently in sexual relations once they

have started. There are well-established patterns of seduction

within Negro slum communities which Negro boys employ. They are

sharply judged by other boys and girls on their ability to employ

these techniques, and boys show considerable anxiety lest they be

rated low on these skills. As is well known, this higher degree

of sexual activity leads to a high rate of illegitimacy.

These bare behavioral statistics might lead one to believe

that among the lower class Negroes, at least, there is a happy

acceptance of premarital sexual relations, somewhat along the

line of the natural man myth discussed above. However, close
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observation of ghetto peer group activities of late adolescent
and early adult.Negro males and females indicates that such is
not the case (4, 11). In the first place, attitudes toward sexual
relations are highly competitive (among own sex peers), and
heavily exploitative (toward opposite sex). Slum Negro boys
typically refer to girls, includiny theirsown "girlfriends" as
"that bitch" or "that whore" when they talk among themselves.
Negro girls who do engage in sexual relations in response to the
strong lines of the boys who "rap to" them often do not seem to
find any particular grat:kfication in sexual relations, but rather
engage in sex as a test and symbol of their maturity and their
ability to be in the swim of things. Over time a certain propor-
tion of these girls.do develop their own appreciation of .sexual
relations, and engage in them out of desire as well.as for extrin-
sic reasons. However, it seems clear that the competitive and
exploitative attitudes on both sides make sexual relations a
tense and uncertain matter as far as gratification goes. In di's--

cussing marital sexuality we noted that the high degree of con-
jugal role segregation seems to interfere with achieving maximum
gratification in sexual relations. A paralrel factor seems to
operate in connection with premarital relations. That is,

because of the culturally defined and interpersonally sustained
0 hostilities that exist between the sexes, it seems difficult for

both boys and girls to develop a self-assured and open acceptance
of sex for the pleasure it can provide, much less for a height-
ened sense of interpersonal closeness and mutuality. When one
seeks to study the meaning and function of sexual relations in
such a very complex situation as the Negro lower class community,

. one becomes aware of how much more subtle and ramified the issues
4. 1.

are than can be captured in the traditional categories of sex
research.

THE FUTURE OF SEX IN THE LOWER CLASS

As the working class has attaIned greater prosperity and
'a sense of greater economic stability since World War II, there
seems tg have been a shift from traditional working class pat-
terns of a high degree of conjugal role segregation and reliance
by husbands and wives on their same sex peer groups for emotional
support and counsel. Elsewhere Handel and Rainwater (12, 13)
have discussed the increasing importance of a*modern working
class life style among those working class families who are in a
position to partake of the "standard package" of material and
social amenities which represent the common man's version of the
"good American life." We have seen that among those couples who

greater probability of a mutual strong interest in sexual
have a lesser degree of conjugal role segregation there is a much
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relations and an emphasis on sexual relations as an extension of
the socio-emotional closeness that is valued in husband-wife
relationships. We can predict, then, that shifts in the direc-
tion.of greater cooperation and solidarity based on interpenetra-
tion of family role activities in marriage will carry with them
an increased intimacy in the sexual sphere. This greater mutu-
ality is both an expression of and functional for the increased
self-sufficiency of a nuclear family, in which working class
husband and wife now less on outsiders for support and a
sense of primary group membership and more on each other. In
this sense a "good" sexual'relation 'oetween husband and wife can
be seen as one of the major strengths of the adaptable nuclear
family which Clark Vincent has argued is necessary for our kind
of .industrial society (28).

But what of those members. of the lower class who do not
participate in the increasing prosperity and security which the
great majority of the working class has known for the past 20
years? In recent years there has been mounting evidence that
sex-related pathologies of the Negro slum ghetto community--for
example, the rate of illegitimacy, venereal disease, drug encour-
aged prostitution (4, 17)--are increasing rather than decreasing.
It seems clear that so long as the socio-economic circumstances
of slum Negroes do.not improve, we tan expect only a worsening of
a situation in which sexual relations are used for exploitative
and competitiVe purposes. There is much less clear-cut evidence
concerning white slum groups; it may well be that the rates for
the same sex-related pathologies show lesser increases because
the white poor are not confined to ghettos which serve to concen-
trate the destructive effects of poverty, but instead tend to be
more widely dispersed in the interstices of more stable working
class neighborhoods (24).

In short, though we see some evidence to support the
notion of a "sexual renaissance" with respect to marital sexu-.
ality in the modern working class, we see no such evidence with
respect to the less prosperous lower class.

SEX RESEARCH IN THE LIGHT OF LOWER CLASS SEX BEHAVIOR'

It is probably not unfair to say that efforts to study
sexual behavior scientifically have been plagUed by an obsessive
preoccupation with the terms of the larger public dialogue on the
subject, and with the value conflicts and contradictions evident
in that dialogue. Thus researchers who investigate sexual
behavior have often been motivated by an effort to determine
whether sex under particular circumstances is good or bad, or
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whether particular customs interfere with pleasure or are con-
ducive to it. While'these are legitimate concerns, they have

$ ended to distract social scientists from an effort simply to
understand sexual practices in their full human context. We
have suggested that a close examination of lower class sexual
behavior tends to disprove certain widely-held stereotypes--
themselves not unknown in social scientists, own attitudes. But
more impori:ant, the study of lower class sexual behavior empha-
sizes the importance of trying to understand that behavior both
in the immediate context of relevanv -,terpersonal relations

(marital relations, peer gi-oup rel ,r, etc.), and in the con-
text of the structural position oL .%ctors and the stresses
and strains that position engenderb such an understanding can
only come about through careful empirical research which'does.not
take for granted supposed "facts" about the actors involved, but
rather explores these interrelations empirically.

Once we have an adequate picture of the sexual behavior of
individual-3 in a particular situation, we can begin to ask ques- '

tions about the role of this sexual behavior in connection with
other aspects of the individual's interpersonal relations. We
can ask what the functions of particular forms of sexual behavior
are for the individual and for the groups to which he belongs.
More psychologically, we can ask, and not assume in advance that
we know, what goals the individual seeks to effect through par-
ticular kinds of sexual'. behavior. It seems to me that this is
the real legacy of Freud for the study of Llxual behavior. Freud
sought to show that sex is not simply sex, but a complex form of
behavior built out of elements which extend geneticaliy back into
dim childhood history, and cross-sectionally into other vital
interests which the individual seeks to maximize and protect.
Just as any other applied field of social science profits from
a wide application of contending theoretical paradigms, so the
study of sexual behavior would profit from a more liberal v3pli-

cation of the diverse conceptual tools at our disposal.
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SexualitY, it is becoming increasingly clear, is far--

- very.far--from being merely a biological phenomenon.

It is equally a social-psychological and a sociologi-

cal phenomenon. A human being with a female body can

mate and give birth to an infant; but she has to learn

how to be a wife and mother. Roles are as important

as bodies in human sexuality. Masculinity is not th°

same today as it wap in the nineteenth century when,

for all intents and purposes, it was identical with
aggressiveness; nor is femininity the-same as it was.
The sex roles are undergoing drastic changes in our

day. And the achievement of healthy sexuality depends
As much on coming to terms with roles as with body

functioning. Sex education therefore has to do with .

roles as much as with bodies. i'elson Foote charts

some of the issues here.

CHAPTER 11

.CHANGING CONCEPTS OF MASCULINITY AND FEMININITY

Nelson N. Foote

A perceptive member of the upcoming college generation
tells'me that the fate of masculinity is a burning issue among
women as well as among men, because the fate of femininity is
inextricably intertwined with the fate of masculinity.

The perils of momism have been noticed and decried for

some years by our domestic critics. European and other foreign-

ers have likewise been commenting critically for some time on

the weakness of American males of both the younger and the older

adult generations, that is, the disoriented adolescent and the

hen-pecked middle-aged husband, both of whom seem pushed around

by women. These problems, however, continue to unfold. Any

description of the situation needs to be continually updated,

and that is our purpose here.
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WOMEN LEAD, MEN LAG

As my informant quite badly puts it, girls her age have

conquered the dangers of pregnancy and of being without an

income. In these respects they are far freer than their fore-

bears. They have at last almost achieved4the freer and more
equal sexual role in society, toward which the general ideals

of freedom and equality have led them, and which contemporary

circumstances increasingly,afford. Many of them feel more cap-

able of achieving real intimacy with the opposite sex than were

their mothers. But like their mothers they Want to marry and

have a family. And here is where their achievements of intimacy
and independence run into difficulty, because the redefinition

of the masculine sexual role has not kept pace with the redefini-

tion ot the feminine sexual role. The active element in this

sequence of development of relationships--the prime mover in

change--has been the female. But the assertion of the demand
for intimacy by women does not by itself make men out of boys;

it may even complicate their problem of becoming men. Hence

many young women are troubled over the question of whether they
might have caused the crisis in masculinity by pressing too hard

or top soon, thus adding still further complications to the

situation. That is, they wonder if they arc at fault, or if the

mothers of both are at fault.

Despite the prevalence of these trepidations on the
feminine side, my informant takes the realistic view that the

adoption of contraception and econOmic independence by women is

not going to be reversed, but will go forward beyond the point

already reached. Therefore the problem is correctly stated as

how to bring the redefinition of the masculine role up to match

their own development and aspirations.

As yet she does not feel that men have seriously under-
.

taken the redefinition of the masculine role in our society.

Moreover, young men who individually grope for solutions to their

concrete problems run into numerous obstacles and false solutions.

Homosexuality appears, for example, to be rising among men

(although not among women). Toward homosexuals, she says, "1

feel soi-ry now, although I do not accept it as the way it should

be. It represents .?7ailure. I no longer feel hostile or suspi-
cious, maybe deriving from feeling more assured of my own female

identity."

Neither among faculty nor staff of colleges is there as a
rule any suitable person who will tell boys how to become men,

nor even where to find out. By maintaining the belittling prac-

tic() of using grades as the principal measure of worth, housing

and feeding students in sex-segregated groups in dormitories, and

requiring full-time attendance (which forestalls the experience'
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of earning a living), the colleges in effect stand in the way of

a contemporary redeffnition of masculinity instead of aiding in

the process. Much of the current unrest and discontent of young

people in the colleges arises in part from this frustration of

the needed redefinition and achievement of adult masculinity.

Tbe emerging college generation is thus thrown back, by default

of the colleges, upon its own resources. 'It may yet prome the

author of its own salvation, but in the course of proceeding

unaided throuah the tribulations of fashioning contemporary and

convincing sexual dentities for themselves, the casualties are

probably going to be numerous.

We shall return to our informant and to more specifics of

masculinity and femininity and their intercontingency but, before

we do, it seems worthwhile.to step back from the immediate arena

to make a basic observation about the broader historical and

environmental context. The young person facing adulthood today

shares with all previous generations the main elements of the

familiar dilemma of dependence versus independence. Becoming an

adult entails great gains and great losses,.so nicely and power-

fully opposed as to justify the term dilemma. But as with all

.
previous generations the young person today must also cope with

some new elements in the situation, the unique, emerging fringe

of changed circumstance which distinguishes his time and place--

and ultimately himself--from all others. Hence the problem of

becoming an adult can never be fully and finally generalized and

universally prescribed. To the person engaged in this transi-
tion, while the difference between his way and his parents/ may

be small, it is the difference which makes all the difference

between whether it is his way or their way.

Let us recognize that the dilemma exists on the other side

of the relationship ?ith their parents as well. Parents are

ambivalent'about the development of independence by their chil7

dren, during their years together and even afterwards. There are

'gains and losses for the parent as well as the child in whether

and when the child becomes an adult. The more the parent cares

about the child, the more concern he feels about whether, let

alone, the child will decide wisely on his own. Thus he is

tempted to intervene to guarantee a good outcome by making deci-

sions for the child--if not overtly, as cautioned against by the

experts, then by bribery, cajolery, concealment or disparagement

of alternatives, or subtler forms of disapproval or dismay. Yet

it seems axiomatic, even redundant, to insist_that adulthood

consists of being able to decide for oneself.

One of the important differences between the situation of

young persons becoming adults at present and that of earlier

generations is the much higher availability of factual knowledge

about not only sexual physiology but also the pleasures of sexual

experience. Perhaps in earlier, more sequestered communities,
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parents could prevent children from engaging in sexual experience

before marriage simply by keeping them in ignorance. At this

date, efforts to suppress such information seem merely irrational

, squeamishness or hypocrisy to the young. Even the efforts of

educators to break down remaining barriers to the dissemination

of reliable information about sexual physiology--a kind of

mopping-up operation following a battle already won--has, an old-

fashioned, dated quality in the eyes of modern young people.

Sex,information in that sense may be what the parents needed and

did not get when they were young, but the real front into which

the more advanced elements"of the upcoming generation are moving

has a different terrain. And here the parental prejudices which

threaten open discussion of the burning issues--and may keep them

outside the formal curriculum just as effectively as in the

past--may be just as anxiety-provoking as ever. Specifically

controversy over the age at which the so-called facts of life

should be presented in the elementary schools at this date seems

mild and tame alongside whether to guide high school and college

students into discussion of what is happening to masculinity.

For many centuries masculinity has been identified with

physical strength, military bravery and aggressiveness, even

brutality. Nowadays, however, these characteristics are out of

place most of the time. Except for a dwindling minority, male

occupations in the advanced countries are white-collar pursuits,

which put no premium upon physical strength. Warfare is pre-

dominantly fought by technicians, who are not required to engage

in the traditional military tasks which demand raw courage and

endurance of pain and hardship. Despite the wars in Korea and

Vietnam, these trends have accelerated since World War II. The

c:Ances that a man will be killed today in direct combat are much

less than the chances that he will be killed in an auto crash.

As William H. Whyte pointed out several years ago in The Organi-

zation Man, a man can live his whole life in the secure environ-

ment of this country and never'have occasion to find out whether

he is a coward or not, in this traditional sense of physical

cowardice.

In the past men have tended to conceal their tender feel-

ings. This was a part of the definition of the masculine role

as hard'and unfeazed, but in practice it meant that men were

awkward, shyl an6 quite uncomfortable in a situation where expo-

sure of feelings WAS in order--were ewharrassed to show affec-

tion, grief, disappointment, appreciation of beauty, or even

ordinary pleasure save in limited amounts, lest they seem unmanly.

As with the names of colors, most men of the older generation

-suffer a dearth of vocabulary for describing either their feel-

ings or their relations with other people. The image of taci-

turnity has been common among" traditional male heroes in our

culture. Affection has been rendered by overt actions, which is
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parents could prevent children from engaging in sexual experience
before marriage simply by keeping them in ignorance. At this

date, efforts to suppress such inZormation seem merely irrational
squeamishness or hypocrisy to the young. Even the efforts of

educators to break down remaining barriers to the dissemination
of reliable informaon about sexual physiology--a kind of
mopping-up operation following a battle a4ready won--has, an old-
f.,shi,,n.A, Antoci quAli+y in the eyes nf moaern young people.,

Sex information in that sense may be what the parents needed and
did not get when they were young, but the real front into which
the more advanced elementiof the upcoming generation are moving

has a different terrain. And here the parental prejudices which
threaten open discussion of the burning issues--and may keep them
outside the fomal curriculum just as effectively as in ihe

past--may be just as anxiety-provoking as ever. Specifically

controversy over the age at which the so-called facts of life
should be presented in the elementary schools at this date seems
mild and tame alongside whether ta guide high school and college
students into discussion of what is happening to masculinity.

For many centuries masculinity has been identified wfth
physical strength, military bravery and aggressiveness, even

brutality. Nowadays, however, these characteristics are out of

place most of the time. Except for a dwindling minority, male
occupations in the advanced countries are white-collar pursuits,
which put no premium upon physical strength. Warfare is pre-

dominantly fought by technicians, who are not required to engage
in the traditional military tasks which demand raw courage and
endurance of pain and hardship. Despite the wars in Korea and

Vietnam, these trends have accelerated since World War II. The

chances that a man will be killed today in direct combat are much
less than the chances that he will be killed in an auto crash.
As William H. Whyte pointed out several years ago in The Organi-

zation Man, a man can live his whole life in the secure environ-
ment of this country and never-have occasion to find out whether
'he is a coward or not, in this traditional sense of physical

cowardice.

In the past men have tended to conceal their tender feel-

ings. This was a part of the definition of the masculine role
as hard'and unfeazed, but in practice it meant that men were
awkward, shy, and quite uncomfortable in a situation where expo-

sure of feelings was n order--were embarrassed to show affec-
tion, grief, disappointment, appreciation of beauty, or even
ordinary pleasure save in limited amounts, lest they seem unmanly.
As with the names of colors, most men of the older generation

. suffer a dearth of vocabulary for describing either their feel-

ings or their relations with other people. The image of taci-

turnity has been common among traditional male heroes in our

culture. Affection has been rendered by overt actions, which is
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not a bad practice, except that the meaning of actions is often

harder to interpret ihan the meaning of words, and many sons have

brown up wondering if their fathers really cared for them.

Strength--not necessarily physical--and courage, coupled with

tenderness, will probably remain masculine characteristics prized

by wc:.:en for many centuries to come. Fortified by a more secuie

masculinity, they could afford to be more'openly tender,

Whyte's book incidentally, documents in many ways the

observation that aggressiveness tends to be increasingly out of

place in contemporary America, whereas the ability to get along

congenially with other people is now what it'takes to survive in

the employment market. Once more, let us repeat, we are.refer-

ring to a marginal change, a change in emphasis, not a black-.

and-white r6placemr:nt of one set of virtues for another. It is

likely that there will always be a few occasions left in social

life where physical strength and bravery and aggressiveness will

be demanded of men, but the day when the ordinary citizen has

daily need of these kinds of prowess is well belind us. Persons

who desire to live dangerously must join the armed forces or the

police, or take to crime itself--as some of course do. The occu-

pations of the majority require virtues of other kinds. (The

philologically-inclined will note the derivation of the word

virtue.)

Traditional expressions of masculinity remain available

in the present, while newer expressions are emerging, and repre-

sent a conservative set of standards toward which the panicky

.
revert when under pressure of challenge and self-doubt. The boy

A

* I.. who joins the Marines in order to bolster his confidence in his

masculinity is a familiar case in point. The more violent forms

of sport may likewise perform this function. Symbolically, the

firing of guns at animals or people seems t9 offer a boost to the

morale of some men who find themselves humiliated by their every-

day experiences at work or at home or in their communities. A

few writers of fiction and drama, and a few literary critics,

make plain from time to time the meanings of these gestures. The

teacher in the humanities who carries the application of such

observations to real life, however, is rare. Yet it would be a

very thin kind of sex education indeed Which failed to point out

the infinite ways in which men of all ages seek to realize their

images of masculinity.

Coming down to sexuality itself, there.are many received

traditions of the male role, in our culture as well as others.

In soMe male sub-cultures, the sheer physical satisfaction of

sexual intercourse itself remains the model for achievement. In

others, prowess in seduction. ln still others, being attractive

to and admired by women, without proceeding to seduction. During

the past two decades, some quite distinctive notes have been
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struck, more and more publicly, which gauge a man's masculinity
primarily by his abiiity to provide sexual satisfaction for his
_partner.

Simultaneously, a separate but related ideal has become
more and more .widespread, of companionship between sexual part-
ners, both before marriage and after marrlage, in the home and
out of the home. The social segregation of the sexes has been
dissolving quite rapidly except among the more conservative ,,Jeg-
lelg"AQ ni ww.40ty- Not ^nly 4^ couples acc mp.ny ...ch other in
more and more activities of the typical day but with the upgrad-
ing of income and education there has been a*general increase cf
joint sociability outside the home, which means more couples
accompanying other couples, primarily friends of similar ages.
and interests, rather than relativc.s. Sports like skiing and
boating, which support Lhis pattern of sociability, are far more
popular than in the past.

Co-education has become nearly universal, at all levels
of schooling. Architects no longer design separate entrances for
girls and boys. Out of co-education--especially at the college
level--isemerging an even more advanced form of companionship,
termed colleague marriage by certain sociologists, in which hus-
band and wife work together as well as play together and share
the tasks of.home and family.

The older division of labor between men and women was
largely derived from the requirement of physical strength for the
tasks assigned to men. As this requirement of physical strength
has diminishcad, the mixing of men and women in the same occupa-
tions has steadily widened. Whether it was necessary or not--and
it probably was necessary at a much earlier period, when most
male work was performed out of doors--the division of labor
between Men and women inside the Inome and outside the home was
obviously two sides of the same coin. But when women can and do
perform the same work outside the home as men, there is far less
reason for the previous division of labor inside the home to
remain. The principal reason that it survives is simply that the
husband still is employed outside the home, even though women may
be capable of doing the same work, and the majority of married
women aie still not employed outside the home. The proportion of
married women employed outside the home, however, has been rising
so rapidly since World War II that in a few more years we can
expect the Bureau of Labor Statistics to anneume that non-
working wives are in the minority. In fact, the BLS did announce
in late 1966 that 50% of a sample of 1957 woalen college graduates
were found working.

As women go to work, the questiInof who should perform
which household tasks--husband or wife?--gets raised in tangible
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form in m 'ions of homes. Same of the older definitions of
masculinit) lnd femiriinity are being subjected to intensive chal-
lenge In .this context, from which extensive change can be

, expeeted to emerge as new patterns get recognized and stabilized,
communicated, taught and learned. In the household where both
husband anei wife work, and where the children observe and criti-
cize the solutions found for the problems4presented, the.next
generation is forming its notions of how it will live. Here, by
the,lexy, is a!; easy avenue of entry into discussions with stu-
dents of future mddels of masculinity and femininity.

0

We can be sure that masculinity in its future manifesta-
tions will as always represent various kinds of complementarity
with femininity; each set of characteristics and virtues will ;
continue to differ from the other, and the differences will con-
tinue to be prized. But of what will the newer differences con-
sist, as the older differences dwindle? And what will happen to
sexuality when the division of labor outside the home has
dwindled further and in turn has diminished the division of labor
within the home? To what exteat do male an4 female sexuaXity as
we have known them depend upon retention of the traditional
complementarity of masculine and feminine social roles?

Some of the.signs of change visible among the younger
generation directly challenge traditional expressions. Pants
on women, long hair on men, are conspicuous symbols of rejection
of received customs. But let us note the difference between
these particular manifestations of changing masculine-feminine
symbols of sexual role and those of, let us say, the 1920's and
1930's, when certain so-called feminists began to invade a few
of the occupations hitherto reserved for men. Those were the
days of the "battle-axes"--women who cut their hair short, wore
tweed suits of masculine cut, began to smoke, and even lowered
their voices by an octave in order more closely to resemble the
men whose privileges they wished to acquire. The colorful pants
women wear today are exceedingly varied, but any observer would
have to concede the femininity common to nearly all of them.
Partly it is their color, partly their cut, partly the choice of
fabric, partly their imaginative and ever-changing diversity of
style, partly their relation to the other items of clothing and
coiffnre which make up the ensemble. All in all, the fact that
women can now enjoy the comfort and convenience of wearing pants
when it is comfortable and convenient to wear them means they
enjoy rights formerly denied. But they no lormr have to give up
their femininity to enjoy these rights. Instead, the boundless
ingenuity of millions of them, and of tha manufacturers who serve
them, has been unleashed to invent infinite variations on the
theme of femininity in pants. If human imagination can produce
such a cornucopia of expressions of femininity utilizing such an
unpromising medium as this simple garment, we have as yet only a
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glimpse of ,how far the theme of femininity
women begin to take over the gesign of the
work, the cars they drive, the houses they
goods they buy.

can be elaborated when
offices in which they
live.in, the other

But where should we look for answers to the question of
how masculinity might be expressed sexually in a set of relations
wherein masculinity is no longer defined Mainly in terms. of
strength, bravery and aggressiveness, and femininity in terms of
weakness, timidity and passivity? When no women are any longer
segregated, dependent and inferior, wtat then is masculinity .

going to look like?

If we think of those members ofi: the younger male genera-
tion who demonstrate by the other signs and symbols of their .

masculine roles that they have departed from traditional
definitions--by their longer hair, their interest in the arts
and politics, their disinterest in business and competitive
striving, their companionship with the other sex, their antagon-
ism to war, their delight in conversation in a group--and wonder
about their sexuality, the question almost answers itself. Their

free and open interest in sexual experience, the matter-of-
factness of their discourse about it, the separation they make
between sexual experience and procreation, are breathtaking to

many members of the older generation. What.happens privately,
towever, remains private, between the man and the woman, rather,
than being the topic of boasting in male gatherings, as was more
characteristic of a generation ago. Wbfs.re men of the past gener-

ation oscillated in their attitudes between squeamishness and
prurience, one never far from the other, the younger generation
of men seems closer to a unified, positive attitude of apprecia-
tion toward the joys and values of sex. Men want masculinity,

just as women want it
their social roles in
succeeding in doing.
direction in which to

for them. They want to integrate it with
education and occupation, just as uomen are

The question before the majority not the

go, but how to get there.

Let us return to our informant. Looking at the boys of

her age, she notes several specific.circumstances that have to

be dealt with. First of all, in the co-educational college, her
friends among boys tend to be much more closely of her own age

than in'earlier decades. And at the same age, say 21, the girl

;.:eems to herself further developed toward adulthood; the boy

seems younger by comparison. Secondly, while the girl is still'
being supported by her parents just as the boy is, it.is a bigger
burden on the self-esteem of the boy to remain dependent, because
one of the foremost tests of masculinity trditionally has been
the 'man's ability first to support himself, then to provide a

home for his wife and family. Another informant--a boy who is a
classmate of the first informant--tells me that some boys get
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married to prove they are adults, but then are disconcerted to
find.that having to reniain dependent upon parents after getting
married is even harder to bear. Having their wives work tJ sup-
port them, 'which would mean for the wives to quit school to do
so, alinough a practice found among graduate students, is thus
especially troublesome for undergraduate men to accept.

The boy who simply goes from high.school into college,
even if he moves away from home, does not experience this quali-
tative change in ecohomic self-sufficiency which tells him he is
an adult and no longer an adolescent. Self-support may not be
an absolute requirement, but in its absence there must be an ade-
quate Substitute. Boys who have dropped out of school a year,
for example, and have either been successful in a full-time job .

or somehow discovered their true vocation, often come back to
school feeling their manhood established in this respect. Like-
wise those who plan to remain in the university in graduate or .

professional school, not out of indeesion or to evade the draft,
but because advanced study represents a definite vocational plan,
leJs often suffer the incubus of financial degendency. Among the
dwindling segment of young people who do not go to college, and
at 19 or 20 years of age are already supporting themselves, this
problem is not so visible. But among dropouts or graduates from
high rchool who do not get established in an occupation, it is
much more acute than among college students. The threat to mascu-
line identity is most serious of all when the traditional mascu-
line roles have decayed, and not even a hint exists of where and
how to look for new ones. Unemployed young males in this situa-
tion would be ideal recruits as storm troopers abroad or on the

:1 home front, and on either side of the line.

The gravest aspect of the matter for the male college
student is not the economic dependency upon his father but the
widespread emotional dependency upon his mother. And it is this
relationship which most disturbingly impinges upon his girl
friend. What she too often finds out is that, just as in moving
without a qualitative change from .high school to college, he too
often moves from being mothered at home to being mothered by his
girl friend or his wife. All the women he has known may have
sheltered him, with the result that he has not learned how to
play the role of strong protector himself.

There are many aspects to masculinity, and there will be
many in the future. For purposes of analysis, it may bp helpful
and may not overly strain reality to simplify discussion by con-
fining it here to what is meant by strength. The virtue of
strength was pre-eminent in the thinking of my informant, and she
says that it is pre-eminent in the thinking of other college
girls. They waa strength in their men. They do not in most
cases want mere physical strength in the traditional sense. The
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man who can only resort to his muscles and fists when strength of
other kinds is required is at best a comical figure. At worst,
his ways of dealing with his wife and children may have tragic
consequences, as in the murders of Ttlres and children by husbands
in certain immigrant groups, whey their manhood is threatened by
American conditions. What is masculine strength in non-physical
terms? Groping for a solution, some boys try tc manifesi mascu-
iinity by acts of daring, such as,motorcycle riding or breaking
the law. Some girls do in fact respond to these manifestations
with excitement, but the counterfeit, suicidal nature of such
gestures sooner or later shows through, and they subside.

Strength in the non-physical sense--moral strength*--means
many things in particular situations, and is manifested in many
ways. It would be foolhardy and presur?tuous to attempt here to
devise for a generation of many millions the varied patterns of
expression by which they will exhibit moral strength. That
occasions for its employment are ample, however, is readily
demonstrable. The ordinary white-collar employee, for example,
has daily need of moral strength in order not to succumb to fear
of the boss. Seeking a new job takes great courage. It takes
self-respect and self-confidence to face up to mistakes, to
abandon failing enterprises, to seek ovit opportunities and make
drastic changes in one's way of life. It takes moral strength
to exercise responsibility for one's group and community, to
assert one's ability to influence.his environment instead of sur-
rendering to it, to make one's voice heard when he has something
important to say.

Too many fathers do not tell their sons about their woek
because they are ashamed of their work and the humiliation it
imposes upon them. Too many of them are not willing to challenge
the system that forces them to live as only half-men. It is not
surprising that many boys*do not identify with their fathers when
the fathers are loth to present themselves as models. It is not
merely that fathers work away from home--that is not a sufficient
explanation of estrangement froWtheir sons. The girl can iden-
tify with her mother, but the boy wants another model. There is
a myth that the man who is pushed around at work compensates by
coming home and lording it over his wife and children. The facts
of the matter, if there were some way of obtaining truthful data,
in my opinion would prove to be the opposite: the subservient
employee is subservient at home--although he may also be tyran-
nical in his dependency. Powerlessness and impotence Are not
synonyms, but neither is emasculation entirely a figure of speech.
It may give European critics some quiver of superiority to dis-

parage American men for their weakness, but they do this from the
standpoint of a conservative tradition which--except in England--
is still relatively strong, even among those who have shed some
of its externals. By the time European men have encountered the.

,
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crisis of masculinity which ' common here, however, American

.
men may be well up the mountain on the other side of the valley.

. We see omens already in the rejection many young men exhibit of

'the empty way of life in which personal worth is evaluated only

by status in a hierarchy, rather than by the value of one's pro-

duct. Their widespread seekino for worthwhileness in their voca-

tions is a very good sign that young men,Aespecially in the

colleges, see the conn.Iction between society and family, ).ork and

worth, social role and sexuality They want to be men, and the

more perceptive rmbng them recognize that in certain ways they

must seek adulthood in way; different from their fathers.

The great dynamic of family life is just this criticism of

one generation by the next, the decision to raise one's own chil-

dren differently from the way one was raised I.K.Aself. Playiny

the role of father poses tests of masculinity more rigorous than

playing the role of husband. But despite the separation between

sexual experience and procreation, in the sense of contemporary

acceptance of contraception, and perhaps even because of it, the

decision of a man and a woman to produce a cAild together is far

more conscious, deliberate, purposeful and serious than ever

before. The decisien to have a child is becoming more of a com-

mitmentin earlier times, one would have said sacrament--than

ever before. Marriage can be regarded as to some .extent experi-

mental, with no great harm done if the experiment fails. But

nowadays more and more the having of children is regarded as the

real commitment which marriage itself used to represent. The.

Scandinavian pattern of deferring marriage until after pregnancy,

while of traditional origins, assumes a peculiarly contemporary

significance in this perspective, and may come to constitute a

model to young people in other countries. Certainly many young

people whose parents separated while their Children were grawing

up have suffered from that situation and have vowed not to sub-

ject other human beings to it, preferrinO not to have chdldren,

until they can feel fully confident of providing them a harmon-

ious and joyous family environment. That is, the phenomenon of

widespread marital breakdown during the past few decades has .

taught many children that the best gift they can offer their

,children when they grow up is the advantage of a happy marriage

between their father and mother. Hence we can surmise that the

paramount expression of masculinity, which is to be a good

father, especially toward one's son, is also a goal toward which

the new generation is groping.

We thus come to the conclusion that, just as sex education

comprises far more than sex information, family life education

comprises far more than sex education. And masculinity and

femininity are not to be achieved in the prevailing environment

without a great deal of clarification of their interdependence

inside and outside the family. We have suggested that education
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in.generall as presently conducted in schools and colleges, at

various points impedes and frustrates the redefinitions of

masculinity and femininity which are needed. Much more than

education will be required for these redefinitions to be com-

pleted. The 'implication that employment practices must be

changed far more extensively than hitherto envisaged is evident.

But here we must limit ourselves to a few more implications for

the conduct pf education.

Within the past sevbral years, the proportion of male

teachers in public high schools in the United States began to

surpass the number of female teachers. Thus far these numbers

remain comparable, and from the standpoint of sex education

among high school students, it seems desirable that the ratio

remain about half and half, ideally in every high school, so

tliat pupils during adolescence might be exposed to.models cf

both sexes, because teachers, next to parents, are probably the

most influential adults in the social development of students.

In the co-educational colleges, of course, women faculty members

are extremely scarce--a deficiency needing rapid correction,

which may happen if male college teachers become much harder to

hdre.

The never-ending task of education is to get from the

transmission of mere words to the learning of ways of life. Long

ago, school teachers were commonly male, but a generation ago the

typical high school teacher was a spinster. Not only were male

teachers scarce, but female teachers who married and had children

of their own were scarcer. During the depression, married women

wtre often driven out of teaching in order to open their jobs to

others who, as the saying went, did not have husbands to support

them. Nowadays by contrast bachelors and spinsters are regarded

almost with suspicion; people wonder why they remain unmarried.

While this expectation that the normal adult will marry may put

-unfair pressure upon a few who do not, from the standpoint of

presenting students with models of adult people to emulate, the

trend toward employment of married teachers can only be welcomed.

Students take intense interest in courtships and marriages among

their teachers. They seem to recognize that teachers who have

children of their own show more understanding of students in' cer-

tain respects than do teachers lacking parental experience. It

seems very likely that the coMbined weight Of the examples set by

all their married teachers will have more impact upon students

than whatev,u- may be taught in a formal way about sex and the

sexes.in a separate course in the curriculum. Hence in terms of

ultimate effect it may be far more important to introduce special

attention to sex education into the training of teachers than

into the curricula of students. Certainly unless ways can be

found to'imbue teachers with high degrees of enlightened self-

awareness about the impact of their example upon the behavior of
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.4 indeed are laid bare the genuine perils of failure in manhood and

womanhood as few parents could ever present them--a book that

cries for discussion by the very audience we have in mind. The

repetitious mischief of the characters in John O'Hara's novels

appears dated and unimportant by contrast. Yet if there were

time it would be instructive for a teacher to take a class

students, it seems likely that what some spe'cialist concentrating

upon the transfer ofmere information about sex can accomplish

will te petty by contrast.

Instead of the old image of the coach or physician who

calls the boys together at the principal's request to tell them

the so-called facts of life, or the newer.image of the social

scientist reciting statistics from surveys, let us imagine the

male teacher of English in a high scho607 who has explicitly

accepted it as a part of his responsibility to help both his male

and his female students to'clarify their standards for judging

masculinity and femininity aMong themselveS. How can he face the

clear-eyed gaze of his students unless he iF honest and objective

toward his own attitudes and behavior? Face4 with the task of

portraying in both fact and fiction the peculiar problems of

maintaining masculinity in the modern world, the teacher of

literature who tried to confine attention to the physical facts

of life would be guilty of evasion. For example, how can one

express any attitude whatsoever toward the non-hero of Rabbit,

Run by John Updike without revealing as much about himself as

about the principal character? Yet of the iooks I have read in

recent years, few are so apt for use in education about the

realities of the relation between occupation and sex role. Here

PI

e through a comparison of the generations represented by these two

authors, because O'Hara has as sure an ear for the Twenties as

Updike has for the Sixties. Imagine a disaussion of how the role

of the father could be played as heroically in contempor.ary cir-

cumstances as in Karl Rolvaag's Giants in the Earth. So superior
OMMIM */

in terms of application to real life and to criticism of real

'life is the study of novels like these that any other approach

to sex education, except the role-playing of life situations,

seems inferior and, again, evasive. The use of fiction, lik the

use of role-playing, permits each individual,to come right up to

the kinds of problematic situatior ; that his education is hope-

fully preparing him to handle. While always leaving open an

exit to retreat from anxiety, through keeping these situations

ostensibly fictional, entry to objectivityl'autonomy, and control

is also made available through presenting hypothetical alterna-

tives to reality.

W.....

Young people today, especially in the colleges, are demand-

ing that what they study be relevant to their lives. This does

not mean that it be simply vocational training. It means par-

ticularly that it relate to the many tasks of living they face,
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in the present as well as the future. Even With regard to voc.a-

tion, it means they want cducation which will etable them to

judge truly and confidently the relative worth of the various

kinds of employment open to them, and not just their income

potential. They want in fact what liberal education is supposed

to be in theory, the ability to understand and nriticize and

shape the world they are receiving. The moment is therefore

propitious for bringing more squarely into the curriculum.the

consideration of what masculinity and femininity should mean in

practice today. Delegating this matter to narrow specialists

would be not pnly an evasiOn of the Very large responsibility

implied by stating this task, but would prolong the rising frus-

tration of this generation with the irrelevance of much that

they are handed. In this sense, the renewed plea that ii being

made for sex education in the schools is representative of a

wider need for relevance in edttcation. It will thus succeed or

fail in concert with this wider groping current among students..

On the other hand, well articulated and led, and supported by

sympathetic members of the older generation,,the movement for

sex education could well serve as the spearhead of the demand

for more relevance in education in general. Its proponents,

therefore, have everything to gain from making commoncause with

the champions of relevance in other fields and from demanding

large changes rather than small concessions from.the upholders

of past practice.

We have referred to the teaching of English, but we could

equally we/1 refer to the teaching of mathematics and science,

languages and social studies. One of the unpublicized scandals

of American education is the degree to which young women are not

merely discouraged from entering the technical fields based on

science and mathematics, but are persuaded early in lite that

they are incapable of doing so, and go through years of school-

ing convinced that they cannot learn science and mathematics.

Every teacher of such subjects should in good conscience struggle

*against this superstition every day of his teaching career,

should contest it openly and explicitly as part of his obligation

as a teacher. But he will not be very successful in doing so, to

repeat an earlier point, unless he himself in his training has

been taught to confront it and to struggle with the question of

whence these emotional blocks and attitudes emanate. The saMe

task devolves upon every teacher of foreign languages who has

male students who suffer from the reverse aisumption that only

girls are good at languages. Social studies seem to escape some-

what the prejudice that learning them is the peculiar prerogative

of one sex or the other, but this fact itself seems highly appro-

priate to include in discussion of learning problems among stu-

dents of both sexes. The education of teachers, we have said,

is not complete without their sex education, and, we might add,

their seX education is not complete without some awareness of .
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the peculiar variations that occP %Teen the sexes among the

vakious fields of learning. None oi these relationships is fully

Understood at pesent: Who can say why women have become great

musicians but none have so far become great composers? Why have

they done better as novelists and poets than as dramatists? It

ia remarked again and again that women in general seem quantita-

tively higher in empathy than men, yet in4the arts, where empathy

is so highly demanded, women seem to have lagged in creativity.

Or are these merely further examples tf the discrimination so

long practiced against the,participation of w.Jmen in occupations

outside their homes?

We started with the observation made by our informant that

women have been the first to move toward a new definition of

their sex role. As she put it, their new relationship of inti-

macy with men is the result of their increasing ability to assimi-

late their active femininity, to coordinate career and marriage.

She indicated that many young women worry over whether to blame

themselves, whether they have become too stronglether they

should try to help their boys become men by.going baer. to being

more passive, sweet and dependent. But we concluded that going

back is unworkable and unrealistic. Instead the boys must go

forward, developing the strength to command the respect and love

of modern young women. It is only as men find new sources of

moral strength for mas6ring their social environment that they .

will succeed in establishing their new definition of masculinity.

And only if men succeed in this can women become more secure in

their new definition of femininity.

In the process of development of society, the mighty

themes of masculinity and femininity have exerted.far more power-

ful effects in human history than the conventional historians who

specialize on wars and empires have seemed to realxze. Beneath

the noise of conquest and defeat has evolved the long spectacle.

.of human creativity. When manhood and womanhood come to be

defined more fully in terms of what they create, when man and

woman each has become the perfect audience for the distinctive

performance of the other, then it may become justified, as some

,recent writers have suggested, to speak of a sexual renaissance.
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.ct: part of the group and the group is a part of man; he both influ-

; We end this volume on values with Christensen's cool

./ sociological analysis of the place of values in society
and in science. He illustrates his theoretical point
with data from three diverse groups of college students:
those from the conservative, largely Mormon Inten-
mountain culture, those from the Midwestern secular
American culture, and those from the liberal Danish
culture.

CHAPTER 12

THE IMPACT OF CULTURE AND VALUES1

Harold T. Christensen, Purdue University

No individual lives entirely alone. He spends most of his
time in groups and is a member of the larger society. What he
thinks and does, and how he feels, are to a considerable extent
determined by the social environment around him. His interac-
tional experiences, and the culture in which they take place,
mold his personality and give direction to hiz behavior. Further-
more, he in turn, exerts some influence over society. Man is a

ences Others and is influenced by them. As Charles Horton Cooley
pointed out about a half century ago, the individual and society
are but two different aspects of the same thing (4). In view of

-this, the claims of certain people that "what we do is our own,
business," and their occasional attempts to "go it alone," just
'don't make sense.

A basic element of every culture consists of the mores,
,or moral standards. These are the prescriptions and proscrip-
tions that the society considers of great importance to its wel-
fare; hence, society surrounds the mores with positive and
negative sanctions--rewards and penalties. Another name for the

mores is norms. When the norms become internalized within the
individual he is said to hold values and to have a conscience.
Values are the individual counterparts of group norms.

1
This chapter is adapted from an article "Scandanavian and
American Sex Norms: Some Comparisons, with Sociological Impli-
cations" in the Journal of Social Issues, 22, 1966, pp. 60-75..
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- Succincily stated, values are the criteria one uses in .

choosing among alternatives. Though closely related to beliefs

and to attitudes, they are not precisely the same as either. .A

'.belief is the conviction that something is real or true. An

attitude is an internal state of the personality that pressures

toward action; it is a "tendency to act." But a value is a

standard of prefelence, a criterion for judging the relative

worth or importance of things, ideas, or events. Values tend to

be checked against beliefs and, in turn, to form the undergirding

for attitudinal states; nevertheless, by themselves, values are

simply the standards or crj.teria used in decision making.

Within the context of family living, imople may be said to .

value such things as: respect for parents, husband-wife.,equality,

absence of divorcet.control over number and spacing of children,

fidelity to the spouse, and premarital chastity--or some modifi-

cation of these and other standards, The positions one takes'on

the various value.issues that ,;onfront him will depend to a con-

siderable degree upcn the way he was reared and the nature of the

cultural norms that were a part of his environmefit. And, just as

cultures differ, so do persons vary in their value positions;

furthemore, cultures and personalities change over time. It may

be possible to derive from these diversities certain relation-

ships and regularities that can serve as guidelines for decision

making. This is the aim.

The discussion to foLlow will focus upon the phenomenon of

premerital sex, with a view toward testing the value variable as

it relates to both behavior and the consequf%nces of behavior. It

will draw heavily upon the writer's own cr.s-cultural research,

but using this merely to test the general model.. It is toward a

general theory of value relevance that we hope to.build. Our

belief is that such a theory, applied to the sex problem, may

help clear.the muddied waters and make moral decision less

difficuli.

'THE PRINCIPLE OF VALUE RELEVANCE

ihere probably is less consensus over sex values today

than at any other time in history. The simple folk cultures of

the past, with their clear and homogeneous norms, have given

ground to complex civilizations such as our own, where change

and heterogeneity are the order of the day. Old norms are being

challenged and weakened without any real agreement as to what

the replacements shall be. Hence, more is left to the individual

conscience, and in that there is great diversity,
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ARsUMENTS OVER SEXUAL MORALITY

Opinions range all the way from regarding sex as basically
. --" evil and at best tolerated for purposes of reproduction, to look.-

ing at it as essentially good and demanding of maximum expression
both in and out of marriage. There are, pf course, more moderate
positions in between these two extremes.

I.

The Judeo-ChriStian Tradition. American sex norms have been
rooted in the Christian movement, which, in turn, had its begin-
nings among the ancient Hebrews. The Hebrews regarded woman's
sex functions as impure and coitus outside of marriage as a
grevious sin--especially for a woman, who, when she offended, was
sometimes stoned to death, With Christianity came a slight
softening of the code but also the addition of new elements. It

was Saint Paul who promulgated the notion that celibacy is.

erable to marriage, through conceding that if one cannot contain .

himself "it is better to merry than to burn" (I.Corinthians 7:79).
The notion that sex is sinful became partictilarly strong during
the middle ages and it VAS then that celibate religious orders
had their greatest development. Wit% the Reformation, these
interpretations became less harsh. Neverthelessl.the code that
was transplanted to America carried with it many restrictions:
sex was regarded suspiciourly, as a prime source of evil, at best
to be tolerated and only then within marriages and chiefly for
purposes of reproduction.

Within the judeo-Christian tradition, it has been enoughi
to say that vGod has spoken." The source and the rationale for
the chastity norm it haS promoted has been the concept of divine

Followers of this tradition have not felt compelled to
"prove" their position, only to believe and obey.

The So-Called "New Morality." But the Industrail Revolution has
ushered in an "Age of Science" and, in the spirit'of the day,
people are questioning and looking for proofs--even in the area

of sexual behavior. Furthermore, since science sets the tone or
style for this modern era, many people now don't want to appear
godly or to be labeled moralists; they.prefer to "play it cool"
and to be thought of as being rational, objective, and progres-

sive. It almost appears as if the "suspended judgment" value of
science is for many resulting in a non-involvement stance in
regard to community affairs.

There is, of course, a large number of factors which
explain the shift over the last half century or so toward more
liberal sex codes: the demoralizirig effects of modern war, the
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newer freedoms given.to women and youth, the invention of the
auiomobile, the.perfecting of contraception, the bariage of
stimulation coming from the mass media, et cetera. Certainly,

also; the recent Supreme Court decisions against censorship have

had an effect. We simply list these developments without elabora-
tion and without judgment, but with the realization that they all
interrelate and that they get their impetus from the secillar tone

of this modern age.

At any rate, the lid is off. Today almost anything goes--
in print, in speech, in entertainment, in behavior. Pornography
(at least all but the very "hardest" of the hard core) is readily
available. There are "filthy speech movements" and "free sex
movements" in different parts of the country. There are topldss

entertainers. There are mate-swapping clubs. Hour restrictions
for coeds and regulations against mixed-sex visiting in dormitory
rooms are being lifted on many college campuses. 'Dress is more-

casual and more revealing. Dancing is less inhibited. Petting

is more public. All in all, it is as if a pendulum had been
released and swung far to the opposite side'before settling .to a
more moderate balance; some.of today's sex practices are extremes,
which are not shared by the majority and which may prove to be
but temporary--though of this last one cannot be sure.

For many, the new morality is essentially a "fun morality."
They welcome the newer freedoms for the opportunities these
bring to engage in personal thrills or "kicks." Sometimes the

behavior is thought through and well rationalized, but often it
is defended simply on the basis that enjoying oneself is good--
and that, since sex is fun, just about all sex is good.

There are, of course, serious and responsible scholars
who take.the liberal position. Typical of these was the late
anthropologist, Bronislow Malinowski (5). He argued--not for
.complete sexual freedom to be sure--but for limited and regulated
coitus outside of marriage nevertheless, justified on two counts:
(a) providing, through trial and error, a safer method of select-
ing a marriage partner; and (2) serving a; a safety valve,
eictually making marriage more stable by draining off some of the

-.cruder sexual impulses and separating these from the sentiment
of affection between the spouses. Whether Malinowski was right

or wrong is beside the point here. At least he challenged the
notion of inherent rightness or wrongness of sex outside of
marriage, and helped open the way for objective inquiry.

At the level of popularization'in the mass media, Playboy
Magazine stands out. It is a sophisticated approach to sexual
freedom and enjoyment,' The playhoy philosophy," developed in a
long series of articles by the editor, Hugh Hefner, attacks con-.
ventional morality and attempts to build a rationale for sex
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outside of marriage. The photographs play up the semi-nude
female figure, and tiiese, together with the jokes and many of
the articles, drive hard on the theme that sex is fun.

Absolute Versus Relative Values. What has been said up to this
point makes it amply clear that in the cohtemporary world two
opposing value systems are battling it.out. On the one handl
there is the traditional Judeo-Christian position of absolute or
ultimate values: *sex outside of marriage is wrong, period. In

this view, nonmarital sex is intrinsically wrong, because God has
said so; the justification transcends the reach of man; there is
no need for proof and no room for argument. On the other hand,
there is the relativistic or situational position: the rightness
or wrongness of nonmarital sex depends upon the conditions sur-
rounding its occurrence. In this view? morality depends not upon
something intrinsAc to the act nor something imposed from the -

realm of the supernatural, but rather upon the overall effects of
the behavior within a specific setting; and, since effects can be
expected to vary with the situation, the moral dimensions of a
given act will be different at different times and places.

To the traditionalist holding absolute values, the new
moTality is nothing more than the old immorality. To the modern-
ist holding relative values, it is the rigid insistence upon
chastity that is immoral, both because he thinks that self-denial .

under certain circumstances may work against emotional health and
because he sees the arbitrariness of the position serving to
stulify free enquiry. In thds age of science, it is the modern-
ist (relativist) who seems frequently to have the better of the
argument--simply because his approach is more in.line with the
dominant themes of the day. (This is an observation not a value
judgment.)

But, does one need to choose between the absolutistic and
relativistic positions? Isn't it possible that some values are
absolute and others relative? Or, that a given act has both
absolutistic and relativistic components? Perhaps the Christian
moralist should weacome the supporting hand'of the scientist, foi
his scripture tells him "By their fruits ye shall know them".
(Matthevi 7:20); and, if this is so, the scientist should be able
to throw new light on religious problems by.definitively measur-
ing ca'Jise and effect sequences (i.e., the "fruits"). Perhaps,'
also, the scientist needs better to recognize_his limitations,
realizing that generalizations must not go beyond the data, and
that his data are limited to observations through the five senses.
When the scientist demonstrates the relativity of certain.effects
he does not, by this process, prove that everything is relative.
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Support for this view is to be found in a recent article
by.F. Ivan Nye (7). 'Nye distinguished between what he called
intrinsic values, where things are valued for their own sake, and
'instrumental values, where things are valued for their effects
upon desirable outcomes. This dichotomy is, of course, essen-
tially the'same aS the absolutistic-relativistic value positions
described above. Nye, while recognizing the difficulty of iden-
tifying intrinsic values, did name several which he would con-
sider in this category: life itself, freedom from chronic pain
or discomfort, freedom from severe fear or anxiety, freedom to
make choices, and the condltion of loving and being loved. He

claimed that any given property can possess both instrumental and
intrinsic value. He noted a movement over time toward more and
more instrumental valuation of family behavior; and then left.as
his basic wish that this trend will continue--so that society can
objectively weigh the changes needed for more effective function-
ing.

SCIENCE AND VALUES a -

It is the fashion these days for popular writers to
exploit the subject of sex, due to the intrinsic interest it
holds; and, perhapS partly as a reaction against this kind of
sensational journalism, certain academicians tend to look down
their noses at colleagues who deal with sex as a subject of
professional interest. Nevertheless, no social scientist worth
his salt is willing to be greatly influenced by either type of
pressure: to jump on the bandwagon for the sake of popularity,
or to dodge real issues at stake in order to protect his image.
Sciance, almost by definition, requires its workers to pursue all
available data that are relevant to the solutions of their
research .problems, and, secondly, to keep their generalizations
within the limits of their data. When the scientist goes beyond
.his data, as he sometimes must, it is proper that his pronounce-
ments be labeled something like "speculations" or "interpreta-
tions."

Science!s Role in the Controversy. Elsewhere the writer has out-
lined major dimensions of the scientific discipline:

Science seeks to investigate systematically a
phersomenon for the purpose of xevealing its true
nature. It is interested in both the properties of
the phenomenon and the relations existing among these
properties which explain the action or behavior tak-
ing place. Primary attention is given to relations
among properties, since it is from these that the
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scientist is able to achieve his ultimate goal:
prediction. He must rely upon information received
through one or more of the five senses; his data,
in other words, must always be empirical data, not
mere hunches. Furthermore, the phenomenon must be
studied objectively, not subjectively, so that his
Generalizations =wino from the data alone and not
from personal bias. If these two conditions hold--
reliance upon empirical data and objectivity of the
study methdds--the generalizations can always be
retested for the sake of verification. Thus, in
time there can be built up a body of trusted knowl-
edge and theory, so that, knowing the conditions of

: a phenomenon, it becomes possible to predict the
probable outcome. Essentially, therefore, the
attitude of science is that of value-free truth-
seeking; the method is that of the objective analysis
of empirical data; and the aim is that of predictive
theory (1, p. 11).

And again:

It ig in the nature of science that generaliza-
tions spring directly and solely from the data examined,
rather than from either the desires of. the scientist
or the pressures of society. Science seeks to discover
what is rather than what ought to be; it looks for
'truth, not proof; it cuts new trails, letting the.chips
.fall where they may, rather than defending old ones or
catering to vested interests (31 p. 970);

The term morality is used commonly to designate conducts
that is considered "good" or "right," frequently conceived in
'terms of absolutes. But questions of ultimates and absolutes lie
outside the reach of science, a,. the best the scientist can do
with them--in fact, all he can do as scientist--is to maintain

,suspended judgment and apply objective analysis. Assertion.with-
. out evidence is the essence of dogmatism and the scientist as
well as'the religionist can be dogmatic, though to do so puts
him beyond his data.

_-
The controversy over values and morality has resulted in

a great deal of namecalling, from both sides. The religionist-
traditionalist has been prone to speak of those who pr-sess a
questioning mind as "worldly," or "liberal," or--when the thinking
becomes completely irrational--even as "communists." The
scientist-modernist, on the other hand, has been too quick to
label those who incline toward absolutistic values as
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"visionaries," or "moralists," or even as "bigots." Now, there
shOuld be no objection to some of these terms so long as they are

' :interpreted correctly. A liberal, for example, is correctly
described'as one who has a broad and enlightened mind; and a
moralist is only one who is genuinely concerned with problems of
right and wrong. But, in the opposing camps, both "liberal" and
"moralist" have become dirty words: meaning, in the first
instance, one who profanes the sacied; and, in the second
instance, one who begs the question or refuses to face up to the
evidence. It is the unjust connotations and emotional overtones
sometimes attached to such labels that get in the way. It is
just as unfair for advocates of "the new morality" to call those
possessing a contrary opinion "moralistic" as it is for religion-
ists.tostigmatize and reject the man who thinks.

Though morality is popularly thought of in terms of
absolute guidelines based upon eternal truths, this is not the'
only definitional possibility. As used here, the term encom-
passes any system of "right" and "wrong," whether it be based
upon transcendental notions or empirical obAervations.

What can science add to the field of morals; andf if any-
thing, at what points can it contribute? Can there be a socio-
logical basis for decisions on proper behavior? If by "proper"

is meant something that is intrinsically or.eternally right, the
answer to this last question is "no," but if the meaning is
simply that the behavior lines up with group norms, and hence
escapes the consequences of negative group sanctions, the answer
is "yes." Though the sociologist cannot decide wtat is best in
an absolute sense, he can determine what is most functional to
the systems involved2--and hence help decide"what is best in a
relative sense.

It should be evident, then, that'the task of the scientist
is not to actually set up or affirm a moral system, not, in other

2
According to the structural-functional school, human activities
tend to become organized into intra- and interdependent systems,
which perpetuate themselves only by maintaining necessary
degrees of balance or equilibrium. There are personality
systems and social systs--and subsystems of each--all inter-
relaud. When an activity is in harmony with, and helps to
-maintain a system, it is said to be functional; uhen the
revers? is true, Apfunctional.

It is thus possible to use system waintenance as the criterion
against which the propriety of behavior is decided. This
essentially is what we mean by a normative morality,
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words, to take a moral position--even one based upon empirical

evidencesbut only to determine cause and effect relationships

ivhich can aid the nom;scientist (including the scientist in his

non-scientist role as a citizen) in choosing criteria for moral

decisions. The scientist, being confined to empirical data, can-

not touch questions of absolutistic morality; nor can he, while

in his professional role, make choices ambrg the alternatives of

relativistic (normative) morality. put he can clarify the alter-

natives and thus contribute somethiuto moral questions.

The Meaning of Normative Morality. Normative morality is defined

here.as any code of right and wrong that is founded upon,the

operations of normative systems. It is more, however, than the
particular systems standing by themselves; for only by knowing

the ways in which.these interrelate, and in which personal

behaviors deviate from social prescriptions, and what the con-

sequences of such deviations are, can there be any rational basis

for moral decision. Thus, normative morality is'relativistic

rather than absolutistic. It attempts to put science in place

of polemics and to see questions of right and wrong in terms of

the measurable and variable consequences of the behavior involved.

Though the social scientist, as scientistl'cannot make

value judgments, he is entitled to study values as data. As a

matter of fact, this is more than his privilege, it is hie obli-

gation. Note the following classical statements: "There is

nothing either good or bad, but thinking makes it so" (William

Shakespeare); "The mores can make anything right" (William Graham
Sumner); "If men define situations as real, they are real in

their consequences" (Ur. I. Thomas). The values people hold tend

both to shape their behavior and to determine the effects of this

behavior upon themselves, -.,pon others, and upon society at large.

Values aie intervenihg variables which for any genuine understand-

ing must be taken into account.

Values as Intervening Variables. As will be demonstrated below,

, values affect both behavior and the consequences of behavior.

- Not only do people tend to act in accordance with the values they

hold, bUt their actions will have differing consequences'accord-

ing to bow well they conform or fail to conform to the values

back of them. In this latter instance, the effects the values

have are indirect and so the values must properly be regarded as

intervening variables. The theory is that negative effects are

in dit-ect proportion to the amount of value-behavior discrepancy

that is present.

........momprotsgeo~.....orisewiraSMOINISIONINNOPONIMOUPrommowtomomMorm........



A few illustrAtions may help make the point clear. There
is'research evidence: that it isn't so much size of family

' alone, as it is the eitent o which size is controlled in line
with-desired size, that affects the marriage; that it isn't so
much the fact of the mother working outside the home, as it is
whether or not she wants to work and/or her husband approves,
that affect both the child's development and the stability of
the marriage.; Anei thnt it in't so mml: the. .1..ve..1 -f living a
family is at, as it is the discrepancy between this level and
the standard of living (desired level), that produces the ten-
sion.to which certain under-privileged families are subjected

(3, PP. 994-995).

In other words, the values people hold represent important
and relevant data for understanding and evaluating their behav-
ior. The writer has called this basic fact the "Principle of
Value Relevance," which he described as follows:

In simplest terms, the principle of value
relevance means that the values people hold are
re/evant to their behavior and to the outcome or
effects of this behavior: in other words, it
means that the family sociologist not only may
but must deal with values as part ce his data.
What people believe, or perceive, or desire, or
expect determines how they act and react in refer-
ence to the situations they face--even more so,

. very often, than the reality factors outside their
mental-emotional systems.

Values may be dealt with as dependent'
variables, shaped by forces outside the individual,
such as family interaction; as independent variables
which influence one's behavior and relationships,
including that which takes place within the family;

and as intervening variables, which are so because
they intrude themselves into a process to affect
both its direction and its outcome. Since the
meanings attached to things and events depend upon
the values people hold, it is this last named--
values as intervening variables--whioh carries the
most promise for the family researchers of the
future (3, pp. 997-998).
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AMERICAN SEX NORMS VIEWED IN CROSS-CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE

. This section is to summarize the writer's research into
premarital intimacy patterns compared across three cultures:
sexually permissive Denmark, moderately restrictive Midwestern
United States, and highly restrictive partion Country (Utah and
surrounding states) in western United States. Selection of these
particuldr cultures was in part motivated by the need,for a wide
range of norms and practices in order to test more reliably the
effects of specific.practices in relation to their norm (or .

value) settings. The data were gathered approximately 10 years
ago by means of both questionnaires, administered to university
students, and the record linkage technique, applied to samples

of the general population.3

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE NORMS

The sex norms of Denmark are known to be highly permissive;
those of Midwestern United States, moderately restrictive; and
those of Mormon Country, highly restrictive. In Denmarkwhich
is broadly typical of all of Scandinavia--sexual intercourse
during the engagement is a tradition that goes Lack three or four
centuries at least, and in recent years the practice has spread
to include the "going steady" relationship; now as earlier, many
Danes tend to wait for pregnancy before going ahead with the wed-
ding. In the United States, including the Midwestern Region--
which may be taken as a fair cross-section of the whole--:chastity
is the code; and this prescription, though frequently violated
and.though yndergoing considerable liberalization in recent
decades, is the dominant norm, backed heavily by a strang

JudeoChristian tradition. In Mormon Country--which, of courses

111,1

'George R. Carpenter collaborated on the questionnaire phase of

the research.

Ten separate journal articles reporting various aspects of this
study have been published. This present chapter draws heavily
from the most recent of these (see item nudiber 2 in the list of
references)--even to the point of using many sentences and
paragraphs verbatim, with the publisher's peimissiod.

Since this was a summary article, and since it listed all pre-
vious ones, it alone will be referenced here. Readers desiring

greater detail--on either methodology or substantive findings--
may first turn to that article and from it to the earlier ones.
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is part of the United States, but, because of the particular

religious culture which pervades it, is unique in many respects--

8
chastity is a highly institutionalized norm supported by strong

positive and negative sanctions. With orthodox Mormons, "Break.-

ing the law of chastity" is among the most serious of sins.

Attitudinal Measures. Since norms tend to be internalized

within the personality structures of those who make uri the

society, one would expect to see similar cross-cultural differ-

ences, to those just reported, in expressions of personal atti-

bide. This.is exactly what was found. Questionnaire returns

from samples of university students revealed that Danish,

respondents, in comparison with others (21 p. 62):

1. Gave greater approval to both premarital coitus and

postmarital infidelity.

2. Approved earlier starting times, in relation to man:-

riage, of each level of intimacy-a-necking, petting,

and coitus.

3. Thought in terms of a more rapid progression in

intimacy development from its beginnings in necking

to its completion in coitus.

4. Scored significantly higher on a Guttman-type scale,

which combined ten separate additional item into a

measure of "Intimacy Permissiveness."

Behavioral Measures. Furthermore, since a person's behavior

. tends to line up with his values (including internalized norms),

it follows that behavioral items can be used as indicators of

the norms which lie back.of them. This approach also gave sup-

port to the differing cultural patterns previously described;

specifically, Danish subjects, more than others (2, p. 63):

1. Participated in premarital coitus.

2. Went on to coitus from petting; that is, fewer of

them engaged in terminal petting.

3. Confined premarital coitus to one partner,:and had

first experience with a "steady" or fiarce(e);

hence, were less promiscuous (this generalization

holds for males only).

Gave birth to an illegitimate child.
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Conceived.the first legitimate child (postmarital

birth) premaritally.

6. Postponed further conception following the wedding;
hence, sl-owed a low proportion of early postmarital

*conceptions.

' In virtually all of the above attitudinal and behavioral .

measures, as well as with post others to be cited below, Mormon
Country fell at the opposite or restrictive end of the continuum
to Denmark, with Midwestern United States in-betweenthough
closer to the Mormon than to the Danish, which is wty we ,have

labeled it "moderately restrictive."

Summary Descriptions. Generally speaking, the normative system

of United States includes early, frequent, and random dating;

with a gradual narrowing of the field, a gradual 'development of
intersex intimacy, the dealying of coitus until after the
wedding, and,the strong expectation of marital fidelity. These

patterns differ, of coursel'from one subgroup to another, and
the Mormon segment is known to be among the strongest adherents

to convention and chastity. Individual variability is great and

the trend over time is toward liberalization. Especially notice-

able'is an increase of coitus during the engagement, which is an
alteration in the direction of Scandinavian practice.

In sharp contrast to the American s7stem, is the Danish.
Therel.dating (which is a relatively recent innovation) starts
later, is less widely practiced, and is more likely to begin with

a "going steady" arrangement and an expectation of marriage to

follow. Furthermore, all levels of sexual intimacy are accepted
onCe the 'relationship becomes firmly established; and the pro-.
.gression to complete intimacy is relatively rapid. As a matter

of fact, the Danes do not draw a sharp line to set off technical

chastity (as do Americans), but.ratber regard petting and coitus
as belonging together, and see them both as appropriate in a

relationship based on love and oriented toward marriage. Today,

this kind of a relationship is most apt to be established with

"going iteady" in Denmark but not until the engagement in America.

Actually, in Denmark both "going steady" and engagement mean more
in terms of commitment and privileges-than they do in America,
and the wedding probably means less--relatively speaking. It is

to be noted, therefore, that tile greater sexual permissiveness of
Denmakk (and all of Scandinavia for that matter) does not neces-:

sarily imply greater looseness or higher promiscuity; intimacy is
simply made more a part of the courting and marrying processes.

S.
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Nevertheless, it must be addLtionally observed that there
seems to have tlen a'spreading or generalizing of this marriage.

! oriented permistiveness to non-marital situations, for the Dtnes

gave.greater approval to all of our propositions regarding
intimacy and also showed higher rates of illegitimacy.

Finally, though the recent trend ih Denmark is toward the
adoption of American dating patterns, and though the cultures on
h^11-11 ft;cia= evr +be Aflantin are mnvino tow4rd convergance, dif.

ferences in sex no'rms are still strluing.

CONSEWENCES Cf NORM VIOLATIONS

.
Our cross-cultural data.made it possible to test the

hypothesis that negative effects will be greater when the behav7
ior is out of llne with the values (or norms).

Approval C....0....tredon with pipezice. was rioted above that

sexual behavior tends to line up with sexual norms in each of

the three cultures: Denmark was most permissive And Mormon
Country most restrictive with regard to both norms and behavior.
But this tells us nothing of the relative proportions of indi-
viduals in each of the three cultures who violate thtir own
values (internalized norms). To get at the latter, we compared
for each culture percentages who approved premarital coitus with
percentages who Actually had experienced it. Here are the

results (21 p. 64):

1. For Denmark, substantially more approved than had

had experience.

2. For the two American samples, the reverJe was true:*
substantially more had had experience than approved.

3. Of the American samples, this discrepancy between
experience and approve/ was groater for Mhrmon

Country.

Explanation for the Danish pattern probably lies in the
permissive norms of that culture, coupled with the youthfulness
and hence lack of marriage orientation of many.of the respondents.
(Recall that premarital intercourse in Denmark is more frequently
tied in with love and commitment to marry; many hadn't yet
reached that stage, though they approved of coitus for those who

had.) Explanation for the American patterns, and most especially
that of Mormon Country, probably lies in the restrictiveness of
the culture, coupled with biological and social pressures upon
individuals to violate the norms.
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Thus, restrictiveness in a culture seems to cause propor-
tionately more individuals to violate their own standards. This

t might logically'be expected to result in more guilt, frustration,
'and maladjustment.

Reactions. Con6ernno First PreMaritAl Cetil-nc. Malebo AnA

who had had premarital coitus were given an opportunity, by
responding to a check list, to tell whether or not it was volun-
tary and to indicite theirispredominant feelings the day following
the experience. The cross-cultural pattern which emerged was
this (21 p. 65):

1. The proportion of those whose first coital experi-.
ence was not "voluntary because of desire"--and,
hence, was because of either a felt obligation or
actual coercion--was highest in Mormon Country and
lowest in Denmark.

2. The proportion experiencing guilt., remorse, fear,
6 or other negative feelings subsequent to first

premarital coitus was also highest in Mormon
Country and lowest in Denmark.

Thus, both involuntary participation and negative .P .tions fol- .

- lowing the event were greatest in the most restrict_ 4! culture
and least in the most permissive culture.

Effects of Pregnancy Upon the Wedding Date. Estimated dates ofmorcaamm.....m.
conception for first children in marriage were calculated by sub-
tracting 266 days (normal period of uterogestation) from the date
of birth. When these were plotted, the following distinct pat-
terns for the three cultures showed Up (2, p. 65):

1. In Mormon Country, the line climbed somewhat smoothly
to its one peak located one month after the wedding,
and then tapered off.

2. In the Midwest, the line became bimodal, with one
peak two months before the wedding and then a second
but higher lieak one month after the wedding.

3. In Denmark, the line showed a single peak five months
before the wedding--more first births were conceived
then than at any other time, even than in the months
following marriage.



The interpretation seems clear: in Mormon Country there is
apjmrently enough pressure from the negative feelings accompany-

. ing premArital Coitus'alone to force the marriage; in the Midwest
the tendency is to marry immediately after the pregnancy becomes
definitely.known (about two months from conception), to try to
hide the fact.and so escape public scorn; while in Denmark there
is little or no pressure to hurry the wediding, even when preg-
:Inv.; occurs first.

S.
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Effects of Pregnancy Upon Subsequent Divorce. By matching mar-
riage, birthl'and divorce records it was pos-sible to arrive at
divorce rates for various birth-interval categories. Comparisons
of divorce rate differentials between the rather definitely
determined premarital and postmarital conceivers revealed the
following cross-cultural picture (2, pp. 65-66):

1. Premarital conceivers showed up with higher divorce
rates than the postmarital conceivers'in all three
cultures, though in Denmark the difference was small.

2. Percentage differences by which divorce rates in the
premarital exceeded those in the postmarital preg-
nancy groups were highest in Mormon Country and
lowest in Denmark.

These findings seed to demonstrate that, though divorce-proneness
.is associated with premarital pregnancy, this relationship .is
strongest in restrictive societies: apparently permissiveness
regarding premarital pregnancy tends to cancel out some of its
negative effects.

Admittedly these measures of consequences do not exhaust
the possibilities; yet they deal with crucial points and at least
.suggest what the outcome of a more comprehensive analysis might
be. Here it is seen that the most permissive culture (Denmark)
shows the least negative effects from both premarital coitus and
premarital pregnancy: guilt and kindred feelings are at a mini-
mum; there is little pressure to advance the wedding date; and
the influence of these intimacies upon subsequent divorce is

-

relatively small. Conversely, negative effects are in each
instance greatest in the most restrictive culture (Mormon
Country), with the more moderate culture (Midwestern) showing
in-between effects.
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It would seem that the negative consequences of norm

deviation tend to vaey directly with norm restrictiveness--

t probably because deviation in the more restrictive societies
.represents a larger gap between norms and behavior; and, hence,

constitutes a greater offense.

SOME ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 4

4

Up to this point we,have described attitudinal and behav-
.

ioral patterns across the three cultures and.the relationship

cif effects or consequences to norm violation. Two other impor-

tant questions have.to do with cross-cultural differences in the

male-female subcultures, and the degree to which it'is possible

to delineate cultural uniformitiesor universals.

The Male-Female Subcultures. -It would be profitable to knaw if

the permissiveness or restrictiveness of.sex norms in any way

affect the convergence or divergence of mald and female subcul-

tures. Two findings from the cross-cultural research bear on

this point (2, pp. 66-67).

1. The two extremes on our permissiveness-restrictiveness
continuum, that is, Denmark and Mormon Country, showed .

the greatest convergence of male and female attitudes.

Furthermore, proportionately more respondents from
these cultures, and especially from the Danish,

.
believed in a single standard of sexual morality.

4
Though we.use the terms "effects" and "consequences," it is

recognized that association is not the same thing as causation

.
and that the latter has not actually been established. It is

possible, for example, that with reference to divorce rate dif-

ferentials a selective process.is operating, which, in the

restrictive Mormon culture could throw disproportionately more
divorce-prone individuals into the premarital pregnancy
category--if it should be that premarital pregnancy proneness
and divorce proneness are linked within the personality--for

the presumption is that cultural restrictiveness would tend to

eliminate from premarital pregnancy those whose personalities

are more conforming. The matter needs further study. Neverthe-

less, we would hypothesize that selectivity, if it exists, would

account for only part of the explanation; that an importnat

remainder would be causal.
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2. When it comes td behavior, however, only the permis-

sive.culture (Denmark) showed a strong convergence of

male and female patterns. As a matter of fact, the

most restrictive (Mormon Country) tended to be the

.most divergent in this respect--a fact which, when

combined with attitudinal homogeneity between the

sexes, means, as pointed out earlier, that dispro-

.
portionately large numbers there fail to practice

what they profess._

Though explanations are not elearly within the data, there

are some which seem plausible. As to attitude, we would hypothe-

, size .that the male-female convergence in Denmark is due to a.

freeing or liberalizing of the female, whereas in Mormon Country

it is due to a taming or conventionalizing of the male- -through

stress on authority, conformity, and participation within the

church, all of which is reinforced by a lay prie:sthood involving

most male members 12 years of age and over. As to behavior, we

would hazard.the guess that in Denmark, where there is little

-- stigma attached to premarital sex activity, behaviof tends to

follow the norms, and hence male-female similarity in attitude

becomes male-female similarity in behavior also; whereas, in

Mormon Country, where.the standards set by the church may be
A. somewhat utopian in nature, a stronger seX urge among males15

plus.a pervasivy double standard-in the general culture, causes

more males than females toviolate the norms, which in turn

- increases the gap by which the two sexes diverge.

Cross-Cultural Uniformities. Science looks for uniformities in

nature; out of analysis comes sjrnthesis and general theory.- In

the spirit of science, sociology and kindred disciplines .search

for principles of human behavior.that can be generalized over

time and across cultures. But the social sciences also see the

peculiarities of each culture and, recognizing this, adhere to a

theory of cultural relativism. In the preceding pages we have

observed ways in which sexual attitudes and behaviors and behav-

ior consequences re relatiVe to cultural norms. Nevertheless,

not everything is _Ilative. Certain relationships that hold to

some degree in al.. three cultures have been suggested above
_

higher divorce rates among premarital conceivers, for example.

There are many additional ones; and here are three, to illus-

trate (2, pp. 68-69):

5Though male-female differences in biological sex drive is open

to some question and is in need of,further research, there can

be little doubt but that in our culture most males have stronger

learned sexual desire than do females.
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Females are more conservative in sexual matters than
are males; almost without exception and regardless

A / of the measure used or whether it measures attitudes
or behavior.

2. *Approval of non-marital coitus, as applied to the
premarital period, increases with each sliecified
advance in involvement and/or commitment between
the couple; but, as applied to the postmarital
period; the reverse is true.

3. Premarital pregnancy is greater among young brides
and grooms in contrast to older ones, among those
who have'a civil wedding in contrast to a religious
one, and among those in a laboring line of work in
contrast to the more skilled and professional
occupations.

To repeat, each of the above statements is applicable td
all three of the cultures studied: Danish,.Midwestern, and

Mormon Country. Though these items do not apply in equal
'strength to each of the samples, they do represent significant
regularities that can be generalized.

We have demonstrated for the three cultures.studied that
sex:patterns show both regularities and variabilities. If every-
thing were regular, that is, generalizable across cultures, one
could look to these universals as bases for a uniform morality;6

. or, if everything were culture bound, one could conclude that

nothing is fixed and morality is entirely relative. The truth
of the matter seems to lie between these two conditions.

SUMMARY. AND CONCLUSIONS

In demonstrating how science can measure some of the
effects of sexual irregularities, and thus provide a basis for
moral decisions we have not wished to imply that the notion of

_-
6
Even if it could be demonstrated that the consequences of given
sex acts are the same everyplace and at all times (which it can-

not), the scientist still could not conclude that these effects
are absolute, with implications of transcendental meaningfor
he is bound to the study of empirical data. The scientist is
within his sphere studying questions of universality, but this
'is as close as he must permit himself to get to questions of
absolute or ultimate morality.



. absolute or ultimate.values has been refuted. Neither has it

been confirmed. Such a question is beyond the reach of the

t Scientist. It Should'be clear, however, that the scientist can

provide generalizations concerning relationships of variables

that are relevant to moral issues; that he can study values as

-data, without making value judgments--and thus contribute some-

th_mir to the resolution of ethical probleins.

A relativistic (normative) sexual morality would judge

acts in terms of their varying consequences. In the research

dealt wi4.11 here, we have found for the premaritally intimate in

Mormon Country (the most restrictive of the Samples) not only

higher divorce rate differentials but also greater guilt,and a

stronger tendency t6 seek escape from conscience and social

condemnation by hurrying.up the wedding.

We have used Mormon Culture in our analysis in order to

accentuate the contrasts. It must be kept in mind, hawever, that

the average or more typical American culture has'these*same dif-.

ferences compared with Scandinavia, though to a lesser degree,

and the explanations might be expected to be similar: United

States has more terminal petting, younger ages at marriage, more

guilt associated with premarltal petting, a greater tendency to

hurry the wedding when caught with pregnancy, a disproportion-'

ately higher divorce rate associated with premarital pregnancy,

and so on. Some of the writer's Danish acquaintances have, in

defense of their system, even gone further than these research

points and suggested that the'restrictiveness of American

Culture--including its emphasis upon technical chastity while at

the same time permitting petting--is resultinb in larger propor-

tions of such pathologies as cheesecake publications, hardcore

pornography, prostitution, and homosexuality. Whether or not

these asserted differences w6uld hold up under research remains

to be sedn; they do make interesting hypotheses.

What, then, can be said about the relative merits of the

Scandinavian and American sexual systems? Certainly nothing by

.way of ultimate judgment (unless one abandons science and accepts

1 the tenants of transcendental morality). Seen in terms of behav-

ioral consequences, which is the view of normative morality,.

there aie both functional and dysfunctional practices within both

cultures--some of which have been outlined above. But when a

thing is recognized as dysfunctional, this judgment is only with

reference to the normative system in which it..exists;. and

whether, in, order to obtain equilibrium, one shovld change the

behavior to fit the system, or the system to f . the behavior,

or some of both, is a question for the religionist or the philos-

opheri.not the scientist.
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In recent years, American sexual practices have been mov-

ing direction of the more liberal Scandinavian norms.

' Reiss, for examPle, characterizes the Swedish norm aS "Permis-

siveness with Affection" and points out that this is the standard

which has grown greatly in our own country over the last century

(8, pp. 126-145). Some people argue that.this will be the solu-

tion to our problems. It must be remembered, however, that con-

sequences are relative to the systems within which the behavior

takes place. The functionaLity or dysfunctionality of American

sex practices musi be seen.against American sex norms, and

unless the latter have been liberalizing as rapidly as the former

there will have been an increase of strains (dysignctions) within

the personalities and the relationships involved. There,is Some

evidenc...t that this is truc.. But whether or nof the gap separat-

ing prescription from practice is-getting largvr, at least it

exists, and ifs existence calls for objective investigation .N.nd

analysis--as background for decision and adjustment.

Within the framework of normative moralitY, an act is

"good" if it succeeds and "bad" if it fails.in terms of meaning-

. ful criteria. For the scientists, the most meaningful criterion

appropriate to moral judgment is the actinn's nearness of fit to

the values or norms which govern the behavior. There has been

little research relating nonmarital sexual behavior to its measur-

able consequences, which may be presumed to exist. Of the exist-.

_ing objective studies (as well as causal speculations) on this

problem some have been solely concerned with possible effects

upon the individual, his mental health and adjustments; others

with possible effects upon the pairrelationship, whether it is

made mutually reinforcing or enduring; and still others upon

possitde effects upon the community or society, Wheiher there

-are'interconnections between sexual controls and societal stabil-

ity. It is our contention that a theory of normative morality,

if it is-to be built, must draw upon culturally relevant tesearch

.relating to all of these effect levels. Further research is

called for.

A final question has to do with whether .normative morality

:will actually work; that is, will a rational understanding of

consequences be enough to cause the person to basically alter his

behavio:r? A suggestion that it will not is provided by the con-

tinuing upward trend in smoking, in the face of the Surgeon

General's report--convincing, well-publicized evidence of smok-

ing's harmful effects made scarcely a ripple in the practice. A

suggestion that it will work, however, comes from research

reported by Muuss. He found that the causal nature of human

behavior can be taught in the schools, even at the very young

ages, and that where this method supercedes the traditional

judgmental approach, the child is "less punitive, less anxious,

more tolerant, more democratic, more responsible, more secure,
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has fewer conflicts, and Shows better school adjustment'i (6,

p..155). Certainly it appears that information alone is not

c the whole answer. But neither is motivation by itself. Perhaps

information and motivation both work best when they are allowed

to be complementary and, hence, mutually reinforcing. And per-
,

haps, also, man over time will grow in rationality, and increas-

tn'ovidence nn consequences of'alternative courses of

007.
to.

action to guide him in his decisions.

#
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